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Executive summary
The demand for polymer micromachining has been rapidly growing for a number of 
years in various diverse applications. Polymer components are generally produced by 
moulding; however, in some instances machining may be required as an alternate or 
supplementary process. Components often require high surface finishes and excellent 
dimensional accuracy, meeting these specifications demands an increased 
understanding of material behaviour and cutting performance during micromachining. 
The intrinsic material properties such as low elastic modulus and poor thermal 
characteristics can often make the processing of polymer components extremely 
challenging. A further obstacle is that machining strategies employed are often 
modifications of those used when dealing with metallic or wooden materials. These 
heuristic solutions make structured examination and comparison of machining 
outcomes difficult.

This work focuses on the mucromachining of a biomedical grade polymer used in a 
surgical ophthalmic application. Certain qualities of the material set it apart from 
those typically encountered in polymer machining, a glass transition temperature of 
I l°C and high adhesive properties make machining distinctly more challenging than 
many other applications. The scale of the work poses a secondary challenge, with tool 
diameters less than I mm and edge defects of the order of tens of microns, the 
machining and subsequent inspection of cut profiles proves difficult. The problems 
encountered when machining polymers on a micro-scale can be addressed through 
structured experimental investigation and careful analysis of cutting condition and 
process outcomes.

To enable experimental work, a rig was developed capable of recording cutting forces 
while limiting the impact of unwanted machine instabilities. Methodologies to 
categorise and quantify micromilled surface defects, extract key features from cutting 
force signals and evaluate cut geometries are presented. The tool-workpiece 
engagement is explained through a combination of schematic representations of the 
cutting process and scrutiny of the cutting forces as a function of tool rotational angle.

A statistically rigorous experimental approach allows the comparison of machining 
responses to those reported elsewhere in the literature. Although the specific 
application was markedly different, key similarities to previous work are highlighted 
where applicable. The impact of feed, speed, depth of cut, temperature, and cutting



fluid is demonstrated. Further to this, feed, speed, and depth of cut are examined in 
greater detail and their significance to machining metrics outlined. Of these three, feed 
is found to be the most significant parameter affecting cut surface quality. Improper 
selection of rotational speed and increased depths of cut results in a reduction in 
cutting performance. From the results obtained, the optimum settings of the three 
parameters were measured to be - speed: 30,000 rpm, feed: 3mm/s, and depth of cut: 
0.5mm By following an empirical approach, a stable micromachining envelope is 
identified in which ideal cutting performance can be achieved.

Wear on the tools rake face is shown to have a detrimental impact on cut surface 
characteristics. The significance of wear location and severity is demonstrated through 
analysis of the nature and frequency of various surface defects. Cutting forces are 
shown to be higher when micromachining with tools displaying wear.

The goal of the work is to advance the fundamental knowledge of cutting mechanisms 
in polymer micromachining through analysis of surfaces characteristics and cutting 
performance metrics during micromilling. To aid in this regard, an empirical approach 
is followed which categorises and quantifies surface defects as well as assessing 
cutting forces and cut geometries. These metrics are used, together with current state 
of the art knowledge on polymer machining garnered from literature to understand and 
illustrate both material behaviour and machining performance during micromilling.
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Nomenclature
Symbol Definition Units
a Rake angle O
CO Clearance angle O
o Stress Pa
E Strain -

E Young’s modulus Pa
E Coefficient of friction -

e, Instantaneous angular rotation of tool O
Aa Apparent area of contact
A, Real area of contact |im
B„ Burr number -
F Test statistic -

./' Feed rate pm/s
f Feed per tooth pm/revolution
f. Normal force N
fv Feed force N
f: Thrust force N
h, Undeformed chip thickness |im
h'•max Maximum uncut chip thickness |im
l-en, Entrance surface length mm
^exil Exit surface length mm
In Length of applicable burr mm
P Test statistic -

Ra Arithmetic mean surface roughness (im
K Ten-point mean surface roughness
S Tool rotational speed rpm
T Temperature °c
T* n Glass transition temperature °c
T* m Melt temperature °c
X Transverse movement of tool in one rotation pm

Polymer Abbreviation Full Name Also known as
EVA Ethylene vinyl acetate
HOPE High-density polyethylene
LDPE Low-density polyethylene
PA66 Polyamide 66 Nylon 6-6
PA6 Polyamide 6 Nylon 6
PDMS Polydimethylsiloxane
PE Polyethylene/polythene
PEA poly(ethyl acrylate)
PEMA poly(ethyl methacrylate)
PMMA Poly(methyl methacrylate) Acrylic glass/perspex
PTFE Polytetrafluoroethylene Teflon
PVC Polyvinyl chloride
UHMWPE Ultra-high-molecular-weight polyethylene



Chapter 1 

Introduction
Polymers are ever more frequently being utilised in wide and differentiated fields of 

application. With more than one hundred years of development, polymers have 

become the material of choice for many components which were formerly made of 

metallic and ceramic materials. Their desirable material properties and versatility 

make them advantageous in numerous sectors. Demand for improved surface finishes 

and increased dimensional accuracies have driven material and processing 

capabilities. Cutting-edge manufacturing techniques facilitate the use of 

micromanufactured polymer components in everyday scenarios, some examples 

include, medical and biomedical devices, informatics components, and devices seen in 

the aerospace sector [1].

Polymer components are usually produced through moulding processes as the decades 

of experience and vast know-how can facilitate cost-effective production at suitably 

large scales [2]. Machining may become more economically appropriate when small 

volumes of production are required. Even with advances in more rapid mould 

manufacturing technologies for the production of bespoke components, such as 

footwear tread patterns or speciality damping devices, machining is flexible enough to 

be more economically viable [3-5]. Often machining is simply an unavoidable step in 

product manufacture, for example, during edge finishing and debarring operations or 

for the cutting / piercing / tapping of moulded or laminated parts [6].

1.1 Research background
This work focuses on the micromachining of a biomedical grade polymer that is 

produced in Ireland and used in a surgical ophthalmic application. With exports to the 

value of €7.2bn, biomedical device manufacture is a key component of Irish industry. 

Ireland’s medical technology sector has evolved into one of the leading clusters for 

medical device and diagnostic products globally. Over 250 companies are currently



involved in the area through the development, manufacture, and marketing of a 

diverse range of products and services [7], To maintain a competitive advantage, ever 

increasing pressure has placed a greater focus on enhanced component capabilities 

and cost reduction. The manufacture of dimensionally accurate products possessing 

the requisite surface characteristics is an essential consideration in this regard.

This work deals with the micromachining of Acrysof, a biomedical polymer which is 

used to manufacture intraocular lenses (lOLs). These lOLs are implanted during 

cataract surgery and serve as a replacement to the eye’s natural lens. lOL development 

started as early as the 18th century with small glass lenses surgically inserted into a 

patient’s eye. Unfortunately, due to the weight of the glass prosthesis, if dislodged, it 

would settle at the base of the ocular globe rendering it ineffective. It was not until 

1950 when Sir Harold Ridley found a suitable material to replace glass that surgery 

was once again undertaken [8]. He observed that pilots in World War 11 who suffered 

eye injuries involving poly methyl methacrylate (PMMA) windshields suffered no 

inflammatory reaction from material left in their eyes after initial trauma [9]. This 

biocompatibility coupled with good optical properties meant that PMMA could be 

used as a suitable early lOL material. Sir Harold Ridley successfully inserted clinical 

quality PMMA (Perspex CL) in some 750 patients [7].

Current lOLs have moved on from these relatively simplistic early lenses and are 

made from a variety of materials such as acrylics and silicone. Dual properties of 

biocompatibility and flexibility allow their insertion through a micro incision which 

makes surgery much safer and more successful [10-12]. An estimated 7 million 

eataraet surgeries are performed each year worldwide with 95% of patients having 

their vision fully restored to pre-cataract state after the treatment [13, 14]. Figure 1.1 

displays a typical lOL design and placement in the eye post-surgery.
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(a) (b)

Figure 1.1: (a) Front and side view of the Acrysof toric lOL (b) lOL in situ post-surgery [ 15]

Cataracts generally form as part of the aging process; however, they can also arise due 

to long term exposure to Ultraviolet light, as a result of trauma to the eye, or as a by

product of diseases such as diabetes [15], Cataracts represent the leading cause of 

treatable blindness worldwide. According to the latest assessment, cataracts are 

responsible for 51% of world blindness which equates to approximately 20 million 

people [16]. Some 80 million people are affected by cataracts to a lesser extent [13, 

17, 18], Due to an ageing and growing population these numbers are on the rise.

The manufacturing of lOLs involves a micromilling process that must be carefully 

controlled to achieve dimensionally-accurate and defect-free machined surfaces. 

Figure 1.2 displays examples of lOLs that suffer from unwanted burrs along their 

edge. Any edge defects of this nature result in lenses failing subsequent inspection 

tests and being rejected.

Figure 1.2: SEM images of an lOL edge, the edge defect can be seen in the highlighted area



Defect free surfaces are essential in the manufacture of lOLs. As the lens is placed in 

direct contact with delicate tissues within the eye, surplus material or surface defects 

may result in irritation and post-operative complications [19], Studies have shown that 

lOLs with poorly machined edges such as those seen in Figure 1.2 can produce 

inflammatory syndromes and in some cases chronic pain [20-22].

1.2 Motivations and challenges
The machining characteristics of polymers depend primarily on their mechanical, 

thermal, and rheological properties. High material elasticities and thermal expansions 

may make efficient material removal and precision machining a challenge. Often low 

thermal conductivities and softening temperatures further hamper these efforts. 

Material properties are highly variable not only between different polymeric groups 

but also between polymers of the same group. Many properties are also highly 

temperature and strain-rate sensitive which can cause unwanted changes in material 

behaviour in the cutting zone during machining. Challenges such as these mean that 

cutting strategies are often heuristic or an adaption of metal/wood machining 

techniques [23].

The intrinsic properties of Acrysof pose a particular challenge during 

micromachining. As the material is selected for its optical performance and 

biocompatibility post-surgery, certain material properties are prejudicial to machining 

outcomes, a glass transition approaching room temperature and tacky nature are two 

examples of this. The ability to understand the significance of machining variables 

and ensure adequate thermal management is essential in the production of high quality 

surfaces free from defects and undesirable tool marks.

A secondary challenge which presents itself in this instance is the scale of the 

machining operation. With a tool diameter less that I mm and edge defects of the order 

of tens of microns, machining sits firmly in the micro domain. Fabrication methods at 

this scale often involve lithography or etching techniques, but these approaches are 

not viable due to material properties in this instance [24, 25]. Micromachining of 

various materials has been extensively discussed in the literature [26, 27]. Today,



ultra-precision machine tools under computer control can position a tool relative to the 

workpiece to a resolution and positional accuracy in the order of Inm [26]. Figure 1.3 

shows the capability of micromachining in comparison to other manufacturing 

approaches.

50 25

Surface Quality Ra Inm

Figure 1.3: Micromachining relative to other machining processes (source - Byrne et a/.[26]) 

There are numerous issues that prevail in microscale machining that are 

fundamentally different for those encountered at the macro-scale. These differences 

influence the underlying mechanisms of the process resulting in alterations in the 

chip-formation process, cutting forces, vibrations, and process stability. The subtle 

changes that these factors have on machining are not easily observed due to reduced 

dimensions and greater signal to noise ratios.

The issue of tool wear is of critical importance to micromachining as tool geometries 

are of the same order as chip size. Tool wear may result in an increase of the tool’s 

cutting edge radius. During micromachining this phenomenon has been shown to 

influence the deformation of workpiece material, chip formation, and machined 

surface characteristics [28]. The combination of high speeds and small tool geometries 

result in rapid tool wear during micromachining. Any contact between tool and 

workpiece will result in tool wear to some degree. Unlike at conventional sizes, tools



may not gradually wear until they cause undesirable surface defects, but rather break 

quickly as they become worn. Dulling of the cutting edges causes the stresses to 

exceed the strength of small diameter tools which results in fracture [27, 29, 30], 

Figure 1.4 displays a comparison between a new (a), and worn (b) tool in this work.

(a) (b)
Figure 1.4: Comparison between the rake face of a (a) new, and (b) worn cutting tool 

Tool wear may influence the cutting zone temperature, process efficiency, surface 

roughness, and geometric accuracy during machining. When compared with 

conventional machining, different challenges are encountered in the identification and 

quantification of tool wear in micromachining. Due to the minimum chip thickness 

effect and very small vibrations caused by variations in cutting forces, any observation 

of chip formation or flow is extremely difficult [31, 32]. When using milling tools in 

the submillimetre range, extremely high speeds are required, in excess of 500,000rpm 

in some instances [33, 34]. At these elevated speeds, it is difficult to implement direct 

vision approaches to monitor tool condition. Indirect approaches that scrutinise cutting 

forces have proved reasonably successful during metal machining [32]. Process 

monitoring approaches such as acoustic emission and power monitoring are often not 

applicable due to the lower cutting energies and unsuitable material properties.

1.3 Research objectives
The project goal is to advance the fundamental knowledge of cutting mechanisms in 

polymer machining in this application through analysis of micro machined surfaces 

characteristics and cutting performance metrics during micromilling.



The objectives and tasks of the project may be stated as:

• Develop a measurement chain and quantitative method of assessment to 

address challenges applicable to polymer micromachining

• Characterise the tool-workpiece engagement during micromilling

• Establish a correlation between the process parameters selected, material 

behaviour, and the machining outcomes

• Examine the role of tool wear in the micromilling operation

1.4 Organisation of the thesis
This thesis is presented in 7 chapters which address the key research objectives 

outlined above.

Chapter 1 gives a brief overview of the research application as well as presenting the 

need for the research and current challenges in the work.

Chapter 2 presents a comprehensive review of the relevant literature pertaining to the 

work. The chapter begins with a brief examination of polymer structure and 

classification before dealing with the specifics of machining. The current state-of-the- 

art in polymer machining with regard to micromachining, process monitoring, tool 

wear, and machining performance is discussed.

Chapter 3 specifies the experimental and data acquisition methodologies followed as 

well as providing details on the workpiece material, tooling, machine tool, and 

associated measurement equipment/software tools.

Chapter 4 characterises the engagement between the tool and workpiece during 

machining through scrutiny of the cutting forces, schematic representations, and 

quantification of key variables such as chip thickness and tool velocity. Sample 

measurements are presented together with statistical analysis to validate the 

measurement techniques employed.

Chapter 5 presents the primary results and discussion. The chapter is divided into two 

phases, the first presents a full factorial experimental design to investigate the 

influence of machining parameters on the micromilling operation. The second phase



of work evaluates the significant factors identified in phase 1 in greater detail. A 

discussion is presented after each phase which correlates the experimental results 

obtained and previous evidence reviewed in the literature. The chapter concludes with 

the identification of a stable operational envelope in which micromilling can be 

performed in an acceptable and repeatable manner.

Chapter 6 examines the role of tool wear during the micromilling operation. The 

influence of wear severity and location on machining outcomes are scrutinised 

experimentally. Comparisons are made between the performance of new and worn 

tools during machining.

In chapter 7, the conclusions from the research are presented. The contribution of the 

work is highlighted with recommendations for future work given.



Chapter 2 

Literature review

2.1 Polymers

2.1.1 Overview

Polymers are extensively utilised in a range of sectors from automotive to biomedical 

due to their desirable material properties and versatility. Ever increasing demand in 

product dimensional accuracy and surface finish has driven an advancement in 

processing techniques during manufacture [35], With almost 90,000 grades of 

polymer commercially available, the understanding and optimisation of the 

manufacturing process is no easy task. A polymer's material behaviour is controlled 

by the molecular structure, this is true irrespective of the polymer type, be it 

synthetically generated or naturally occurring [36]. The following section gives an 

overview of the classifications and key materials characteristics of concern during 

polymer machining. Comprehensive work on other aspects of polymers molecular 

structure and material properties can be found elsewhere [37-40].

2.1.2 Structure and classification

The word polymer originates from the Greek words poly, which means “many”, and 

meros, which means “parts”. [36]. Cutting-edge processing and design of polymer 

components requires a strong grasp of their material properties, and as such, their 

chemical composition [41]. Although their properties differ widely, all polymers are 

substances composed of long-chain repeating molecules (mers). These mers 

encompass primarily non-metallic elements such as carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen. In 

addition, recurrent elements such as nitrogen, chlorine, fluoride, and sulphur are often 

encountered. Semi organic polymers may also contain silicone and beryllium [36].

Polymer molecules are linked together to form a molecular chain in a process known 

as polymerisation [42]. There are various ways that the monomers can be arranged



during polymerisation. However, they are generally broken down into two generic 

categories: uncross-linked and cross-linked. Furthermore, the uncross-linked polymers 

can be subdivided into linear and branched polymers. Chemical joining may occur 

between linear chains at points along their length to produce a cross-linked structure. 

When molecules become very long in linear polymers they often become entangled to 

form temporary cross-links. [36]. The molecules in linear polymers pack together in a 

variety of configurations. Amorphous polymers consist of chains that are packed 

randomly [43], whereas crystalline polymers form a repeatable structure due to their 

regular atomic bonds [44]. The degree to which a polymer is amorphous or crystalline 

has implications on its thermal and mechanical properties [45, 46]. When a secondary 

chain initiates from a point on a linear polymer chain it is called branching. This 

branching leads to considerable differences in mechanical behaviour.

Classification of polymers

Polymers can broadly be divided into one of three types: thennoplastics, thermosets 

and elastomers.

Thermoplastics

Thermoplastics become soft and deformable when heated and glassy when sufficiently 

cooled. Most linear polymers and those having some branched structures are 

thermoplastics. They can be formed at elevated temperatures, cooled and reheated, 

then reformed into different shapes without significantly altering material properties. 

Thermoplastics reaction to temperature can be explained by their structure, weak Van 

der Waals forces exist between chains. The strength of the van der walls forces is a 

function of the distance between the molecules, the closer the molecules are, the 

stronger the bond. Upon the application of heat, vibrations are induced in the polymer 

chains thus increasing molecular separation and a reduction in attractive forces. The 

drop in attractive forces enables the long chains to slip, causing plastic flow in a 

viscous manner [47-49].

Thermosets

Thermosets are made by mixing two components, a resin and a hardener which react 

and harden through the application of temperature or exposure to radiation. A

10



chemical change is initiated during the curing process and cross-links in the form of 

strong covalent bonds are created between adjoining molecules. As the cross links 

form during the polymerisation of the liquid resin and hardener, the structure is almost 

always amorphous. On reheating, any additional secondary bonds melt, but the cross

links prevent true melting or viscous flow so the polymer cannot be reformed, instead, 

chemical breakdown and material degradation occurs [50].

Elastomers

Elastomers are polymers with mechanical behaviour analogous to that of natural 

rubber [51], they are almost linear polymers with only occasional cross-links at room 

temperature. Elastomers are made up of long chains that are folded and coiled giving 

them a more complex structure than simple polymers. Due to this folded and coiled 

pattern, they possess elasticity similar in manner to that of a coiled spring, therefore 

producing an elastic response upon the application of a stress [47, 48]. Their structure 

allows them to undergo very large elongations before fracture when in a ductile state.

2.1.3 Material testing

With the vast number of grades of polymer commercially available, it is convenient if 

they can be quickly and easily compared and categorised. The study and tabularisation 

of intrinsic material properties facilitates this to an extent. ISO standards divide 

material property analysis into single and multipoint data sets, single-point data 

standards outline tests for a limited range of properties commonly included in data 

sheets. Data of this nature is primarily used to make preliminary selections on suitable 

workpiece materials. The various material tests are broken down into five categories: 

rheological, mechanical, thermal, electrical and other properties. Multipoint ISO 

standards are concerned with the standardised acquisition and presentation of 

multipoint data. They are used to demonstrate how properties vary with important 

factors such as time, temperature, and the presence of particular natural and chemical 

environments. As with single point data standards, multipoint standards are broken 

down into subsections including mechanical properties, thermal and processing 

properties, and environmental influences [52-55].

Any data presented on polymer behaviour should be treated with caution due to the

11



spectrum of factors that can influence their behaviour. The exact material properties of 

a polymer will display slight variation between batches and suppliers. These small 

differences can be attributed to inconsistencies in molecular lengths, the extent of 

molecular branching, and by the degree of crystallinity. Material properties can be 

further changed by mechanical processing or the inclusion of proprietary additives. 

For these reasons, data from compilations, or data books, are at best an approximation 

of material behaviour [42, 43, 47, 56].

2.2 Machining of polymers

2.2.1 Introduction

Machining offers an alternative to moulding techniques which often require large 

production volumes to become economically viable [3-5, 57-59]. Machining may also 

simply be an unavoidable step during manufacture if edge finishing or deburring is 

required, or in the cutting / piercing / tapping of moulded or laminated parts [6].

Carr and Feger [23] identified three groups of factors that influence the geometry and 

surface characteristics of polymers when machining. The first group dealt with 

machine and environmental faetors which included slide straightness, temperature 

stability, and vibration isolation. The second group was associated with cooling and 

process parameters such as tool geometries and maehining factor level settings. The 

final group involved the physieal and chemical characteristics of the workpiece 

material. The authors argued that each of these groups must be carefully considered 

and controlled to maximise machining outcomes.

Early work on the machining of polymers include Kobayashi and Saito’s [6, 60] 

development of cutting models as well as Gindy and Vickerstaff s [61-63] work on 

orthogonal cutting. Kobayashi and co-workers also extensively examined polymer 

material behaviour through the examining of crack propagation [64-70] and material 

testing [71-73].The term.inology associated with various cutting operations as defined 

by Kalpakjian and Schmid [74] is presented in Appendix 1. Much of the research 

available concentrates on defining the optimum cutting conditions appropriate to 

individual polymers [75, 76]. Due to this limitation, polymer machining techniques
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often arise as the result of know-how gained by operators from previous experience. 

In addition, many methods rely on the use of existing technologies that have been 

developed for the fabrication of wood or metallic components. Little has been done to 

develop cutting apparatus or methodologies especially suited to polymers [77]. 

Although metal cutting tools can be used to cut polymers, a specific tool design and 

geometry will produce superior machining outcomes [35, 49]. This lack of basic 

understanding of inherent machinability and the array of polymer types and grades 

available have made it difficult to machine all polymers successfully [57].

Alauddin et o/.[50] and Kobayashi [60] identified the optimum cutting conditions for 

various machining approaches. A continuous chip was sought as it limited both 

material deformation and the generation of excess heat. This was accomplished by 

careful selection of tool geometries and the optimisation of cutting parameters. In 

some application such as turning, chip management may become an issue under 

continuous chip formation as material can build up and interfere with cutting. 

Observations on the turning, orthogonal cutting, drilling, and grinding of both 

thermosets and thermoplastics were presented. During the milling of thermoplastics, 

Alauddin et al. [50] reported that no special techniques were required, cutting speeds 

should be kept sufficiently high, above 300m/min to achieve good cut surfaces. Sharp 

cutters and finer feed levels will also improve the cutting performance. The 

significance of adequate clamping to prevent workpiece deflections was highlighted as 

important during cutting.

Carr and Feger [23] conducted extensive work into the cutting modes of several 

polymers through examination of the viscoelastic and material properties. The authors 

concluded that the cutting mechanism could be either ductile, brittle or transitional 

depending on the materials glass transitional temperature, relaxation time, molecular 

structure, and viscoelasticity. The time-temperature superposition principle was 

presented. This theory of polymer viscoelasticity describes how a polymer responds to 

an applied load. A disturbance can be described in either the time or temperature 

domain. Figure 2.1(a&b) displays the influence of temperature on the elastic modulus.
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.1 :(a) Modulus as a function of temperature in a typical polymeric material, (b) stress-strain 

curves measured in the temperature frame (source - Smith [78])

Smith [78] investigated the relationship between the glass transition temperature, 7g,

and the surface finish of amorphous thermoplastics. The author reported that good

surface finishes could be achieved when the cutting zone temperature exceeded the

materials glass transition temperature. Under these conditions, the material behaved in

a rubbery like state with correspondingly low yield strengths and was therefore

removed in a ductile manner. Machining below the material's glass transition

temperature produced a rough surface due to a glassy response which was

characterised by low elongations to fracture and high a modulus.

Other research has suggested that the machinability and surface finish for many 

polymers is optimised within a temperature bracket around the glass transition 

temperature [23, 60, 79]. Ghosh et al. [79] identified this area as the cold flow region 

which can be seen in Figure 2.2.
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Figure 2.2: Typical stiffness curve and machinability regions for polymers (adapted from Ghosh el al.
[79])

Ghosh argued that machining in either the rubbery or glassy ranges can lead to poor 

surface finish. In the rubbery range the poor finish was characterised by tearing and 

waviness, while in the glassy range, micro-chipping and fracture of the workpiece 

surface could be observed [79]. Machining in the tough region was characterised by 

transitional brittle/ductile behaviour, material smearing and poor surface finish.

2.2.2 Peculiaritie.s when machining polymers

Influence of polymer properties

One of the issues surrounding the machining of polymers is the vast number of types 

and grades available. Material properties show significant variance between these 

grades and there may be significant differences between materials nominally from the 

same group but in a different mechanical state. The physical and chemical properties 

of any material will influence subsequent dimensional accuracy and surface finish 

when machined. These differences mean that no single optimum technique for 

polymer processing can be employed. [57, 80].

When dealing with the stiffness of ceramics and metals under ambient conditions the 

influence of temperature can be thought of as negligible. The same assumption is not 

appropriate when dealing with polymers which may display a spectrum of properties 

in a relatively small temperature window. Regardless of temperature, the rate of strain 

application is highly influential on the mechanical properties of the material. For this
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reason, the thermal and physical conditions must be considered when conducting 

polymer machining.

Significance of cutting variables

Speed

Cutting speed is a crucial parameter to be considered when machining polymers due 

to their rheological and viscoelastic properties. Polymers exhibit varying mechanical 

properties depending on the rate at which they are deformed. Increasing the cutting 

speed exerts two different stimuli on the mechanical properties of a workpiece. Firstly, 

the heat generated will raise the temperature in the cutting zone, increase the long- 

range mobility of the materials molecular chains, and thus reduce the shear stress and 

tensile strength. However, the material experiences a higher strain rate and as a result 

will fail due to tensile or shear stresses [58]. The relaxation time is defined as the time 

it takes for the polymer chains to return to equilibrium after being disturbed in some 

manner [81]. If a disturbance occurs at a higher rate than the relaxation time, the 

response will be elastic and the polymer will behave like a solid, if a disturbance is 

applied much slower than the relaxation time, the response will be plastic in nature 

and the polymer will flow to accommodate the applied force in a fluidic manner. In 

intermediate time frames, the polymer exhibits both responses to varying degrees [23]. 

It follows that decreasing the cutting speed will increase the time the polymer has to 

recover, therefore a polymer will appear to be softer and more ductile when machined 

at lower tool velocities.

The cutting speed will also have a direct influence on chip formation and the size and 

shape of the deformation zone [82]. Cutting forces show a dependence on cutting 

speed, rising initially and then decreasing in magnitude as speed becomes high. The 

increase in cutting forces as speed is increased from a low level is due to the higher 

number of molecular bonds which resist deformation in a viscoelastic manner [6, 59, 

77]. The decreasing force values observed at higher speeds can be attributed to the 

decrease in the material modulus. This drop in modulus is a result of elevated 

temperatures produced as by frictional effects. [82].
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Feed

Machining at incorrect feed rates will produce a similar material response as those 

observed during speed changes. If feed is too low, the rate of heat removal from the 

cutting zone becomes very small due to the low thermal conductivity of polymers. 

This can lead to melting, gumming, and burning in certain instances [82]. Conversely, 

setting feed rates at too high a level can generate poor cut surfaces as the material has 

insufficient time to react to deformations leading to material tearing or tool failure. 

[57, 83].

Depth of cut

As with cutting speed, the depth of cut selected will have an influence on the type of 

chip and surface finish generated during machining. Small depths of cut can result in 

poor cut surfaces as the workpiece material is compressed without chip formation in 

the contact zone [84]. Under these circumstances, the tool simply rubs against the 

workpiece resulting in excessive temperatures and a deterioration of the machined 

surface quality [82]. The critical depth of cut below which this rubbing action begins 

to occur depends on the tool, workpiece material, and selected machining parameters. 

Kobayashi [60] noted that in the machining of PVC, cutting does not occur if the 

depth of cut is less than the radius of the tool edge. Excessive depths of cut can 

produce burr fomiation and unwanted thermal build-up [85].

Discussion

Various studies examine the influence of feed, speed, and depth of cut on surface 

finish. Xiao and Zhang [58] observed the general trend shown in Figure 2.3 when 

orthogonally cutting LDPE, the authors found that the surface roughness gradually 

decreased with increasing spindle speed until an optimum level was reached at 1300 

rpm. The improving surface roughness as the speed increased in the range 100 rpm to 

1300 rpm was attributed to the hardening of the material where the effect of strain rate 

dominated. After the minimum surface roughness value was reached, increasing speed 

resulted in poor surface finish as excessive heat was generated and the rate of 

deformation exceeded the ability of the polymer to respond [23, 76].
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(A) Transverse feed rate 
remained unchanged at

(o) Transverse feed rate 
changed from 500nm, 71|im, 
38nm, 26nm to 20|im as the 
spindle speed increases from 
100 rpm to 2500 rpm

(□) Transverse feed rate 
changed from 500pm 
(highest roughness), 71pm, 
38pm, 26pm to 20pm 
(lowest roughness)

Spindle speed [rpm]

Figure 2.3: Surface roughness of the machined LDPE as a function of the spindle speed (source - Xiao
and Zhang [58])

The reaction of a polymer to changes in the feed, speed, or depth of cut depends not 

only on the initial factor level but also on the current chip formation mechanism. An 

increase in speed may induce strain rate hardening, which leads to plastic behaviour 

and removal of chips by brittle fracture. The same increase in speed may instead result 

in higher temperatures in the cutting zone and induce elastic behaviour and ductile 

fracture. Either brittle of ductile material behaviour may be advantageous to 

machining depending on workpiece material and the desired surface characteristics. 

The work reported in literature can be somewhat contradictory in this regard, results 

are only repeatable under the same operating conditions. Nevertheless, insight can be 

gained through study of material behaviour and strategies employed in machining 

polymer materials.

The turning of polymers has received some attention in the literature with the feed rate 

identified as the key driver of surface finish and cutting forces in many instances. Roy 

and Basu [86] likened the behaviour of thermoplastics to that of metals when turning 

as they did not observe the viscoelastic effect under the machining conditions chosen 

due to the brittle nature of the polymers under study. The authors found feed to be the 

most significant factor governing surface finish during testing with the impact of both 

speed and depth of cut negligible. Sussawat [87] examined the cutting forces, surface 

finish and chip formation when turning Nylon. The main cutting force increased at 

higher speeds and depths of cut. Surface roughness was mainly influenced by feed rate
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and was found to deteriorate at higher levels. The cutting speed was also found to 

influence the surface finish with higher speeds resulting in better cut surfaces. 

Lazarevic et al. [88] employed Taguchi methods to minimise the surface roughness 

when turning polyamide. Speed, feed, depth of cut and tool nose radius were treated 

as variables with their main effects and interactions studied. Feed rate was found to be 

the dominant factor in surface roughness generation. Tool nose radius and depth of cut 

were significant but to a much smaller degree. The influence of cutting speed was 

negligible at the levels chosen. Reducing feed and depth of cut was found to be 

beneficial to surface finish.

In contrast to these studies, Stares et al. [89] found that cutting speed played the most 

significant role in determining quality of machined surfaces when turning a 

bioresorbable polymer. Deteriorating surface finishes were observed at increased 

speeds due to material softening. The addition of cutting fluid aided in this regard as 

acceptable finishes could be achieved at higher speeds when fluid was utilised.

Keresztes et al. [90] studied the cutting forces when turning various engineering 

polymers, the results obtained were compared with the materials tensile properties. 

Cutting forces and chip formation mechanism were highly dependent on workpiece 

material. The authors stated that the material of interest must therefore be considered 

when determining the optimum cutting conditions. Knowledge of the materials tensile 

properties proved beneficial in the estimation of materials specific cutting resistance.

In two studies involving the drilling of polymers, Endo and Marui [91], and Quran 

[92] reported similar results with regard to hole geometry but for differing reasons. 

Endo and Marui [91] drilled 1mm diameter holes in two thin sheets of polyacetal and 

polyethermide. The authors assessed the accuracy of drilled hole geometry through a 

combination of optical inspection and least squares method. For both materials the 

radius error became larger when small feeds and high rotational speeds were 

employed. At low feed rates, the positional accuracy of the drill was poor due to drill 

wander which in turn led to larger radial errors. Chatter was observed at high 

rotational speeds which resulted in poor hole quality. Quran [92] also reported that 

high speeds resulted in poor geometries in the drilling of PTFE. Elevated speeds were 

found to produce higher temperatures which resulted in thermal expansion of the
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workpiece during machining. These elevated temperatures produced holes smaller in 

diameter than the machine tool due to thermal contraction of the polymer material 

post-machining. Both feed rate and depth of hole were also shown to contribute to the 

temperatures reached during machining. Through the application of pressurised air, 

Quran [92] was able to control the temperature in the cutting zone, employ higher 

speeds, and machine holes of a higher aspect ratio.

During milling, higher forces and deteriorating surface finishes are almost invariably 

reported as feed becomes excessive. Salles and Gon9alves [57] identified the feed rate 

as the main factor in the generation of roughness when milling ultra-high-molecular- 

weight-polyethylene (UHMWPE). This conclusion was also drawn by Friedrich [93] 

who observed cutting marks on the base of a groove milled at various feed rates. 

Friedrich noted that the cutting marks became more distinct as the feed rate was 

increased. Figure 2.4 displays an example of the marks observed.

55.Sum
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Figure 2.4: Feed marks seen on base of milled groove (source - Friedrich [93]) 

Aramcharoen et al. [94] milled microchannels and pillars on polycarbonate and 

PMMA samples, the authors found that surface finish could be improved by 

implementing low feeds and depths of cut. Fan et al. [95] milled 5mm diameter 

grooves in PVC workpieces at varying feed rates whilst recording cutting forces. Both 

feed and normal forces increased in an approximately linear fashion with feed rate. 

Significant vibration was observed at higher feed rates due to the materials low elastic 

modulus, this vibration resulted in poor cut surfaces.
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Workpiece deflections

Significant bulk deformations can develop when machining polymers exhibiting a low 

elastic modulus such as elastomers. Workpiece fixation and careful selection of 

machining conditions are essential to achieve good surface finish in these instances. 

Fixture design is also critical when dealing with thin compliant workpieces such as 

those seen in the aerospace industry [96]. Deformations seen when dealing with 

polymers are much greater than those encountered during metal cutting due to the 

difference in elastic modulus [6, 97, 98]. Shih et al. [3, 99] reported poor machining 

outcomes during the milling of a compliant elastomer workpiece when using 

conventional tools. The cutting forces produced significant unwanted material 

deformation adjacent to the machining area. The authors investigated the performance 

of up-cut and down-cut bits when milling an elastomeric workpiece. When down-cut 

milling was employed chips were forced into the work-surface and the workpiece was 

pushed against the fixture. This provided a better support system for the elastomer and 

prevented unwanted deflections during machining. Up-cut milling, in contrast, pulled 

the workpiece away from the base of the fixture. The authors came to the conclusion 

that utilising down-cut milling when machining low stiffness elastomeric workpieces 

produced a better outcome.

Various options are available to alleviate the problems caused by excessive workpiece 

deflections. The use of more conservative cutting conditions or a finishing cut will aid 

in this regard. Novel fixture designs can also limit the problems, techniques include 

the use of plates to sandwich the workpiece, wax clamping, vacuum chucks and ice 

plates [96, 100-102].

Low elastic modulus increase the likelihood of unwanted vibrations when machining, 

these vibrations can create wavy serration marks on the machined surface [35, 83, 91, 

99, 103, 104]. Luo et al. [105] showed that the distance between major machining 

marks on machined surface was correlated to low frequency workpiece vibration. The 

severity of workpiece vibration is a function of the cutting conditions used, as well as 

material and geometry of the workpiece being cut [96]. Often these vibrations can be 

avoided through manipulation of feed and speed settings or by implementing an 

alternative fixation method.
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The fixture methodology employed can also impact the dimensional accuracy of the 

machined surface. Deformations that occur as a result of clamping must be accounted 

for prior to machining to obtain accurately machined geometries [23]. Luo et al. [105] 

examined the workpiece deformations caused by cutting forces when machining an 

elastomer. Groove widths were found to be 68% to 78% of the tool diameter due to 

workpiece deformations and thermal shrinkage. The authors investigated the use of 

induction heated tools to increase precision but the elastic recovery still proved 

problematic.

2.2.3 Tool geometry and wear

Tool geometry

Kobayashi [60] conducted early work on the optimisation of tool geometry with 

regard to polymer machining. Chip formation was controlled and surface finish 

greatly improved with careful selection of tool geometry and material. Figure 2.5 

displays a schematic of an orthogonal cutting operation.

Figure 2.5: Schematic of the orthogonal cutting operation 

Kobayashi [60] identified the most important geometrical feature of the tool in 

polymer machining as the rake angle. This angle has a major effect on the deformation 

mode in the cutting process, the type of chip formed, and most significantly, on the 

quality of the workpiece surface [35, 82].

The clearance angle, co, influences tool wear and surface finish. Smaller clearance 

angles promote rubbing and friction between tool and workpiece which can increase
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both tool wear and surface roughness. The point radius of the cutting tool is 

significant to surface roughness and cutting forces. Malak et al. [106] found that tool 

tip radii of less than 35pm were needed to cut polyurethane foam during orthogonal 

cutting.

Kobayashi [60] related the tool geometry to the magnitude and direction of the cutting 

forces produced. Figure 2.6 demonstrates the influence of rake angle and cutting force 

in orthogonal cutting. The force experienced during cutting causes the polymer to 

deform plastically or elastically ahead and beneath the tool. Deformations must be 

anticipated and accounted for to produce a dimensionally accurate geometry of cut 

[6].

Tool
/

niiJi'i'iifiii
Figure 2.6: Effect of tool’s rake angle on deformation of work material under cutting tool (a) Rake 

angle = 40°, (b) Rake angle = 0°, (c) Rake angle = -20° (adapted from Kobayashi [60])

Kobayashi [60] assumed that the printed grid would deform in proportion to the

magnitude of strain produced by the cutting action, thus displaying local variations in

the strain level across the section of the area being cut. It can be seen that tools with a

positive rake angle deform the workpiece surface upwards away from the bulk of the

material and that tools with a negative rake angle do the opposite [60, 82]. Negative

rake angles produce compressive stresses with positive rake angles inducing tensile

stresses due to changes in the thrust force orientation. In most cases, positive rake

angles produce continuous chip formation, as the rake angle decreases, the tendency to

produce discontinuous chips increases. Heterogeneous crack chip formation was

observed when using large positive rake angles while cutting brittle materials. The
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magnitudes of strain are also dependant on tool rake angle [23, 82],

As the rake angle influences the type and magnitude of strain produced in cutting, it 

must also play a role in determining the accuracy of cut. Kobayashi [60] identified 

two considerations based on this observation, the influence of elastic recovery on 

machining, and the existence of a point at which no “pull-up” or “push-down” forces 

act.

When elastic recovery occurs during machining, it interferes with the cutting action as 

the deformation caused by the pressure of the tool results in a larger contact area 

between the tool and the workpiece. This leads to friction between the cut surface and 

the tool’s clearance face causing both elevated temperature and tool wear [57]. Figure 

2.7 displays the influence of elastic recovery on the friction on the clearance face of 

the tool.

Area of increased friction 

Clearance race of the tool

Recovery

Figure 2.7: Elastic recovery on cut surface (adapted from Ozdoganlar and Filiz [107])

The rake angle at which there is no “pull-up” or “push-down” forces acting on the 

workpiece, i.e. no normal force is defined as the critical rake angle [60].

When machining polymers using single-edged cutting tools, the critical rake angle is 

most often the optimum angle to maximise geometrical accuracy. It will also minimise 

tool wear during machining [82]. This is attributed to the fact that the direction of the 

resultant cutting force coincides with the direction of cutting, giving minimum 

deformation of the machined surface. Under these circumstances, the work material is 

deformed neither upwards nor downwards during cutting. Unfortunately, the angle can 

be influenced by several variables, including depth of cut, the mechanical properties 

of the material, and to a lesser extent, the cutting speed. The critical rake angle must 

therefore be determined experimentally for each material and for each set of cutting
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conditions [50], Every polymer material demands different tool geometries and 

cutting conditions if machine surface quality is to be maximised [59, 108],

Carr and Feger [23] used the example of diamond turning of polymers to demonstrate 

the influence of rake angle on surface finish. They identified the angle as the most 

important parameter in determining surface roughness during polymer machining. As 

the rake angle became more positive the machined surface grew substantially rougher, 

the ability to control surface finish was governed by the accuracy with which the crack 

propagation could be directed.

In a brittle material, when the compressive stress induced by the cutting edge exceeds 

the yield strength of the polymer, a crack will propagate in the direction of the force 

vector'. According to Carr and Feger [23], tools with highly negative rake angles 

induce a crack that will extend downwards into the machined material. As the tool 

progresses past the crack it removes a relatively large ‘blocky’ chip of material as seen 

in Figure 2.8(a). A poor surface finish is expected due to a significant number of pits 

produced as a result of the tearing of material as the tool progresses. Rake angles close 

to zero will produce chips that are long with smooth edges indicating a relatively clean 

removal of material as shown in Figure 2.8(b). A positive rake angle will pull the 

force vector upward from the cutting plane. A slight compressibility of the workpiece 

causes small ‘islands’ of material to appear that project above the cutting plane once 

the tool has passed, these ‘islands’ will result in a higher surface roughness as can be 

seen in Figure 2.8(c).

Assuming that the crack originates and propagates through a compressive field in front of the tool
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Figure 2.8: Mechanisms of chip formation in polymer material (adapted from Carr and Feger [23]) 

The authors noted that crack propagation exhibits some variation during turning due to 

the influence of the orientation of polymer chains in the material, microscopic 

variations in the density, and the fundamental chemical nature of the material itself.

Carr and Feger [23] demonstrated this model by examining the role of rake angle in 

the surface finish of a brittle polymer during milling. The results displayed a gradual 

decrease in roughness as rake angle increases from -40° until a minimum is reached at 

approximately +2°. After this point, increasing the rake angle produced a sharp 

increase in the workpiece surface roughness as can be seen in Figure 2.9. The 

experimental outcomes were in agreement with their model of fracture orientations 

and material behaviour.
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Figure 2.9: Influence of rake angle on average roughness when milling Vespel ® (DuPont). Note: 
roughness presented in nanometers, angle in degrees (source - Carr and Feger [23])

Significant work on the orthogonal cutting of polymers was conducted by Gindy et

o/.[6l-63, 82]. The authors examined the shear angle significance to cutting forces and

workpiece deflections. Equations were developed to describe material behaviour that

were then validated through experimental testing. Cutting speed was found to have the

largest influence on the cutting characteristics of the polymers studdied. The shear

stress along the shear plane increased with increasing rake angles and decreasing

depths of cut. The normal stress decreased significantly with increasing rake angles. A

single shear plane model was applied to describe the behaviour of polymers. In this

instance, cutting forces were accurately predicted using the model. Critical rake angle

was found to be dependent on both material properties and cutting conditions. The

authors showed that the shear plane model and minimum energy criterion can be

applied to describe polymer cutting under the conditions chosen. Using the shear

plane model to describe polymers is not without criticisms. It assumes that the shear

surface is a plane, extending upwards from the cutting edge. Although it is one of the

key assumptions used in metal cutting models, such as Merchants equations [109], due

to the rheological behaviour of many polymers, this plane does not always exist

during cutting, and when it does, it can disappear under certain conditions [79]. Figure

2.10 displays schematics presented by Kalpakjian and Schmid [74] illustrating

orthogonal cutting (a) with, and (b) without a well-defined shear plane.
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Figure 2.10: Schematic illustration of an orthogonal cutting process; (a) with a well-defined shear 
plane, also known as the Merchant model; (b) orthogonal cutting without a well-defined shear plane

(source - Kalpakjian [74])

Alauddin et al. [50] found that as rake angle increased from negative to positive, the 

normal cutting forces were reduced and the direction of the resultant force on the 

workpiece changed from downwards to upwards, this led to a smoother surface finish. 

Kazanske [110] agreed with this conclusion, the tensile or compressive stresses that 

arose due to rake angle adjustments influenced the surface finish and tool wear. Stares 

et al. [Ill] observed that increasing rake angles improved cut surface finish during 

turning of a bioresorbable polymer.

Roy and Basu [86] studied the influence of tool-nose radius as well as other factors 

when turning Nylon and PTFE, the authors observed an improving surface finish with 

increasing tool-nose radius until a critical value was reached. Beyond this value, 

further increases in tool-nose radius produced deteriorating surface finishes. The 

authors found that increasing the nose radius from almost zero reduced the scratches 

and micro irregularities left by the tool. Beyond the critical value however, greater 

deformation of the workpiece occurred leading to higher forces, chatter and excessive 

vibration which resulted in rough surfaces. An empirical relationship derived from 

feed rate described the optimum tool nose radius for both Nylon and PTFE to reduce 

roughness.
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2.2.4 Interface contact conditions 

Frictional behaviour

The frictional behaviour between tool and chip is of interest as it influences the nature 

of cutting and ploughing at the machining interface. Various theories have been 

proposed to describe friction in polymers [50, 112], however these theories contradict 

each other on a number of points, and, as of yet there is no agreed conclusion [113], 

Many of the theories assume a sharp tool tip, the fact that the tool tip is often rounded 

in nature complicates matters. When machining at depths of cut less that the tool-edge 

radius, some of the material flows over the rake face and separates in the form of a 

chip, the remainder undergoes ploughing and flows beneath the rounded tool edge. 

The defomiations induced by the ploughing action mean that the frictional force and 

thus the coefficient of friction should often be modelled as a system response rather 

than a material property [114].

Bahadur and Ludema [115] applied the adhesion theory of friction to polymers and 

provided indirect proof of its existence. The adhesion theory applies when two 

surfaces are in contact with each other at only a fraction of their apparent area of 

contact. The apparent and real contact areas are Aa, irrespectively. Asperities on the 

materials surface support any loading. Under light loading conditions and a large real 

area of contact, the normal stress at the asperity contacts is elastic. Stresses increase 

with loading and eventually plastic deformation takes place at the junctions leading to 

greater contact between asperities. With further increases in the normal load, the real 

area of contact eventually reaches the apparent area of contact. As the shear force at 

the interface is constant, the frictional force reaches a maximum at this point and then 

plateaus out. Beyond this point a different process known as sticking occurs [35, 115]. 

This description agrees with the findings of Alauddin et fl/.[50] who reported that 

during the cutting of polycarbonate at a constant speed of 15m/minthe coefficient of 

friction first decreased and then began to plateau out with an increase in the normal 

force.

Friction has also been shown to be a function of temperature. Bely et al. [116] noted 

that according to the molecular-kinetic theory of friction, the temperature determines
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the adhesion (intermolecular) interaction in polymers. This results in a minimum 

coefficient of friction at the glass transition temperature. An illustration of the 

relationship between friction and temperature is shown in Figure 2.11.

Figure 2.11: Coefficient of friction as a function of temperature shows a minimum at the glass 
transition temperature (adapted from Patel [35])

Liu et al.[ \ 17] investigated the cutting of a rubber (EPDM) at various feeds and bevel 

angles. The rubber was cut as the tool plunged through workpiece sheets as shown in 

Figure 2.12.
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Figure 2.12: The cutting process of rubber sheet (source - Liu et al\ \ 17])
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Several cutting mechanisms were observed through analysis of workpiece dimensions 

and cutting forces. The high viscoelasticity of rubber was demonstrated as cutting 

forces increased markedly as feed increases. The stick-slip phenomenon was also 

observed at slow speeds due to the materials frictional properties. Decreasing the tools 

sharpness by increasing bevel angles produced significantly larger cutting forces and 

workpiece deflections [117].

Machining and subsequent heat generation is governed by the friction coefficient, it 

can be minimised by polishing both surfaces of the tool. Machining with a tool having 

the critical rake angle and large clearance angle has been shown to reduce the friction. 

The generated friction is also highly dependent on the cutting feeds and speeds [82, 

104, 118].

Temperature

In any mechanical machining operation, heat is generated at the cutting zone [23, 57, 

77, 93]. Two forms of heat generation occur during a cutting operation, the first 

involves the conversion of energy as fracture or separation of material occurs. The 

second arises as a result of friction between the tool and the surrounding material. 

Figure 2.13 displays the heat sources in a typical cutting process.

Workpiece

Figure 2.13: Heat sources in the cutting process (adapted from Brunette et at. [77])

Heat build-up is more pronounced in three regions: region 1 occurs as a result of the 

energy losses involved in plastic deformation and the fracture of material. At region 2, 

the tool chip interface, heat is generated due to friction as the chip flows over the tools
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rake face. Contact between the tools clearance face and machined surface results in 

heat build-up at region 3. Increased temperature in these localities induces significant 

changes in surrounding material properties when compared to the rest of the 

workpiece.

Thermal energy generated in the three zones is dissipated between the chip, the tool, 

and the workpiece. Evacuated chips remove approximately 80% of the heat generated, 

with the tool and the workpiece each accounting for around 10%. These figures are 

dependent on the thermal conductivity of the tool and polymer being machined [77]. 

Swarf build up on the tool can rapidly become an issue as it acts as both a barrier to 

material removal and serves to insulate the tool. If this persists, significant 

temperatures can occur leading to material degradation and burning [96, 99].

Another issue that arises at due to temperature is the thermal expansion of the 

workpiece. Polymers with high thermal expansion coefficients can become 

problematic to machine at elevated temperatures. Allowances have to be made prior to 

machining in order to compensate for any dimensional changes [119].

2.2.5 Strategies employed M’hen machining polymers 

Temperature management strategies

One of the most important factors when determining a polymers mechanical 

behaviour is the temperature to which it is subjected. Properties such as the elastic 

modulus increase at lower temperatures and decrease at higher temperatures. At low 

temperatures amorphous polymers display a relatively constant modulus. As the 

temperature is increased a sudden decline in stiffness will be observed over a narrow 

temperature range. This temperature range is known as the glass transition 

temperature (Tg) and has been identified by some as the most important factor 

influencing machining [50]. Unlike amorphous polymers, semi crystalline polymers 

are made up of ordered crystalline domains distributed in a matrix of amorphous 

material. The crystal structure prevents complete softening beyond the amorphous 

material’s Tg. Instead, two plateaus can be observed, the first occurs above the Tg of 

the amorphous material, resulting in significant softening, and the second when the 

crystal structure reaches its melting point and flows in a viscous manner.
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By manipulating environmental conditions it is possible to successfully machine 

polymers that display low elastic moduli and high elongations to fracture at room 

temperature. At temperatures below their Tg polymers transform from having rubbery 

or elastic properties to being stiffer and less ductile - this can make machining more 

efficient [120].

Polymers that have a Tg at or below room temperature can be challenging to machine 

as they lack sufficient material stiffness to be adequately cut under ambient 

conditions. Current industry options for cooling polymers with a low Tg include; the 

use of cryogenics (<150°C), ice-blocking or air jetting [101]. The use of compressed 

air proves very effective at clearing away chips form the cutting interface but can be a 

costly option and provides only limited cooling [74].

Application of a coolant in a cutting process can increase tool life and dimensional 

accuracy as well as decrease cutting temperatures, surface roughness, and power 

consumption. The use of industrial coolant is often not a viable option as it can cause 

the formation of cracks after machining due to stress corrosion cracking (SCC). This 

is especially true if petroleum based coolants are used when machining thermoplastics 

[77]. The use of cryogens as a cooling strategy has been applied in several instances, 

issues surrounding heat leaks and flow undulations which induce thermal instabilities 

during machining still exist however [121]. Excessive application of the cryogen will 

rapidly cool the part to well below its glass transition which can result in cracking or 

brittle fracture during machining [121]. Shih [105] examined the milling of an 

elastomer whilst cooling to - 78.6°C using solid carbon dioxide (dry ice), this 

approach enhanced the performance of end mills that do not perform well at room 

temperature. Kakinuma and Yasuda [83] used cryogenics in the milling of micro 

fluidic devices; they milled microgrooves in polydimethylsloxane (PDMS) by 

applying liquid nitrogen (-196°C). Figure 2.14 shows the results of their 

experimentation. When machining was performed at room temperature the material 

was badly torn with very poor dimensional accuracy. When ultralow temperatures 

were employed during machining, the dimensional accuracy and surface finish were 

significantly improved as can be seen in the two images on the right.
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Figure 2.14: Geometry of PDMS grooves machined at room and ultralow temperatures (source -
Kakinuma et al. [83])

Dhokia et al. reported successful machining outcomes in several bespoke elastomer 

machining applications. Neoprene, ethylene-vinyl acetate (EVA), and polypropylene 

were examined in the work. Through knowledge of the materials thermal behaviour 

and the controlled application of cryogens, successful machining outcomes were 

achieved. A methodology to determine and compensate for workpiece thermal 

contraction was presented that facilitated good component dimensional accuracy 

during cryogenic machining [122-125], In similar work, the authors observed the 

formation of adiabatic shear bands when machining neoprene and EVA [126]. An 

adiabatic shear band can be defined as a narrow, nearly planar region of very large 

shearing that occurs in some materials as they experience intense dynamic loading. 

The phenomenon can also occur as a result of the hardening and softening of material 

during machining. These shear bands occur in materials that exhibit poor thermal 

properties as heat generated in the cutting zone does not have sufficient time to 

escape. Adiabatic shear results in rapid tool degradation and increased surface 

roughness. The authors applied cryogens to the cutting interface to maintain 

temperatures below the materials glass transition temperature. This strategy limited 

the occurrence of adiabatic shear. Other work highlighting the formation of adiabatic 

shear in polymers has been reported elsewhere [99, 126-129].
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Bilek et al. [130] noted that the grinding of thermoplastics can be challenging because 

of their low glass transition and melting temperatures. Incorrect selection of 

machining parameters or wheel design resulted in significant clogging on the surface 

of the grinding wheel. To avoid this outcome, wheels with lower grit packing densities 

was advantageous. The application of sufficient coolant to prevent this clogging and 

overheating was also essential. Kobayashi [60] examined the grinding of various 

plastics. Wheels with finer grits should be employed when machining harder plastics 

with coarser grained wheels producing superior outcomes when machining soft 

materials. The cutting speed was shown to have an influence on the optimum wheel 

selection.

Ghosh et al. [79] performed orthogonal cutting on acrylic based hydrophobic 

copolymer samples through the controlled application of a cryogen by means of a 

specially developed delivery system. Higher speeds were found to be beneficial to 

surface finish. The cryogenic delivery system was shown to be more efficient than 

compressed air in cooling and proved useful in the machining of polymers with low 

glass transition temperatures.

Induction heating of the tool

End milling of an elastomer workpiece with an induction heated tool was performed 

by Luo et al. [105, 131, 132]. High temperatures softened the elastomer material 

ahead of the tool and allowed it to penetrate the workpiece efficiently. The results 

demonstrated the benefits of sharp, down-cut tools, cryogenically cooling the 

workpiece, and consistent workpiece fixturing on the effectiveness of material 

removal, chip morphology and cutting forces. Cutting speed was demonstrated to be 

critical. At high cutting speed, smoke was generated and became environmentally 

hazardous. At low cutting speed, the surface roughness was high and material removal 

was not effective. Induction heating the tool improved the surface roughness and 

enabled effective material removal for low speed machining of elastomers.

Vibration assisted machining

Kim and Choi performed ultrasonic vibration cutting of a thermoset (CR-39) used for 

optical purposes during a turning operation. Micro-cracks and defects were observed 

due to brittle fracture during conventional machining. Vibration of the tool induced
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ductile fracture which eliminated these problems. By ultrasonically exciting the tool 

ductile fracture was promoted and superior surface finishes were achieved [133].

2.2.6 Modelling of polymer machining

Modelling of various cutting processes has occurred in metal machining for many 

years. Comprehensive reviews of the area have been presented previously [134-136]. 

The modelling of polymer machining is challenging as any accurate representation 

requires the inclusion of the strain rate and thermal effects as well as accounting for 

the low elastic modulus of the material. Mackerle [137-141] presented a 

comprehensive bibliographical review of finite-element methods applied to the 

analysis and simulation of polymer behaviour. The work primarily dealt with 

processing applications which don't influence machining such as polymer extrusion, 

moulding and flow characteristics.

Numerous authors have utilised neural networks and fuzzy logic to predict outcomes 

during polymer machining. Samek et a/.[142, 143] implemented neural networks to 

establish a surface roughness model for a grinding operation. Machining was carried 

out on polyethylene, PTFE, polycarbonate and polyamide. Feed, depth of cut and the 

workpiece material were treated as variables during testing. The model developed 

proved to be sufficiently sophisticated to predict surface roughness.

Suksawat [144] employed neural networks to predict cutting forces when turning cast 

nylon workpieces. Feed, speed and depth of cut were altered with the chip formation 

and cutting forces used as metrics of assessment. The neural network was capable of 

predicting the cutting force well and the chip form to a reasonable degree.

Dhokia et al. [4, 145] implemented a genetic algorithm to formulate an optimised 

surface roughness prediction model for ball-end machining of polypropylene. The 

model results were shown to correlate well to those obtained during experimental 

work. Under the levels chosen, decreasing the feed, speed or depth of cut improved 

surface finish. Yilmaz and Arici [146] successfully predicted the surface roughness 

when milling polyamide at various feeds and speeds using neural networks.

Fan et al. [95, 147] modelled the turning of Nylon (Pa 66) using finite element 

methods. The authors modelled the chip and machined surface temperature but no
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consideration was given to tool temperature. Rake angles were varied between 5° and 

20° with all other parameters held constant. Workpiece temperatures were consistently 

higher than those of the chip due to frictional effects between the machined surface 

and clearance face of the tool. Increasing rake angles reduced shear deformations and 

rubbing between tool and cut surface thus restricting temperatures.

2.3 Micromachining

2.3.1 Introduction

With increased consumer demand for superior quality products and greater global 

competition, the demands placed on the manufacturing sector have never been higher. 

These high quality products are often characterised by complex geometries and 

submicrometre tolerances [148]. With milling tools as small as 20pm in diameter 

[149], micromachining represents one viable manufacturing technique to create these 

small features.

Although mechanical micromachining is not capable of producing the nano-scale 

features seen when using lithographic techniques, it essentially bridges the gap 

between the macro-domain and the nano/micro scale when fabricating functional 

components [150]. Micromachining processes can be advantageous in terms of 

productivity, efficiency, flexibility and cost effectiveness when compared to these 

lithographic techniques [151].

Figure 2.15 below charts the achievable accuracy of various machining strategies, the 

graph was first produced by Taniguchi [152] and has subsequently been adapted by 

various authors to account for more recent industrial capabilities [26, 153].
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Figure 2.15: Taniguchi equivalent for cutting processes (source - Byrne el ai [26])

The challenges in regard to size effects and in-process stability have been extensively 

discussed with regard to metal previously [26, 150, 154, 155], the following section 

details the work regarding machining polymers at this scale.

2.3.2 Micromachining of polymers

Although the micromachining of polymers is a relative sparse topic in academic 

research in comparison to metals, some applications provide a reasonable volume of 

work. One of these is the microfluidics sector. Polymer microfluidic devices often 

require machining due to their bespoke designs and low production volumes. 

Lithography and laser techniques are typically employed in their production, 

nevertheless, the ease of use and availability of CNC machines in universities has 

resulted in a number of publications in the area [156-159].

Aramcharoen et al. [94] fabricated micro channels and micro pillar arrays on 

polycarbonate and PMMA samples. The authors found that the higher ductility of 

polycarbonate resulted in more burr formation along the edge of the machined 

features. A machining strategy to minimise burr formation and surface roughness was 

presented through the limitation of depths of cut and ensuring the cut material was 

removed in an up-milling mode.
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Rainelii et al. [160] successfully micromilled channels of 150|am in depth and widths 

between 180pm and 360pm in PMMA as an alternative to etching. The authors 

employed high speeds and novel tool designs to achieve satisfactory machining 

outcomes.

Hira et al. [161] examined the microcutting of PTFE. They studied various machining 

techniques such as drilling, groove milling, and face milling. Ball end mills were used 

in groove milling under different machining parameters. A combination of low speeds 

and high feeds was found to produce unwanted burrs along the base of machined 

grooves. The authors observed the formation of significant top burrs at larger depths 

of cut. A tool path optimisation approach was implemented to achieve higher depths 

of cut. Kim et al. [85] reported similar problems regarding burr formation when 

milling channels ranging from 50pm to 400pm in PMMA. The authors successfully 

removed the burrs by successive soaking with a mild detergent solution and deionized 

water.

Friedrich [162] developed a system to mill micro features of 0.5pm on PMMA in a 

near brittle state. The authors were able to prevent tool breakage by controlling 

specific cutting energy during micromachining by manipulating the feeds and speeds. 

As temperatures were decreased, the specific cutting energy increased in an 

approximately linear fashion to levels similar to those seen when machining copper.

Kakinuma et al. [103] successfully end milled features on a PDMS workpiece through 

the application of a cryogen. The workpiece was submerged in liquid nitrogen during 

milling with cutting forces recorded. The ductile to brittle transition was observed 

through variations in the depth of cut and feed rate. To maximise cut quality, a low 

cutting speed and feed per tooth of approximately 250nm were found to be ideal. 

Submicron to millimetre scale features were successfully machined using the 

experimental setup. In a similar paper the authors milled micro channels in PDMS 

microfluidic applications by applying cryogenic cooling [83].The authors found that 

PDMS could be shaped precisely below the glass transition temperature. Lower feed 

rates and depths of cut coupled with higher speeds were found to be of benefit to 

machined surface finish.

Mishima [119] exploited the thermal properties of PDMS to produce complex
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machined geometries. PDMS samples were deformed and clamped at room 

temperature; samples were then treated with a cryogen and drilled at ultralow 

temperatures. Upon removal of the clamping device and return to room temperature, 

the drilled hole displayed an arched profile which was of use in microfluidic 

applications.

Okuda et al. [163] examined the micromilling of PTFE and PMMA with tools of 

varying diameter. Sub-micrometre order surface roughness values (Rz) were achieved 

in the base of cut grooves through careful selection of cutting parameter levels. A 

large burr was observed on the edge on PTFE grooves however. The authors reasoned 

that the reduced hardness and higher ductility of PTFE led to the proliferation of burr. 

The width of cut grooves was consistently smaller than the tool diameter due to the 

influence of the materials elastic recovery during machining. Significant deflections 

were reported when machining using tools of reduced diameter. These deflections 

resulted in geometrical errors in the cutting operation and were increased by higher 

feeds and depths of cut. Tool displacements encountered were shown to correlate well 

to the machining forces during cutting.

2.4 Online and post process studies

2.4.1 Intro duct ion

Numerous sensors can be utilised in the monitoring of machine status and 

environmental conditions. Comprehensive work has been presented on the topic [135, 

164-168].

Figure 2.16 displays a selection of the sensors commonly used for online 

measurement. Vast knowledge and literature exist on each sensor type in relation to 

metal machining.
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Figure 2.16: Measurable phenomena for online sensor monitoring (source - Teti et al. [135])

2.4.2 Cutting forces

Force is one of the most important signals in milling and turning operations, the 

cutting forces influence the machine accuracy, surface finish, tool life, and process 

stability [168], Cutting forces are affected by a number of factors including tool 

geometry and condition, machining parameter levels, workpiece material, process 

stability, and temperature. Both the monitoring and modelling of cutting forces has 

been examined by numerous authors during the milling of metals [26, 134, 136, 169, 

170].

Kobayashi and Saito [60] studied the influence of rake angle and depth of cut on the 

resultant cutting force during orthogonal cutting of PTFE. Figure 2.17 displays the 

results obtained by the authors during experimentation.
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Figure 2.17: The magnitude and direction of cutting force in PTFE at a cutting speed of0.019m/min
(source - Kobayashi [6])

As the rake angles changed from negative to positive, the direction of the force 

component shifts from downwards into the workspace to upwards away from the 

machined surface. Increasing depths of cut and decreasing rake angles increased the 

magnitude of the force component. The authors identified the angle at which the force 

component acts parallel to the feed of the tool, i.e. no normal forces, as the optimum 

when machining. This angle was denoted as the critical rake angle [6],

Shih et al. [99] studied the cutting forces when end milling an elastomer workpiece. 

They observed higher cutting forces when the workpiece was cooled using cryogens 

during machining. A linear trend of increasing forces with maximum uncut chip 

thickness was identified. The authors also identified the viscoelastic characteristics of 

the workpiece through analysis of the cutting force. Kakinuma et al. [83] found that at 

room temperature, the cutting force is not periodic and that the absolute value is so 

low that the milling process cannot occur. At ultralow temperatures the cutting force is 

larger and changes periodically in synchronisation with tool rotation demonstrating 

that milling can be performed successfully.

Fetecau et al. [108] measured cutting forces and temperature during orthogonal 

cutting of three thermoplastics. The authors found that increasing speed, feed rate or 

depth of cut produced an increase in the main components of cutting force.
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Marin [171] conducted a statistical analysis examining the significance of feed, speed 

and depth of cut on cutting force when turning Nylon. Three levels of each factor were 

assesses with an analysis of variance conducted. The depth of cut was found to be the 

most significant factor followed by the feed rate, with increases in either parameter 

producing greater cutting forces. Speed was found to be much less significant, 

although higher speeds did reduce cutting forces to a small degree.

Quadrini [76] took a theoretical approach to the prediction of machining outcomes, 

fhis approach was based on the time dependant material characteristics governing 

polymer behaviour rather than starting from an analogy with metals. Drilling tests 

were conducted on polyamide to evaluate the thrust and torque force as rotational 

speed and feed rate were altered. During the drilling of polyamide, the authors noted 

that cutting forces could be predicted from the time dependent characteristics of the 

material. Cutting forces and torque were found to be governed most significantly by 

feed rate. The chip formation mechanism was identified as key to the thrust and torque 

levels recorded and was therefore included in the model.

Roy and Basu [86] conducted experiments into the influence of machining parameters 

when turning thermoplastics. The speed, feed, depth of cut and tool-nose-radius were 

varied with their influence on cutting forces and surface finish studied. Nylon and 

PTFE were the workpiece materials. The authors ascertained that the turning of 

thermoplastics did not differ greatly from the turning of metals as they did not observe 

the viscoelastic effect during machining. Cutting forces were mainly influenced by 

depth of cut. The feed rate and nose radius were also found to be significant, although 

to a lesser degree. Machining nylon required higher force but produced a better 

surface finish in comparison to PTFE. This was due to the higher hardness, ultimate 

tensile strength, and shear strength of nylon.

2.4.3 Chip formation and surface integrity 

As outlined in the introduction, polymers are designed to fit countless guises; this 

requires that their behaviour and characteristics must vary greatly. Material properties 

of certain polymers make effective material removal and precision machining 

difficult; these properties include, low elastic moduli, low thermal conductivity, and a 

high percentage of elongation before fracture [3].
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Chip formation is highly dependent on the cutting conditions and workpiece material 

behaviour. The examination of chips can yield information of the cutting mechanism 

and subsequent surface finish. Great emphasis has been placed on the condition and 

continuity of chips in determining machinability of various polymers [35]. Broadly 

speaking, chips can be classified as one of two types; continuous and discontinuous. 

Kobayashi and Kazanski [60, 110] subdivided each of these categories based on their 

formation mechanism, these classifications are briefly reviewed below.

Continuous flow* (free swarf)

Chips of this type are long and continuous in nature, chips are formed as a result of 

elastic deformation and do not fracture at the shear plane. When low cutting speeds 

are used to cut materials having a high elasticity this type of chip is formed [60]. 

During machining cutting force variations are insignificant, and the cut surface 

roughness is small.

Continuous shear chip (shearing swarf)

Continuous shear chips are very similar to those seen when machining ductile metals. 

Chips are produced by the generation of successive shear planes at small shear 

intervals in the direction of minimum work. The thickness of deformed chips is 

greater than the depth of cut. This form of chip generation is commonly observed 

when machining polymers and is accompanied by good cut surface quality [35].

Discontinuous simple shear (Homogeneous swarf)

Discontinuous simple shear chips are formed by shearing along a shear plane although 

the intervals are larger, this leads to discontinuous chips and poor surface finishes. 

The discontinuous nature of these chips causes fluctuations in the cutting forces [172].

Discontinuous complex chip (fracture swarf)

Chips are formed by a combination of high compressive and shear stresses when 

machining is conducted by tools having large negative rake angles. Both dimensional 

accuraey and surface finish are diminished due to the stresses involved in chip 

formation.

Discontinuous crack chip (inhomogeneous swarf)

The chip is created by brittle fracture not plastic deformation. A erack propagates 

downward from the cutting point until the bending moment is sufficient to produce a
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discontinuous chip. Chips of this form are usually observed in brittle thermosets or 

when cutting thermoplastics with large rake angles, large depths of cut, and high 

cutting speed. The prevalence of large cracks on the cut surface results in poor 

dimensional accuracy and cut surface quality.

Discontinuous complex crack chips

Again cracks propagate downwards from the cutting point except they are now 

accompanied by separation along the shear plane. When the crack grows, a new shear 

plane forms from the tip of the crack to the free surface and the plastic deformation 

zone is enlarged. The periodic cracks that remain on the cut surface result in a very 

poor workpiece finish.

Brunette et al. [77] examined the drilling of recycled plastics. Cutting forces and chip 

formation were analysed as cutting parameters and temperatures were altered. High 

cutting speeds were found to be detrimental to cutting performance as material 

melting was observed when speed became excessive. At low to moderate speeds, the 

influence of the other machining parameters such as feed, tool geometry and 

workpiece material were more influential on cutting forces. A combination of high 

speeds and low feeds resulted in lower cutting forces due to the chip size and thermal 

effects. A range of critical temperatures was identified for the transition between 

ductile and brittle behaviour when machining. Above these temperatures, cutting was 

ductile thus producing lower forces as well as long and spiral chips. High cutting 

forces and accordion type chips were seen at colder temperatures, the presence of 

accordion type chips was a characteristic of brittle behaviour when drilling plastics. 

The authors also observed the formation of a built up edge on the tool face during 

machining, this in turn contributed to higher machining temperatures.

Carr and Feger [23] found that polymers possessing high glass transition temperatures 

were usually in the glassy regime when cut which resulted in material removal by 

brittle fracture, this could be avoided by increasing the cutting temperature. The 

authors achieved this by machining at higher tool speeds. Highly cross-linked 

polymers were unable to deform during machining and therefore exhibited poor cut 

surfaces.
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Rubenstein and Storie [75] cut Perspex and kermatal via a turning operation. The 

authors found that providing certain conditions were met such as the shear plane angle 

being greater than 45°, the cutting behaviour was analogous to that seen in metal 

cutting and that cutting force components conform to those derived from theory. The 

brittle to ductile transition was observed through changes in both chip formation and 

cutting force deviations. The stick-slip phenomenon of chip movement across the 

tools rake face was found for both continuous and discontinuous chip formation. This 

movement was used to explain the rough underside of the machined chips. Ductile to 

brittle transition was promoted by the following changes in cutting conditions:

1. Increases in the tool rake angle

2. Increases in the uncut chip thickness

3. Increases in the cutting speed

Bilek et al. [130] examined chip formation in orthogonal turning of polyamide 6, the 

aim was to achieve continuous chip flow to prevent the generation of excess heat and 

deformation of the workpiece. The authors identified optimum cutting conditions and 

tool geometry to produce this outcome. A second section of the paper studied the 

grinding of the same polymer whilst assessing the surface roughness. The depth of 

cut, feed rate, grain type and structure all influenced the surface roughness generated 

when grinding.

Sharif and Anderson [106] demonstrated various chip formation mechanisms through 

orthogonal cutting of polyurethane foams. Surface finish was governed by the tool 

rake angle and the depth of cut. Discontinuous chips and poor cut surfaces were 

observed at excessive depths of cut due to material deformations ahead of the tool. 

Larger rake angles were beneficial in obtaining good cut surfaces as they lowered the 

cutting energy and promoted continuous chips.

During the turning of Nylon, Suksawat [87, 144, 173] found that the cutting speed was 

the primary driver of the chip formation mechanism. The authors compared chips 

formed to those described in ISO 3685 [174] which concerns tool life testing with 

single-point turning tools. Cutting forces and surface finish were also reported in the
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work with the main cutting force increased at higher speeds and depths of cut. Surface 

roughness was found to deteriorate at higher feed levels.

Xiao and Zhang [58] found that increases in the shear stress induced by higher cutting 

speeds resulted in smoother surface finishes when orthogonally cutting both low and 

high density polyethylene. The authors observed that chips produced from LDPE 

curled inwards whilst the HOPE chips curled in the opposite direction; this 

phenomenon was explained by the shear forces acting on the deformation zones 

during cutting.

2.5 Burr formation
A burr is an undesirable projection of material formed as the result of plastic flow 

from a cutting or shearing operation [175]. They are created in most machining 

processes and often take the form of a rough triangular ridge at the edge of the 

workpiece adjacent to the machined surface. It is often necessary to remove burrs 

from the final manufactured product so that they can function effectively.

A number of classification methods have been adopted to categorise burrs, typically 

they are classified by their size, formation mechanism, geometry or location on the 

workpiece [176-179]. Gillespie and Blotter [180] identified types of burr based on 

their formation mechanism. They can be seen in Figure 2.18.

Figure 2.18: Schematic of Poisson, Rollover and Tear burr (source - Gillespie and Blotter [180])
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• Poisson burrs form as a result of a material’s tendency to bulge at the side 
when it is compressed until permanent deformation occurs.

• Roll-over burrs are essentially chips that are bent rather than sheared 
resulting in a comparatively larger burr. This type of burr is also known as 
an exit burr because it is usually formed at the end of a cut face during 
milling.

• Tear burrs form as a result of material tearing loose from the workpiece 
rather than shearing.

• Cut-off burrs are projections of material left when the workpiece falls from 
the stock before the separating cut has been completed.

Burr formation should be avoided if possible or at the very least controlled. In some 

areas such as the automotive industry, burr reduction has been the focus of much 

work. Milling is an essential process in this sector and is often plagued with the 

generation of burrs due to the kinematics of tool exits from the workpiece and the 

complex geometries frequently machined [26].

Controlling burr formation is typically accomplished by altering the process 

parameters and through optimisation of tool paths during cvitting [26, 99]. If burr 

formation is an unavoidable consequence of machining operations then post process 

deburring must take place. It can be an expensive process, the typical cost as a 

percentage of manufacturing varies. In high precision components such as those seen 

in aerospace it can be as much as 30%, for a part of medium complexity in the 

automotive sector this figure stands at approximately 14% [181]. The cost of removal 

is related to the burr size, so by implementing the strategies listed above as well as by 

correctly selecting the optimum cutting conditions and tool/workpiece geometries 

significant savings can be made [175, 182].

Work by Gillespie [183] demonstrated that the force during cutting is related to any 

subsequent burr formation. The burr formation force is defined as that component of 

the resultant cutting force that is vertical to an exit edge. Any force applied to the 

vertical wall or into the bottom surface during machining will cause a burr. Smaller 

forces applied in these directions will result in smaller burrs. Any factor that reduces 

burr formation force will reduce burr thickness.
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2.6 Tool wear
Tool wear is defined as the change of shape of a tool from its original geometry during 

cutting due to loss of material [32], The prolonged use of any type of tool regardless 

of its material properties will result in some degree of tool wear [166]. The 

phenomenon has an influence on the machining efficiency, precision of workpiece 

dimensions, surface roughness, and may lead to product failure [32, 184, 185],

2.6.1 Tool wear mechanism and classifications 

The frictional and thermal loads that occur in the contact zone during machining 

induce a variety of wear patterns and blemishes. Figure 2.19 shows a cross section of 

a worn cutting tool displaying several wear categories.

Figure 2.19: Cross-section perpendicular to the major cutting edge of a worn cutting tool showing the 
effect of crater wear on the tool rake angle and the flank wear land (source - Marinov [186])

Various mechanisms of wear are encountered during machining, the four principal

manners are adhesion, abrasion, diffusion, and fracture. Adhesive wear occurs as a

result of welding between a newly formed chip and a tool. This welding can arise due

to elevated temperatures and pressures encountered whilst cutting. Welded fragments

will eventually become detached from the tool and develops into a loose wear particle

at the interface. Abrasive wear arises due to hard or protruding particles on the

workpiece which can lead to grooves and scratches forming on the tool during

machining. Diffusion wear can be the result of chemical action that leads to the

diffusion of tool constitutes into the workpiece and chip. This diffusion can produce

changes in the tool geometry and composition which may lead to tool failure. Fracture

wear occurs if tools are subject to cyclic loading, the loading may be mechanically or

thermally induced [74].
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Classifications of tool wear

Tool wear is classified according to its location and characteristics. Wear on the tools 

flank face is known as flank wear, it is the most common wear type and arises due to 

friction between the tool and the machined surface causing abrasive and adhesive 

wear [32],

Crater wear occurs on the rake face of the tool due to the action of the chip sliding 

over and adhering to the surface [32]. Wear of this type alters the mechanics of cutting 

as it effectively increases the rake angle of the cutting tool as well as increasing the 

likelihood of sudden failure. Temperature and chemical affinity between the tool and 

workpiece are the most significant factors in crater wear, it is commonly observed in 

high speed machining. Crater wear is generally attributed to the diffusion mechanism, 

since the diffusion rate increases with increased temperature, crater wear increases 

with temperature.

Corner wear involves the action of rounding of a sharp tool due to mechanic and 

thermal effects. The wear dulls the tool corners which can influence chip formation, 

dimensional accuracy, and result in rubbing of the tool on the workpiece, this in turn 

will further elevate temperatures.

Chipping involves the removal of relatively large discrete particles of tool material. 

Tools utilised in discontinuous cutting applications are especially susceptible to wear 

of this type. Removal of built up edges on the tool surface can promote tool chipping. 

Edge chipping is a common occurrence in milling processes [32].

Other forms of wear include; notch wear, plastic deformation and breakage. Notch 

wear is a combination of flank wear and crater wear, it occurs adjacent to the point 

where major cutting edge intersects the work surface. A notch (or groove) is seen at 

the outer edge of the wear land and is an indication of the presence of a hard or 

abrasive skin on the workpiece material (due to previous tool passes). Plastic 

deformation may result if temperatures and pressures become high at the cutting edge. 

Excessive speeds and feed rates as well as hard workpiece materials will generate 

plastic deformation.
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Tool condition monitoring

Tool condition monitoring has been the subject of intensive research efforts since the 

1960s. As such, there are vast quantities of literature in relation to conventional 

cutting processes [164, 187-190]. In accordance with 1S08688 [191], an end mill 

reaches the end of its service life once flank wear reaches 0.3mm. This dimension 

clearly requires redefinition in micromachining applications were tool diameters are 

frequently at or below this size [192]. According to Tansel et a/. [29, 30], and Rahman 

et fl/. [193]; any changes to the cutting edge can be classified as wear. The authors 

argue that rather than tool wear being a pass/fail criteria, the progression of wear must 

be mapped through multi category monitoring strategies.

Tool wear monitoring strategies fall into one of two categories: direct and indirect. 

Direct methods measure the geometric changes of a cutting tool, this is usually 

performed through image process techniques and machine vision systems [194]. 

Direct methods are advantageous as they measure actual tool wear during machining. 

Indirect methods infer tool wear from the analysis of parameters correlated to tool 

condition. Direct methods can prove problematic to implement due to the nature of the 

cutting process which often involves continuous contact between the tool and 

workpiece, high speeds, and large volumes of cutting fluid. The limitations of direct 

methods has led to the implementation of indirect methods in many instances.

Cutting force has been found to correlate well with tool condition in during machining 

[167, 190, 195]. Force has proven to be one of the most important signals in milling 

process monitoring. Other successful signals exploited in tool condition monitoring 

include acoustic emission, vibration, temperature, and motor/feed current. Much of 

this work has been reviewed elsewhere [32, 164, 185, 187]. The reported work 

focuses almost exclusively on tool wear monitoring during the machining of metals 

and composites. Many of the signals examined are simply not applicable in polymer 

processing due to material properties and the greater signal to noise ratios whilst 

machining.
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2.6.2 Tool wear in polymers

Kim [172] noted that heat was the most significant factor governing tool wear when 

machining polymers. The combination of low thermal conductivity, high thermal 

expansion coefficients, and high elastic deformation characteristics result in 

significant tool wear. As the cutting zone temperature builds up, the workpiece 

expands resulting in increased tool-workpiece contact and further generation of heat. 

The authors also reported on two studies conducted in the 1960s on the significance of 

cutting tool material when machining plastics. Carbide tools were found to be 

preferable in comparrison to high speed steel tools when machining either 

conventional or reinforced plastics. High cutting speeds and low depths of cut 

promoted greater wear levels. Similar work found difficulties when machining nylon 

due to intense wear even at low cutting speeds. The authors described no such 

problem turning rigid PVC even at high cutting speeds.

Masuko et al. [196] studied tool wear when cutting phenolic resin, hard PVC resin and 

nylon. High speed steels displayed greater flank wear than carbide tools. Cutting 

speed was found to be highly influential on flank wear but tool rake angle was not 

found to be significant at the levels chosen.

Wada et al. [ 197] examined wear of a single crystal diamond tool when turning various 

materials. The authors observed slight groove wear on the cutting edge of the tool. 

Wear was not sufficient to influence the surface roughness of the machined surface.

Several authors [50, 198] have noted the importance of using tools with a minimal 

nose radius during machining, this approach reduces the cutting forces involved in 

chip formation and produces a better surface finish [26]. Sharp edges however are 

very susceptible to wear which limits the effectiveness of the cutting operation. Carr 

and Feger [23] noted that the low thermal conductivity of polymers can give rise to 

significantly increased wear rates. In their experiments machining polymers with 

diamond tools, the increased temperature in the cutting zone resulted in wear rates that 

were five to ten times larger than those seen machining copper under the same 

conditions. Mamalis and Lavrynenko [184] observed wear of diamond tools that could 

not be attributed to mechanical wear when machining polymeric material due to the 

vast difference in hardness between the two materials. Instead they reason that
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diffusive wear was occurring. Small particles of destroyed polymer were absorbed by 

the cutting tool, this process induced a change in the internal structure and mechanical 

properties of the tool. Other work has shown that the absorption of polymer molecules 

can lead to a reduction of surface energy of a solid and ease its destruction [199].

Budinski [200] observed tool wear on a punch when cutting plastic blanks. Wear 

craters were reported around the periphery of die holes and at the end of stainless steel 

and cemented carbide punches. The author developed a test that could simulate crater 

wear around press punches and dies. The work suggested that crater formation was 

produced by the erosive effects of rubbing due to elastic bulging of the plastic webs as 

they were punched. Fine inorganic particles in the polymer may have assisted erosion 

by the abrasive action of the particles. The chemical composition of the workpiece 

influenced wear as chemicals capable of corroding the tool material aided the process. 

The author felt that this type of tool wear should be termed erosion rather than 

abrasion, since there is no evidence of scratching, abrasion, or removal of material by 

ploughing.

2.7 Statistical experimental design techniques

2.7. J Introduction

An experiment can be defined as a test or series of tests with the purpose of 

discovering something unknown or of testing a principle [201]. The input variables of 

a process are changed to observe and identify the reasons for variation in the resulting 

output response [202]. Producing a robust statistical experimental design during 

process planning enables the appropriate data to be collected and statistically analysed 

with valid conclusions drawn. By interpreting the data collected the optimum settings 

of controllable variables can be found to make a product or process more stable. The 

approach can economically satisfy the needs of problem solving and design 

optimisation with a fewer number of experiments than ‘traditional’ experiments [203]. 

Statistical terminology refers to the input variables/parameters (such as cutting speed 

and feed rate) as factors and the settings of these factors, as levels. The measured 

variables in a process are known as responses.
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2.7.2 Overview of factorial design

There are numerous advantages associated with the use of factorial design during 

experimentation, the process is more efficient than a conventional one-factor-at-a-time 

study. The technique also enables the examination of both the main and interaction 

effects between factors during testing. [204].

Experimental design can be broadly classified into two categories: full and factorial 

design. A full factorial design evaluates the levels of one factor against each level of 

every other factor, the arrangement provides all possible effects and interactions. The 

scale of testing may become prohibitive in some instances if a large number of factors 

or levels are to be examined. In this case, a more realistic approach, particularly for 

initial screening/rationalization purposes would be to employ a fractional factorial 

design. This method requires significantly fewer tests but can still provide acceptable 

confidence in the results [202]. The Taguchi methodology is one such approach, it 

employs main effects and interaction plots together with analysis of variance 

(ANOVA) to calculate the relative influence of individual test factors and the 

corresponding sensitivity of the associated levels in relation to selected response 

measures [202, 205].

2.7.3 Overview of analysis of variance (ANOVA) technique

Analysis of variance (ANOVA) aids the interpretation of experimental data and can 

help make the necessary decisions. The process is a statistically based, objective 

decision making tool for detecting differences in the average performance of a group 

of factors [205]. ANOVA analysis decomposes statistical variation into different 

components. Variation in statistics is usually measured by the sum of squares, which 

are then averaged to give mean squares. The ANOVA table is useful because it breaks 

this down into two components, one associated with a regression line (assumed 

systematic) and the other with variation around the regression line (assumed random) 

[206-208]. The final column in the ANOVA tables presented in this work gives an 

estimate of the significance of each effect or interaction through a p-value. The P- 

value determines the appropriateness of rejecting the null hypothesis in a hypothesis 

test. The p-value is the probability of obtaining a test statistic that is at least as 

extreme as the calculated value if the null hypothesis is true. P-values less that 0.05
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are deemed to be statistically significant in this work.

2.8 Summary and context
Despite the increased prevalence of polymer materials in everyday life their 

machining has received limited attention in comparison to metals. Frequently the 

processing strategies employed are heuristic and the optimum machining conditions 

highly dependent on the workpiece material. The often low elastic modulus and poor 

thermal characteristics make polymer machining a challenging task. The influence of 

strain rates, temperatures and workpiece fixation are all essential considerations 

during machining. To complicate matters further, the reaction of a polymer to changes 

in these factors is often not linear due to the twin effects of strain rate hardening and 

thermal softening. The abrupt changes in material behaviour that can occur as a 

reaction to temperature fluctuations can pose significant challenges during their 

machining.

The implementation of various sensors in machining processes has proved invaluable 

in numerous applications - sensors can measure forces and temperatures during 

machining allowing the user to garner useful information about the process. With 

sophisticated online monitoring and control strategies the process can be optimised 

with regard to surface finish, tool condition, dimensional accuracy etc. [185]. Of the 

various signals available, cutting force has received the greatest volume of attention 

with regard to polymers. Cutting forces have been utilised in a number of polymer 

machining applications to gain insight into machining performance [59, 60, 99]. 

Greater efficiency and machining outcomes can be achieved through a deeper 

understanding of material behaviour, this can be achieved through the analysis of 

cutting forces.

The literature generally assesses surface finish by reporting surfaee roughness values, 

typically Ra or Rz. Only a few authors have noted the occurrence of burrs and other 

defect types during polymer micromilling [94, 161, 163]. Due to the complexity of 

polymer cutting, fundamental investigations surrounding its machining are usually 

performed during orthogonal cutting operations. A significant proportion of the 

studies involved in micromilling surround microfluidics. Although results presented
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are useful, many of the authors report from the application rather than machining 

viewpoint thus limiting knowledge transfer. Typically depths of cut are also 

substantially lower in microfluidic applications than those seen in this work which 

differentiates the machining performance. Due to manufacturing requirements in this 

instance, the tool possesses no geometrical features to aid in chip removal during 

micromilling. This results in the tool having geometries somewhat similar in 

appearance to that of a spade drill. No work has been presented in the literature on 

tools of this nature and scale with regards to polymer machining.

The influence of tool wear has been extensively studied when dealing with metallic 

and composite machining. The phenomenon has been shown to influence the 

machining efficiency, precision of the workpiece dimensions, as well as the surface 

roughness and characteristics [32, 184, 185]. Although tool wear has been observed 

when cutting polymers by several authors, other than surface roughness, no data has 

been presented on the impact of tool wear on the cutting performance with regard to 

cutting forces or the generation of surface defects.
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Chapter 3

Experimental materials and procedures

3.1 Introduction
In this work, a series of micromilling tests of a biomedical grade polymer were 

conducted to gain a better understanding of material characteristics and to establish 

the cutting conditions necessary to maximise machining performance. The cut quality 

was chiefly assessed through optical inspection techniques with geometry of cut and 

machining forces examined to provide insight into the milling operation.

Tooling and materials were supplied by the projects industrial partner; Alcon Ireland 

Ltd. with micromilling performed using a machining centre developed as part of a 

previous research project in the Manufacturing & Processing Research Group in 

Trinity College Dublin (TCD) [209].

3.2 Equipment configuration

3.2.1 Introduction

Testing apparatus was selected to be of sufficient specification so that any deviations 

in the observed measurement metrics could be attributed to machining and material 

interactions and not machine instabilities. Post process metrology techniques were 

facilitated by in house optical analysis equipment with SEM work being conducted in 

the centre for microscopy and analysis in TCD.

3.2.2 Machining centre

Micromilling was performed using a Westwind D1787 spindle mounted on an 

Aerotech gantry system. The D1787 Storm PCB spindle is capable of speeds between 

20,000 rpm and 200,000 rpm. Air bearing technology is utilised in the spindle to 

enable low dynamic runout during operation. The spindles air bearing is supplied with 

a mains supply of compressed air that is fed through a failsafe storage tank which 

ensures a sufficient supply of air. The tank is fitted with a pressure switch which
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triggers and subsequently shuts down the spindle if pressure drops below a specified 

value. A cooler maintains the correct water temperature at the inlet of the spindle 

between 16 °C and 20°C. The water cooler is again fitted with a flow sensor that 

prevents operation of the spindle unless the desired flow conditions are met. The 

electrical, air and cooling subsystem schematic is shown in Figure 3.1.

Figure 3.1: Schematic of the compressed air, spindle cooling and electrical subsystems (source -
Gilchrist [209])

The axes movements are controlled by an Aerotech gantry system, both the upper and 

lower axis {x & y) of the positioning system are mounted on rolling element bearing 

tracks driven by linear motors. The continuous force exerted using the linear motors 

are 276N and 207N for the y and x axes respectively. A peak force of 1264N is 

developed for the y axis while 1106N is developed for the x axis [210]. The axis 

configuration is shown in Figure 3.2 below. The vertical (z) axis is driven by a rotary 

motor directly coupled to a ball screw. The x and y axes both have a resolution of 

Ifim, while the z axis has a resolution of 0.5pm. Each axis is dynamically decoupled 

from one another. The three motors are all of brushless design and three phase 

powered. The drive for each motor uses sinusoidal communication giving faster 

settling times and tighter servo loops whilst allowing smoother motion compared to
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other communication types. Heating of the motor is also reduced using this 

configuration. As the linear motor is non-magnetic, cogging and force ripples are also 

eliminated [211,212].

Figure 3.2: Cartesian gantry layout, linear motors are installed on the X and Y axis, the Z axis is driven
by a ball screw

The spindle and gantry system are mounted on a bed of 50mm thick steel which is 

supported on a specifically designed structural steel frame table. The entire structure is 

isolated from external vibrations by anti-vibration mount feet. The trajectory of axis 

movement is computed on a PC using a real time operating system which runs at a 

higher priority than the computers own operating system. The real time data transfer is 

sent from the PC to the drives using firewire, a serial bus interface standard with high

speed communications. All external signals including the encoder and I/O are fed 

directly into the drive which enables only one cable to be used between the PC and 

drive. The drives are also networked together using a single cable [213]. The drives 

incorporate digital current, velocity, and position loops in order to ensure stability of 

the driven axis. This is shown schematically in Figure 3.3.
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Figure 3.3: Block diagram of control equipment layout 

3.2.3 Three axis foree sensor

Force was measured using a 3-axis Kistler piezoelectric force sensor, type 9602. The 

sensor was installed on the experimental rig and preloaded to 25kN using a set of 

preloading elements, Kistler type 9461. The integrated force sensor produces an 

amplified, low impedance force proportional voltage signal, which can be directly 

acquired by the data acquisition system without the need for any charge amplifiers.

The xyz coordinate system was employed when defining cutting force directions, it 

can be seen in Figure 3.4. The z axis coincides with the thrust direction, along the 

rotating axis of the tool. The y axis corresponds to the tool feed direction, with the x 

axis perpendicular to this measuring the normal force.
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Figure 3.4: Milling force components

The natural frequency of the sensor mounted in situ was estimated using tap tests and 

frequency domain analysis. The resonant frequencies in the x and y direction were 

found to be approximately 4022Hz and 3862Hz; the corresponding value in the z 

direction was 1292Hz. Full details of calibration are presented in appendix 2.

3.2.4 Microscopes/cameras

A Mitutoyo tool maker's microscope along with a custom designed tool holder 

facilitated the examination of samples. The tool holder allowed the tool to be 

examined from four angles of reference quickly and easily. A Leica L2 microscope 

was used for the majority of imaging. Limited photographs were also captured using 

two USB microscopes; a Motic Moticam 1000, and Dyno-lite premier.

3.2.5 SoftM’are

Various engineering and statistical software packages were employed throughout this 

work. LabView and Matlab were used for signal acquisition and analysis respectively. 

Imaged was utilised for the assessment and manipulation of images. Statistical 

analysis was perfomied in MiniTab with all schematics drawn in Solidworks.

3.2.6 FT-NIR analysis

Fourier Transform Near Infrared (FT-NIR) analysis was performed on polymer 

samples using the Spectrum One NTS Infrared Testing System (PerkinEImer) located 

in the School of Chemistry in Trinity College Dublin.
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3.3 Tooling and materials

3.3.1 Introduction

All cutting tools and materials were supplied by the projects industrial partner. Unless 

otherwise stated, no modifications were made to either tool or workpiece prior to 

machining.

3.3.2 Cutting tool

Tungsten carbide tools were supplied through the industry partner by the Kyocera 

Corporation. The tools are somewhat similar in appearance to spade drills, having a 

flat face and eccentric design. During production, the tool carries out two machining 

operations. Firstly a milling phase is performed where the tool is rotated clockwise 

and the flat face performs the eutting action, this face is marked in yellow in Figure 

3.5(b). During the second machining operation, the rotational direction is reversed and 

the tool performs a burnishing pass along the newly milled workpiece edge. This 

operation is performed to alter the workpiece surface profile for optical purposes. In 

this instance, face (a) is chiefly in contact with the workpieee, marked in green in 

Figure 3.5(b). During this work, only the milling phase is considered.
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Figure 3.5: (a) Tool geometry (nm), (b) Schematic of tool faces 

The tool has a shank diameter of 317 pm. Although the diameter of the cutting face of 

the tool is 572pm, the vertical cutting edge, marked in red in Figure 3.5(a), sweeps a
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cutting arc of 914|im due to the tools eccentricity. The curved cutting edge of the tool, 

marked in blue in Figure 3.5, is designed to produce a curved geometrical feature on 

the machined specimen.

Figure 3.6: Mitutoyo micro hardness testing apparatus 

Tool hardness was measured using a Mitutoyo MVK-Hl micro-hardness machine as 

shown in Figure 3.6. Vickers micro-hardness tests were performed on 12 tools across 

several batches. Testing was performed on flat sections of the tool so that the 

indentation left after impact could easily be viewed under the microscope. Indentation 

weight was set to IKg with the average hardness calculated to be 1928Flvl/5 with a 

standard deviation of 80Hvl/5. The hardness measurements were found to be 

consistent across the tool studied and with expectations from literature [214].

3.3.3 Workpiece

lOLs are produced via a combination of moulding and machining steps. Figure 3.7 

gives an overview of this process.
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Figure 3.7: Production steps in the manufacture of an intraocular lens (courtesy of Alcon Ireland) 

Male and female halves of the moulds are formed by injection moulding, these two 

sections are fixed together by means of a friction fit. Two runners facilitate injection 

of Acrysof material into the mould cavity, this arrangement is then placed in handling 

trays and into ovens for curing. The two halves of the mould are then 'cracked’ apart 

leaving the top half, which is discarded, and the workpiece which contains the 

Acrysof and base. This workpiece then undergoes the milling and burnishing 

micromachining steps before being cleaned, sterilised, inspected and packaged. 

Workpiece dimensions are shown in Figure 3.8.

l.OOOfim [ 450^m

1.500^m 2.000^111
5.000

(b)

(a)
Figure 3.8: Workpiece dimensions; (a) top view, (b) section view. Note: Acrysof is represented by

yellow material

As can be seen, the depth of the Acrysof material is only 450pm, in a typical milling 

operation the tool passes through the Acrysof material and submerges into the base
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material. This is done to maximise cut quality. Figure 3.9 below shows the relative 

positions of the tool and workpiece when fully engaged in a micromilling cycle.

Acrysof dqjth of cut 

Base depth of cut ^

Cenffe of rotation

-.•\cr>'sof(450pm)

- Base material

Figure 3.9: Tool - material interaction (DOC 0.7mm)

Acrysof is engineered to maximise its mechanical properties so that it can be 

efficiently inserted by the surgeon and perform well optically once in situ. The high 

refractive index of 1.55 allows a thinner optic to be used. 95% of the lens is made up 

of a phenylethyl acrylate(PEA) and phenylethy methacrylate (PEMA) copolymer [8]. 

The glass transition temperature and thus the mechanical properties of the polymer 

can be controlled by copolymerisation of the acrylates and methacrylates. Workpieces 

examined in the study consisted of approximately 30wt% of PEMA, this gives them a 

glass transition temperature of 1 l°C.

3.4 Test procedure

3.4.1 Introduction

Handling and fixation of samples prior to an post micromachining remained consistent 

throughout testing. Unless otherwise stated, the procedure outlined in the next section 

was followed during each machining cycle.

3.4.2 Specimen handling and machining

Specimens are provided by the industrial partner pre-cracked in trays of 96. They are 

stored in a dark dry place to prevent any IJV degradation of the polymer. Prior to 

micromilling the mould halves are cracked apart and the workpiece is stored at the
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desired machining temperature by means of an ice bath. The specimen under study is 

placed in specially designed clamp and securely tightened in place by means of four 

grub screws. A waterbath is incorporated in the clamping arrangement which can be 

seen in Figure 3.10.

Waterbath
Workpiece

Clamp

Figure 3.10: Specimen clamping arrangement with waterbath 

The tool is placed in the collet of the spindle and the runout checked by means of a 

Mitutoyo dial gauge and magnetic stand arrangement. Radial runout was less than 

2pm throughout testing. The spindle support mechanisms are given time to stabilise to 

prevent machining fluctuations. Once these conditions are met, the desired spindle 

speed is selected and relevant g-code commands loaded to the control software. The 

tool is then positioned on the workpiece at the required location and zeroed in the x, y 
and z orientations. The data acquisition measurement chain is triggered and machining 

initiated. Upon completion of a milled groove, the tool is stopped and any swarf or 

material build-up removed. G-code for the next groove to be machined is loaded, the 

tool started, and the subsequent groove machined. This process continues until five 

grooves are milled across the workpiece, on completion, the tool and workpiece are 

removed. The tool is examined on the Mitutoyo tool maker’s microscope for damage. 

If any damage is evident, the tool is discarded and the machining cycle is repeated 

with a fresh workpiece and tool. If no tool wear is detected, it is placed back in the 

collet with runout checked ready for the next set of tests. The machined workpiece is 

placed in an ultrasonic waterbath for twenty minutes then cleaned with a compressed 

air gun to remove any loose debris or chips from the cut groove. Specimens are dried 

and placed back in the sample trays prior to subsequent optical inspection. Figure 3.11 

outlines the steps involved in micromilling.
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Figure 3.11: Methodology to perform machining operation

3.5 Data acquisition and analysis

3.5.1 Introduction

Surface characterisation, cutting forces, and the geometry of cut are used in the 

assessment of machining performance and material behaviour. This section outlines 

the methodologies used to capture these process outputs. Where appropriate, examples 

are included to aid explanation.

3.5.2 Defect classification procedure

For the purposes of cut quality assessment, the cut surface is defined by the presence 

of defined damage types. Damage is classified as burr formation, tearing/chipping, 

material deposition, or groove clogging. Damage seen along the cut periphery, base or 

walls is categorised into one of these defect types for analysis. Burr and 

tearing/chipping defects are associated with the edge of the machined groove with 

material deposition principally found on the cut walls of the groove. Under 

unfavourable machining conditions, groove clogging occurs which influences the 

entire cut profile. Each damage mechanism will now be examined in turn.
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Burr

Two types of burr were observed post machining, they are shown in Figure 3.12. 

Under unfavourable machining conditions, excessive burrs were seen along the bulk 

of the cut perimeter, Figure 3.12(a) shows an example of this. Burrs of this type are 

typically much larger in the transverse direction when compared to those seen in 

Figure 3.12(b). Although the second category of burrs is usually more diminished in 

size, they are seen more frequently and sporadically along the cut perimeter. They are 

typically dimensionally consistent having a longitudinal length and width of the order 

of SOOpm and 50-100pm respectively.

Top surface of workpiece 

Machined groove base

Bulk edge burr (a)

Top surface of workpiece 

Sporadic edge burr (b)

Entrance wall of groove

Base of machined groove

Figure 3.12: Edge Burr; (a) severe burr formation, (b) more sporadic burr formation
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Tearing/chipping

Tearing and chipping are defined as any damage that results in an overcut profile 

along the cut edge. Figure 3.13 shows an example of an edge exhibiting signs of 

material tearing, the cut perimeter is serrated and contains noticeable cracks and 

pitting. Tearing is more frequently seen along the tool entrance face but it is not 

uncommon to observe tearing along the exit face.

Material tearing

Figure 3.13: Edge tearing along cut periphery 

Material deposition

Material deposits are similar to burrs in that they extend into the machined groove 

beyond the ideal cut geometry. However, deposits are seen on the totality of the cut 

wall rather than just the edge so must be considered separately. Deposits occur when 

cut material forms in lumps and is left attached to the machined surface. Even 

aggressive agitation with the compressed air gun fails to remove the deposits in most 

instances. The tool exit surface displays the greatest prevalence of deposits. Figure 

3.14 shows a typical cut with deposits on both entrance and exit surfaces.
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Figure 3.14: Typical depositing seen post machining 

Groove clogging

Under more extreme conditions than those that promote depositing, groove clogging 

occurs. The adhesive nature of the cut material results in a buildup of debris in the cut 

groove. Figure 3.15 shows an example of groove clogging.

Groove clogging

Figure 3.15: Groove clogging observed in the work 

Additional workpiece damage

If machining conditions are poorly selected the cut profile can suffer from severe 

thermal damage. The machined grooves in these instances display extremely poor 

dimensional accuracies and the surrounding workpiece material exhibits severe 

damage. Figure 3.16 shows an example of this.
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Figure 3.16: A typical cut groove displaying thermal damage 

3.5.3 Quantitative assessment of defects

Three operations are required in the formation of each machined groove: 1. Entry of 

the micromilling tool; 2. Steady state machining during the tool traverse; 3. Exit of the 

micromilling tool. The geometry formed by these operations is shown in Figure 

3.17(a).

Entrance
radius 1

Feed direction ------------ ►

-►y

X

Region Tool motion Orientation
1. +3,000 pm z
2. + 10,000pm y
3. -3,000 pm 2

(b) (c)
Figure 3.17: (a) Regions of machined groove subdivided by tool motion, (b) schematic of tool motion, 

(c) size and orientation of tool movement during machining

At either end of the machined groove the tool enters and exits the workpiece in the z 

orientation, Figure 3.17(b&c) displays the tool movement during a milling cycle. The 

extended engagement time between tool and workpiece and altered material removal
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mechanism during this z movement differentiate the surface characteristics of the 

entry and exit radii from the steady state milling region. For this reason, the area 

enclosed within the entrance and exit radii are not considered in this work, only 

micromachining in the steady state region is examined.

Entrance 
radius

Entrance surface 
Exit surface

.Ar ea of interest F eed direction
--------------------►

Figure 3.18: Area of cut groove under scrutiny

During analysis, only the entrance and exit surfaces and the immediate area 

surrounding them comes is considered, this area is marked in blue in Figure 3.18. 

Damage is categorised by location and classified using the optical inspection 

techniques outlined previously in Chapter 3 section 3.5.3 (Optical inspections). 

Longitudinal length measurements are taken using ImageJ software and recorded. 

Data for each damage type is presented as a percentage of the cut periphery under 

scrutiny. Figure 3.19 presents a schematic example of the process.

Figure 3.19: Schematic of cut groove displaying burr formation. B„ - burr number, l„ - length of 
applicable burr, L^„, - entrance surface length, - exit surface length.

In the schematic example shown above, four burrs marked B1-B4 are present within 

the area of interest. Equations 3.1 - 3.3 are used to calculate the relevant assessment 

metrics for burr formation in this instance.
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Burr formation on the entrance surface (%) = X 100 (3.1)

Burr formation on the exit surface (%) X 100 (3.2)

T otal Burr formation (%)
^enf^^exit

X 100 (3.3)

The same proeess is repeated for each of the other damage types evident within the 

area of interest. A cumulative damage estimate of the overall cut quality is calculated 

as the sum of each damage type, the figure is presented as a percentage of the total cut 

length examined using Equation 3.4.

Cumultaive damage % = ^1+ Tt+ ^1+ ^3

^enf^^exit

Where;

Z B| = aggregate burr formation (mm)

L T, = aggregate tearing (mm)

X D| = aggregate material deposition (mm)

L M| = aggregate clogging (mm)

Appendix 3 presents an example of a fully analysed micromilled groove.

3.5.4 Micromilling force measurement

The DAQ system consists of a National Instruments PXI box type: PXI-1033, and a 

laptop running LabView. Force was measured using a three-axis Kistler force sensor, 

type 9602. The integrated force sensor produces an amplified, low impedance force 

proportional voltage signal, which can be directly acquired by the data acquisition 

(DAQ) system without the need for any charge amplifiers.
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Machine Centre

Aerotech AGS 1500 Gantry 

Westwind D1787 Spindle 

Cosmotec Industrial Chiller 
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Sensors + DAO 

Kistler 9602 Force Sensor 

N.l. PXl-1033 Chassis 

SignalExpress Data Logging

Spinttf

Too;

Forcf sensor
Waterbath

Figure 3.20: Representation of the spindle, waterbath and load cell 

A schematic of the measurement chain is shown in Figure 3.21 below.

SpindMi

Worfcpwc*

Tofqu* / Fofc« S*ntof
Power suppty

Computer

Figure 3.21: Schematic of measurement chain

The user triggers recording at the beginning of the milling cycle. LabView displays 

the three real time voltage signals in each coordinate direction and logs each voltage 

signal in a text file at the desired sample rate. Sampling is set at 20 kHz throughout 

testing. The test text flies are imported into Matlab, scaled, and broken down into the 

constituent directions. Signals are also scaled according to the calibration tests 

performed at this point. Figure 3.22 displays a signal broken down into the three force 

components.
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Figure 3.22: Three force components for a sample milling cycle 

The Matlab code written for signal analysis requires the filename and tool rotational 

speed as program inputs. The user is then prompted to clip the signal graphically. The 

code computes the following for each force direction;

• Average cut force

• Average amplitude of cut

• Average maximum peak force

• Average minimum peak force

• Absolute cutting force

The absolute cutting force is then calculated in Matlab using Equation 3.5

Absolute cutting force N = Jfx + fy
(3.5)

Where;

/j =the average normal force amplitude 

fy = the average feed force amplitude

These values are returned to the user and stored to an Excel file for records. Features 

surrounding the amplitude were chosen as the metric of assessment due to the
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sinusoidal nature of the signal. Peak-to-valley amplitude has been utilised by various 

authors previously to evaluate cutting forces [83, 132, 215] and assess tool wear [216- 

220], The Matlab code outputs several graphical summaries of the analysis. Figure 

3.23 shows these.
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Figure 3.23: (a) Signal for clipping, (b) three force components, (c) a sample zoomed section of signal 

with average amplitude lines, (d) FFT of signal

3.5.5 Geometry of cut assessment

Washed and dried machined workpieces are imaged using a Canon digital camera 

fitted to a Lecia L2 microscope, a bespoke collar allows the camera to be securely 

fitted to the microscope to facilitate consistent imaging across the samples. Figure 

3.24 shows the arrangement. The images are captured and stored directly to a PC for
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both geometric and surface quality assessment. Calibration slides are also imaged at 

this point under the same focal and lighting conditions.

Camera attachment collar

Leica L2 microscope

Sample viewing platfonn 

PC for image capmre

Figure 3.24: Microscopy arrangement

The average width of each cut grooves is calculated from three points along its length 

using a purpose built code in Matlab. Images are loaded and three lines that span the 

groove width are selected by the user, the program then returns the RGB pixel 

intensities along each of these lines in graphical form. The user is then prompted to 

identify the points where a sharp change in pixel intensity occurs. These points 

correspond to machined peripheries. The measured values outputted are given in terms 

of pixels. With simple analysis of the imaged calibration slides, the appropriate 

scaling factor can quickly be found and applied to the measurements. The method was 

verified by measuring groove widths of a sample of 40 machined grooves using the 

toolmakers microscope. The method proposed here was within +/- 2% of values 

recorded using the microscope.

3.6 Chapter summary
This chapter detailed the equipment, materials, and procedures used in the 

experimental campaign. The machining centre and necessary ancillary equipment 

were discussed together with tool and workpiece details. The procedure followed 

during sample handling and data capture was specified. Finally, the analysis 

techniques used in the assessment of cutting performance were presented.
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Chapter 4

Process characterisation of polymer 

micromachining

4.1 Introduction
This chapter aims to illustrate the fundamentals of the cutting mechanism in polymer 

micromachining and validate the measurement metrics employed during testing.

4.2 Tool - workpiece interactions

4.2.1 Introduction

Both the unconventional design of the tool and the small scales involved in this work 

make the understanding and visualisation of the cutting process a challenge. 

Monitoring of the process using high speed optical imaging was unrealistic as 

machining occurs while the workpiece is submerged. At the high machining speeds 

used, vortices and significance turbulence are created in the cutting fluid, rendering 

optical inspection impossible. The sporadic chip evacuation and build-up of swarf on 

the tool during dry machining make it too hazardous to place a high-speed camera 

within the vicinity required to record meaningful results. The following section will 

attempt to clarify the visualisation of the tool-workpiece interaction through computer 

generated schematics and analytical studies.

4.2.2 Visualisation

Figure 4.1 displays a schematic of the machining process during micromilling 

examined in the thrust direction (a), and the feed direction (b).
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Figure 4.1: Schematic of cutting process from; (a) the thrust direction, (b) the feed direction

The plan view given in Figure 4.1(a) shows a section view of tool as it enters the 

workpiece and begins the formation of a new chip. The tool edges are highlighted in 

yellow. As the tool progresses through its rotation, a thin layer of material is removed 

from the surface in the form of a chip, this is highlighted in blue in Figure 4.1(a). The 

tool advances in the feed direction removing material in this manner, as with any 

groove milling operation. The newly machined groove edges are highlighted in red. 

Figure 4.1(b) displays a schematic of the same milling process examined in the feed 

direction. The tool has rotated 180° clockwise and is shown as it exits the machined 

surface. Again, the edge of the tool and geometry of the machined groove are 

highlighted in yellow and red respectively. The tool deposits machining debris behind 

itself in the machined groove as it progresses in the feed direction.

4.2.3 Quantification of chip thickness

As with conventional milling operations, the tool removes material as an edge sweeps 

a cutting trajectory through the workpiece. The design of the tool used has one cutting 

edge and therefore engages and disengages the workpiece once per revolution. Figure 

4.2 shows a plan view of a simplified schematic of the tool path.
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Figure 4.2: Approximation of cutting edge movement for two consecutive tool rotations 

As can be seen, the chip thickness varies with the tools angular rotation. The 

instantaneous chip thickness can be approximated by Equation 4.1.

hi = ffSiniOi) (4.1)

Where /, is the feed per tooth and 0, is the instantaneous rotational angle of the cutting 

tool. Examination of Figure 4.2 and Equation 4.1 reveal that the undeformed chip 

thickness grows from the point of initial contact, marked engagement 1, to a 

maximum a quarter of a revolution later at 0j=9O°. Undeformed chip thickness then 

decreases until the tool disengages with the workpiece, marked disengagement 1. The 

tool then sweeps 180° while disengaged before contacting the workpiece again at 

point engagement 2. This model assumes ideal milling conditions, that is, no tool 

eccentricity, workpiece deflections, or vibrations and that the chip from the previous 

tool pass has been cleanly and completely removed. The model also fails to account 

for the simultaneous linear and circular movements of the cutting edge as the tool 

rotates.

In reality, the trajectory of the tools cutting edge relative to the workpiece is a function 

of the rotational motion of the spindle and the transverse movement of the tool 

through the workpiece resulting in a more complicated trajectory than the one seen in
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Figure 4.2. A more accurate representation is presented in Appendix 4.

The tool edge position is described by a rotational angle, rotational speed and a 

transverse feed. Using Equation 4.1 and making the observation that the maximum 

uncut chip thickness occurs at 0/=9O°, it can be seen that the maximum uncut chip 

thickness {hmax) is a function of the rotational speed and feed rate of the tool. This is 

shown in Equation 4.2.

,(pm) = (^) (4.2)

Where / is the feed rate of the tool in micrometres per second, and ^ is the tool 

rotational speed in revolutions per minute. Table 4.1 presents typical values of h^ax 

seen in this work.

Feed (nm/s) Speed (rpm) ^max

2,000 30,000 4
2,000 50,000 2.4
4,000 30,000 8
4,000 50,000 4.8
2,000 20,000 6
2,000 60,000 2

4.3 Analysis of the cutting force signal

4.3.1 Introduction

The implementation of force measurement capabilities into machining operations can 

lead to a better understanding of the cutting process and the interaction between tool 

and workpiece. Cutting forces have been shown to be directly related to the behaviour 

of a process and the quality of a machined surface [221]. Cutting force analysis may 

provide insight into many aspects of machining, such as tool condition monitoring, 

process stability, tool deflection, and surface quality [87, 95, 114]. In this work key 

features are extracted from cutting force signals to gain insight into material behaviour 

during micromachining. The following section presents a more detailed investigation 

of cutting force signals to aid visualisation and understanding of the process at a 

fundamental level.
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4.3.2 Tool engagement

A sample cutting force signal together with tool z displacement is shown in Figure 

4.3;

Tool Engagement

Figure 4.3: Sample force signal recorded during machining. Feed: 2mm/s, speed: 20,000 rpm, DOC:
1mm

The initiation of tool engagement can clearly be seen as it is accompanied by a large 

increase in the cutting force amplitude in all three orientations. Similarly, on tool 

disengagement the force signal drops rapidly to approximately zero. The signal was 

recorded during the micromilling of a 10mm groove, this equates to just over 5 

seconds of milling force data at a feed of 2mm/s. The time taken to reach the desired 

depth of cut and to exit the workpiece can be seen at either end of the steady state 

cutting signal. These tool movements therefore increase the overall machining time. 

This can be seen more clearly in Figure 4.4.
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Figure 4.4: Cutting force signal divided by tool position. Feed: 3mm/s, speed: 20,000 rpm, DOC: I mm

A. Tool approach
B. Engagement and traverse to desired depth of cut
C. Milling operation
D. Extraction from workpiece and disengagement^
E. Return to home position

As the tool traverses in the z direction, the thrust force increases to a maximum as 

shown in region B of the operation. The initial jump in amplitude seen in the feed and 

normal direetions occurs as a result of the initial contaet between tool and workpiece. 

A similar spike in force data has been observed by Xiao and Zhang during the cutting 

of HOPE [58]. The force signals quickly return to approximate steady-state values and 

remain moderately stable and consistent for the remainder of the eutting proeess. Once 

the milling pass is complete the foree drops off sharply as the tool is removed from the 

workpiece, as shown in region D. The tool is then returned to its home position.

Note that extraction of the tool occurs at a faster rate than the traverse to the desired depth of cut. This 
accounts for region D being shorter than region B.
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4.3.3 Moving average of force signals

The xyz coordinate system was employed when defining cutting force directions. The 

z axis coincides with the thrust direction along the rotating axis of the tool. The y axis 

corresponds to the tool feed direction, with the x axis perpendicular to this measuring 

the normal force. A schematic of the force axis setup was shown previously in Figure 

3.4 in Chapter 3. Due to the tool path direction the feed force component should be 

negative. The normal force is expected to be mostly positive as a result of the 

rotational direction of the tool. Since the tool pushes the workpiece in the positive z 

direction, the thrust force should also remain positive. Figure 4.5 demonstrates this.

1

0.8

0.6

1

-I0..S

0

Feed loice (Ni 
Noinuil force (N)

• Thrust force (N»
• Displacement

4 ,S 
Time (s)

Figure 4.5: Moving average of cutting force signal. Feed: 2mm/s, speed: 35,000 rpm, DOC: 1mm 

Figure 4.5 shows the same force signal as shown in Figure 4.3 with a simple moving 

average function applied to it. The window size was set to 1000 points, which equates 

to 50ms of data. As expected, average feed force remains negative with normal and 

thrust forces staying positive during steady state machining. Comparison of Figure 4.3
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and Figure 4.5 demonstrates that while the unfiltered feed force amplitude of the 

signal is approximately 8N during machining, the moving average of the force signals 

recorded is only -0.375N. This is due to the sinusoidal nature of the force signals 

oscillating about zero. For this reason, the steady state amplitude of the signals was 

selected as the measurement metric throughout this work.

4.3.4 Signal oscillations

The analysis of cutting force signals is considered in the steady state milling region. 

Figure 4.6 shows the feed, normal, and thrust force components for nine tool rotations 

in this region. The force profile of the cutting tool can clearly be identified in each 

direction.

Feed loree (I'y) 
Normal loree (f\) 
Thrust loree (I/)

4 5 6
Rotation

Figure 4.6: Force components for 9 revolutions of the tool. Feed: 2mm/s, RPM: 50,000, DOC: 0.7mm 

The tool was rotating at 50,000 rpm. One revolution of the tool takes 0.0012s which 

equates to approximately 833Hz. It can be seen that the cutting force changes 

periodically in synchronisation with the rotation of the milling tool. Figure 4.7
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presents the comparison between tool position and force components for two full 

rotations of the tool.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.7: Variation of cutting force components with tool position 

The tool begins the creation of a new chip at point 4, chip generation continues as it 

sweeps through regions A and B until it exits the workpiece at point 2. The 180° of 

rotation where chip generation occurs is marked in grey in Figure 4.7(a&b). Note that
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although the forces are sinusoidal, the maximum absolute values of feed and normal 

force are reached while the tool is in these regions. The undulating nature of the signal 

while the tool is not in contact with the workpiece can be attributed to workpiece 

spring back and the forces associated with chip removal. Similar cutting signals whilst 

milling polymers at high speed have been reported in the literature [83, 99, 132].

The maximum normal force is reached at the point of maximum chip thickness, at this 

location, the instantaneous tool rotation angle (6,) equals 90°; this is marked as 

position 1 in Figure 4.7. At this location the tangential cutting force acts entirely in the 

positive X direction, thus the feed force is almost zero. As the tool rotation continues 

to position 2, the tangential force vector increasingly acts in the positive y direction, 

this change reduces normal force and increases feed force. The two forces remain 90° 

out of phase throughout due to the constantly changing orientation of the tangential 

cutting force vector.

4.3.5 Analysis of the signal in the frequency domain 

The Fourier transform can be applied to a sample normal force signal to characterise 

the process in the frequency domain. This is shown in Figure 4.8 below for a tool 

rotating at 50,000 rpm.
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Figure 4.8: Frequency domain analysis on normal force. Feed: 2mm/s, RPM: 50,000, DOC: 0.7mm 

The spike seen at 794.7 Hz corresponds to the to the tool speed of 50,000 rpm, as 

there is only one cutting edge on the tool, which engages the workpiece once per 

revolution. It is noted that there is a discrepancy between the actual measured peak 

frequency of 794.7 Hz and the speed setting of 833.3 Hz, this inaccuracy is likely to 

be due to slight errors in the spindle speed control. The second frequency peak in the 

plot at 1589 Hz corresponds to the first harmonic of the tool passing frequency.
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4.3.6 Workpiece vibrations

Figure 4.9 displays the periodic variations in the force signal observed.

(b) x: 794.8

Time (s)

Figure 4.9: a) Raw feed force signal, b) representation of signal in the frequency domain, c) magnified 
section of the raw signal, b) magnified section of the signal in the frequency domain

A magnified examination of the cutting signal is presented in Figure 4.9(c), an 

undulating pattern can clearly be seen. The tool rotations are represented by each 

spike and are still clearly visible; however another frequency appears to be influencing 

the signal. Closer inspection of the FFT trace reveals a low frequency peak at 

approximately 65 Hz. The influence of this 65 Hz frequency can be seen in Figure 

4.9(c). Arrows mark the highest peaks in the signal, spacing between arrows occur 

approximately every 12 tool rotations. At a sample rate of 20,000 Hz, a peak is 

apparent every 288 samples. Each sample represents 5x10'^ seconds therefore a peak 

appears every 0.0144 seconds which equates to 69Hz. On inspection, it was found that 

the low frequency vibrations could be attributed to poor fixation of the workpiece in
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the clamp. Upon the occurrence of a low frequency component in the force analysis, 

the workpiece was scrapped and the test repeated. Luo et fl/.[132] noted a similar low 

frequency phenomenon when machining elastomers. The authors reasoned that these 

low frequency undulations were due to vibration of the workpiece as a result of 

machining. They observed that the vibration had a significant effect on the quality of 

surface generated during machining.

4.4 Damage mechanisms

4.4.1 Introduction

This work is primarily focused on the understanding and minimisation of surface 

defects associated with the machining of polymers, specifically in the micromilling 

operation. Surface damage or excess material deposition result in unsatisfactory 

machined surfaces, the minimisation and elimination of damage requires that it is 

rigorously measured throughout experimentation. The measurement metrics employed 

in this work were outlined in Chapter 3 section 3.5.3 (Optical inspections). The 

following section will examine each defect type in greater detail and will attempt to 

draw comparisons with similar defects reported in the literature. The aim is to identify 

the fundamental mechanisms involved in the generation of each defect type.

4.4.2 Burr formation

As stated in the literature review section, burrs can be classified by their geometry, 

formation mechanism, or location on the workpiece. Industrial and scientific 

investigations have focused on the control, estimation and monitoring of burrs in 

metal machining over the past 50 years [222]. Devices such as dynamometers, 

accelerometers, acoustic emission (AE) sensors etc. have been utilised for in-process 

burr size prediction. While this strategy has proved relatively successful in metal 

machining, their application to polymer machining has received limited attention. The 

low elastic modulus of many polymers result in much lower cutting energies during 

machining, this fact coupled with the damping properties of polymers often make 

techniques such as AE analysis unrealistic. While the process monitoring techniques 

employed in metal machining cannot be directly applied to burr estimation in 

polymer, the strategies utilised in burr measurement and categorisation are still
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applicable. Likewise, although the exact generation process may vary due to differing 

mechanical and material properties, the fundamental burr formation mechanisms in 

metal machining can be used to draw comparisons with polymers.

The identification and subsequent modelling of the dominant process parameters 

involved in burr formation during milling is challenging due to the complex nature of 

their generation [222]. The categorisation of milling burrs by location was described 

in the literature review section. Due to the tool path implemented during machining, 

burrs occurring on both groove entrance and exit radiuses are not considered - only 

burrs along the machined surface edge are of interest. Figure 4.10 shows some of 

these typical burrs seen during machining.

KGroo\e base
1

^Groove wall 

i- Top siu'face

Figure 4.10: Burr on the juncture between top and exit surface of workpiece 

The burr seen in Figure 4.10 is located at the juncture between the machined wall and 

the top surface of the workpiece. This burr is similar to those described by Gillespie 

[183]. The author categorised them as Poisson burrs and found that they arose as a 

result of the tendency of materials to bulge to the side when compressed until 

permanent deformation occurs. Narayanaswami et al .named burrs of this type “side 

burr”, arguing that the “Poisson” effect is only applicable in a materials elastic range 

during machining [223, 224]. Bissacco et a/.[225] reasoned that burrs of this type 

form as a result of high biaxial compressive stress that pushes material towards the 

free surface, thus generating burr. As the top surface of the workpiece is 

unconstrained during milling, under unfavourable conditions material is able to 

deform in this direction, leading to burr. Burrs of this nature observed in this work are 

slightly different to those reported by Gillespie as no permanent plastic deformation 

occurs. Instead, the burr “springs” back and overhangs the cut groove, as shown in 

Figure 4.10.
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Burrs were more frequently seen along the exit surface of the machined groove. This 

fits with conventional metal cutting theory, which associates burr formation with chip 

generation and removal. Examination of Figure 4.11 shows that the chip formed as the 

tool sweeps through its cutting arc is removed at the exit surface, where the tool 

disengages the workpiece; this chip build-up and removal leads to greater 

deformations at the exit surface, and hence more frequent burr generation.

Figure 4.11: Chip formation at; (a) the entrance wall, (b) the exit wall 

If burr formation can be attributed to material deformation, increasing the stiffness of 

the workpiece would be advisable. In polymers, this can be achieved by increasing the 

strain rate or decreasing the temperature.

4.4.3 Edge tearing and cracking

The defects associated with tearing and cracking are similar to burr generation, in that 

they occur as a direct result of chip formation. As the tool contacts the workpiece at 

the engagement point it generates deformations and initiates crack propagation. Crack 

orientation and size depend on the tool contact angle and the material properties of the 

workpiece. The angle of initial contact between tool and workpiece was studied by 

Carr and Feger during polymer machining [23]. They noted that the resultant cutting
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force vector governs crack propagation - this was discussed previously in the literature 

review section. Factors such as the build-up of material on the tool rake surface, tool 

wear, and material deformation will result in alterations in the orientation of the force 

vector. This in turn influences edge tearing and chipping. Figure 4.12 shows the forces 

and material deformations associated with milling in this instance.

Figure 4.12: Forces and deformations attributed to build-up of debris on tool rake surface 

It is noted that cracking is more frequently seen along the tool entrance surface, with 

tearing more prevalent along the exit surface. This is attributed to the compressive and 

tensile forces acting on the workpiece during tool engagement and disengagement 

respectively. Figure 4.12(a) demonstrates that during end milling material is removed 

from the entrance surface of the workpiece via an up milling process and through a 

down milling mechanism at the exit surface (b). The differing surface characteristics 

between up and down milling grove side walls has been observed by Schueler et al. 

[226] with up milling surfaces appearing rougher and more fissured.

4.4.4 Wall damage

Any defects located on the sides of the machined groove are categorised as wall 

damage. Damage occurs in two distinct forms. In the first type depositing is observed
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on the machined surface. This occurs due to machined material adhering to the cut 

surface as the tool progresses in the feed direction, particle adhesion results in inferior 

surface quality along machined walls. Material deposition of this nature was described 

in Chapter 3.

A second type of wall damage in the form of burr is observed under unfavourable 

cutting conditions, again due to the inadequate removal of chips during machining. 

Figure 4.13 shows an example of these burrs.

Top surface- 

Groove wall (entrance)

Groo\’e base 

Groove wall (exit) 

Top surface -

Figure 4.13: Side burr seen on the exit wall of the groove 

These burrs are classified as side burr in this work. Damage of this form appears 

almost identical to roll-over burrs as described by Gillespie [183], who noted that 

burrs of this configuration are essentially chips that are bent rather than sheared, and 

thus not fully removed from the tool exit surface. The author frequently observed 

burrs of this type at the end of a cut during face milling. In this work, burrs of this 

form are only seen on the exit surface of the workpiece. Burrs of this variety are 

curled and angled opposite to the tool feed direction due to the clockwise rotational 

movement of the tool. Their geometries vary with cutting parameters but are typically 

of the order of 250|.im in length and 15pm in width.

4.4.5 Groove clogging

Groove clogging occurs when the deposits associated with wall damage become 

excessive. In this instance cut material builds up to such an extent that the machined 

groove is filled with debris during machining. The adhesive nature of polymer swarf 

contributes to the occurrence of this phenomenon. Very little material is successfully 

evacuated from the machining zone, instead it accumulates behind the tool, thus
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blocking the cut. Schueler et al.[226] observed a similar pattern when micromilling 

Ti-6AL-7Nb at high speeds, adhesion of the cut chips and plastic deformations 

resulted in clogged machined grooves. Chip deposition observed by Schueler et al. 

and in this work is shown in Figure 4.14.

(a)

(b)

SEM HV 5 00 kV WD 44 « mm L
5EM MAG 93 x Det SE Detector 1 mm
:>ate<m/d/y) 10/16/12 CMA

MIRAW TESCAN

Digital Mcrotcopy Imagmg |

Figure 4.14: Comparison of clogged groves; (a) as reported by Schuler et al. [226] (broken tool marked
in red), (b) seen in this work

4.4.6 Examination of machined material

Fourier Transform Near Infrared Spectroscopy (FT-NIR) was employed in order to 

assess the nature of the debris formed during the machining operation. FT-NIR is an 

analytical tool used for characterising and identifying organic molecules. Essentially, 

FT-NIR uses infrared light to induce vibrations in covalently bonded atoms and 

groups. T he spectra of absorbed UV light can be examined to characterise any organic 

materials structure. A comprehensive explanation of this technique can be found in 

[227, 228]. Sample machined material was collected from the milled groove and 

compared to a virgin section of Acrysof Figure 4.15 shows the results obtained.
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Figure 4.15: FT-NIR of swarf and bulk workpiece material 

Although the significant spikes in the polymer spectra are associated with molecular 

structure, a polymer which has been subjected to morphological changes or 

configuration rearrangements will display subtle changes in plot intensity or profile 

when compared to a virgin specimen. The FT-NIR analysis for both the deposited 

material and bulk workpiece material produce virtually identical spectra. This 

indicates not only that they are the same material, but that the swarf has not undergone 

any elemental alterations through burning etc.

4.5 Statistical verification of methodology 
During machining, replicate cutting operations were performed on each workpiece in 

turn; this ensured that the environmental conditions were as stable as possible 

throughout. For each workpiece, five grooves were machined at the desired 

operational parameters using the methodology outlined in Chapter 3 section 3.4 (Test 

procedure). After milling the workpiece was removed, the tool inspected, cutting 

parameters altered, and a new workpiece installed for the next cutting operation. 

Effectively, the machining parameters varied from workpiece to workpiece, not 

groove to groove. This is shown diagrammatically in Figure 4.16 with Table 4.2 

presenting sample machining parameters.
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12 3 4 5

Wafer 1 Wafer 2

Figure 4.16; Workpiece and groove classification. (Note: groove numbers are marked in red)

Workpiece # Groove # Feed (mm/s) Speed (rpm) Depth of cut (mm)

1 1-5 2 30,000 0.7

2 1-5 4 50,000 0.7

n 1-5 X y Z

Approaching testing in this manner made the assumptions that both the loeation of the 

cut on the workpiece was not significant, and that the handling methodology is 

sufficiently consistent to eliminate significant workpiece to workpiece variation.

For optical reasons, the workpiece has a circular recessed profile on its surface. This 

geometrical feature can be seen in Figure 4.17.

Recessed profile

Figure 4.17: Recessed profile on workpiece surface

The selection of tool paths resulted in grooves 2-3 being influenced by the presence of 

the feature shown above. Figure 4.18(a&b) displays a comparison of the recorded feed 

foree between grooves 1 and 3 during micromilling.
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Time (s) Time (s)
(a) (b)

Figure 4.18: Feed force when micromilling; (a) groove 1, (b) groove 3 

The influence of the recess can clearly be seen in the feed force signal in groove 3, it 

is highlighted in red in Figure 4.18(b). Two areas of reduced amplitude are evident in 

the signal, these areas correspond to the tool passing through the recessed profile. The 

drops in amplitude can be attributed to the reduced depths of cut experienced by the 

tool in these localities.

Despite the brief nature of the amplitude drops, treating the cutting force from groove 

one and groove 3 as replicates is clearly not valid. Instead, only grooves 1 and 5 will 

be considered during the analysis of force signals as they are unaffected by the 

geometrical anomaly. A statistical analysis of the workpiece and groove variation was 

performed, the analysis confirmed that with regard to cutting forces, no bias is present 

between groove 1 and 5, and that workpiece to workpiece variation is not statistically 

significant. Appendix 5 gives a thorough description of the procedure. A similar 

investigation was performed to examine bias between grooves and workpieces when 

considering surface defects metrics and groove widths. Results are presented in Table 

4.3 together with relevant test statistics.
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Table 4.3: F and F„,i,cai values across all measurement metrics

F F critical P

Normal force (fx)
Groove bias 0.32 4.60 0.580

Workpiece bias 0.84 3.50 0.583

Feed force (fy)
Groove bias 0.168 4.60 0.688

Workpiece bias 0.201 3.50 0.976

Thrust Force (fz)
Groove bias 1.868 4.60 0.193

Workpiece bias 0.138 3.50 0.991

Groove bias 0.97 2.64 0.436
Groove width

Workpiece bias 0.70 2.31 0.672

Burr generation
Groove bias 1.68 2.64 0.177

Workpiece bias 1.17 2.31 0.347

Tearing/chipping
Groove bias

Workpiece bias
0.74
1.17

2.64
2.31

0.571
0.347

Deposits
Groove bias

Workpiece bias
2.29 2.64 0.079
0.39 2.31 0.901

Clogging
Groove bias

Workpiece bias
0.35 2.64 0.842
0.82 2.31 0.578

As the F value is less than the F critical value in all instances above the null

hypothesis cannot be rejected in each case. Grooves I and 5 can therefore be treated as 

replicates for cutting forces with all grooves considered as replicates when examining 

surface defects and groove widths. Workpiece to workpiece variation was not 

statistically significant; therefore valid comparisons can be made between them.

4.6 Chapter summary
This chapter explained the nature of the cutting process through schematic 

representations of the cutting operation and quantification of key variables such as 

chip thickness and tool velocity. Tool position, rotational speed and feed rate were 

shown to govern the chip thickness during milling.

The cutting forces were scrutinised in detail, and signals in all three axes were found 

to be sinusoidal, with moving mean values correlating well to those predicted from the 

instrumental setup. A good correlation was found between the sinusoidal nature of 

signals and the tool speed through analysis in the frequency domain. Vibrations in the 

system were also identified using this technique, with similar results to those reported 

elsewhere in literature.
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Further examination of the various defect types seen during machining was given with 

particular attention paid to edge burr. Burr formation in this instance displays 

similarities to roll over and edge burrs observed in metal machining as reported by 

Gillespie [183]. FTIR analysis was performed on the workpiece material and collected 

swarf, with the results obtained indicating that the material deposits were the same 

material as the workpiece, and had not be degraded during machining.

Finally, a statistical investigation was performed on a trial run of eight workpieces to 

validate the measurement metrics employed. Variability between machined grooves 

and across workpieces was addressed. Both the location of the cut on the workpiece 

and workpiece to workpiece variation were found not to be of significance to any of 

the measurement metrics employed, thus validating the experimental method.
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Chapter 5

Examination of cutting parameter significance
The significance of machining parameters was highlighted in Chapter 2 section 2.2.2. 

Without careful control of processing conditions unwanted thermal and viscoelastic 

effects can dominate polymer machining. This section examines the role of processing 

factors in micromilling outcomes. To assess the micromilling performance the surface 

finish, cutting forces, and geometry of cut are treated as metrics throughout. Results 

are split into two phases, in phase one, a factorial design is implemented to quantify 

the significance of a range of machining parameters on the cutting performance 

metrics. During phase two the significant factors are isolated and their influence 

studied under a wider range of levels.

5.1 Phase 1: Factorial design study
This experimental phase investigates the effect of various micromachining parameters 

on milling performance. The micromachining parameters under scrutiny in the 

investigation are feed, speed, depth of cut, workpiece temperature, and the presence of 

cutting fluid. A factorial design is utilised to maximise the available information 

garnered from experimental data. Analysis of test results is broken down into three 

parts, the first deals with the quality of cut achieved when micromachining. Part two 

examines the influence of process conditions on cutting forces. Finally, part three 

deals with the geometry of cut. The aim of each of these sections is to identify the 

significant micromachining parameters and quantify their effect. A discussion of the 

results with regard to the expectations from literature is given at the end of each 

section. Finally, all three sections are drawn together with links established and the 

reasoning behind further work in subsequent chapters presented.

Each of the factors was examined at two levels. Level settings were selected based 

around cutting conditions employed by the industrial partner. Table 5.1 below show 

the five factors and their levels;
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Table 5.1: Factors and levels for factorial design
Factor Sienifier Low level High level
Feed A 2 mm/s 4mm/s
Speed B 30,000 rpm 50,000 rpm
Depth of cut C 0.7 mm 1 mm
Temperature D <4°C 20°C
Cutting Fluid E None Water

With two levels at each of these five factors, a full factorial design generates 32 design 

points. Five replicates at each design point results in a total of 160 sample cuts to 

examine.

5.2 Initial observations from the factorial design

5.2.1 The influence of coolant

Initially the factorial design was set up to examine the influence of feed, speed, depth 

of cut. temperature, and the presence of cutting fluid. This produced thirty-two design 

points, each having five replicates. The decision to include the presence of cutting 

fluid as a factor was taken as numerous authors have reported satisfactory polymer 

micromachining performance without the use of cutting fluid [3, 60, 229]. In this 

instance, when analysis was performed on the tests it was clear that the dominant 

factor governing surface quality was the presence of coolant. When dry 

micromachining was performed, cut surfaces were often found to be unacceptable 

with cut grooves displaying signs of significant melting. Figure 5.1 shows an example 

of these cuts. Both cutting forces and groove widths were found to be larger on 

average when micromilling was performed without coolant.
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Theoretical cut groove width 

Melted material 

Cut debris

Figure 5.1: Poor cut surfaces under unfavourable dry micromachining 

The benefit of coolant is well established in machining, it improves chip and heat 

removal as well as providing lubrication at the tool/workpiece interface. These 

benefits can result in substantial enhancements in machining performance [74], they 

are especially important in polymer machining as the materials often low thermal 

conductivity can result in significant heat build-up at the cutting interface without 

some form of cooling strategy. This can result in gummed and burnt surfaces and the 

generation of toxic fumes in extreme circumstances [60, 132].

Although some machined grooves were acceptable when micromachining was 

performed dry, these were in the minority. Therefore, due to the impact fluid presence 

had on the cutting performance, it was decided to remove it as a parameter in the 

factorial design in the remainder of the statistical analysis. This resulted in a 2“* full 

factorial analysis with feed, speed, depth of cut, and temperature as the factors under 

consideration. Five replicates were recorded at each of the sixteen design points. The 

experimental design in this instance results in a critical T-value of +/- 1.99, T-values 

found to be outside of this in the analysis are deemed to be statistically significant.

5.3 Surface finish analysis

Damage was broken down into four types, burr, tearing/chipping, deposits, and 

clogging. Identification and measurement of defects is explained in greater detail in 

Chapter 3 section 3.5.3. Table 5.2 below shows the parameter settings at each of the
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16 design points in the T study as well as percentage of cut perimeter that displayed 

each defect.

Table 5.2: Design point, factor levels and average percentage of cut displaying the stated defect
Design
point

Feed
(mm/s)

Speed
(rpm)

DOC
(mm)

Temp
(“C)

Burr
(%)

SD Tearing
(%) SD Deposits

(%)
SD Clogging

(%)
SD

1 2 30,000 0.7 4 2.37 0.30 1 60 0 15 5.53 1.02 0.09 0.00

2 4 30,000 0.7 4 1 86 0.62 1.68 0 31 6.21 119 0.03 0.04

3 2 50,000 0.7 4 4,07 0.87 2.78 0.43 3,95 0.27 0.09 0.00

4 4 50,000 0.7 4 3 94 0.91 2.89 0.46 5.56 1.70 0.00 0.00

5 2 30,000 1 4 3.13 0.03 2,31 0.01 8,61 119 0.21 0,02

6 4 30,000 1 4 5.28 1,27 3,23 0.63 7 86 2.20 0.00 0.00

7 2 50,000 1 4 3,36 0.16 2.77 0.08 9 96 2.36 0.23 0.06

8 4 50,000 1 4 3.96 0.38 2.73 0.25 5,74 1,77 2.52 0.01

9 2 30,000 0.7 20 2.74 0.72 1.70 0.36 9,07 2,13 0.34 0,03

10 4 30,000 0.7 20 2.75 0.95 2.21 0.47 7.77 1.99 0.23 0,01

II 2 50,000 0.7 20 3.38 0.21 1.86 0.10 5.82 1,22 0.34 0.24

12 4 50,000 0.7 20 4.47 0,30 2,67 0.15 9,26 091 1.03 0,02

13 2 30,000 1 20 5,08 0.56 2 54 0.27 5 81 092 0.69 0.02

14 4 30,000 1 20 5.46 0 38 3 23 0 19 7.52 2.06 0.53 0.02

15 2 50,000 1 20 5 36 1 21 3 34 061 9 51 1,65 0,77 0,03

16 4 50,000 1 20 3 76 0 82 0 18 041 11 82 0,68 1,36 0,23

The influence of each machining factor on defect occurrence and size is analysed 

statistically in the next section. In each case Pareto charts, main effect plots and 

effects tables will be presented to aid explanation.

5.S.I Edge burr

Figure 5.2 below shows the influence of each factor on burr formation via a Pareto 

chart (a), and main effects plot (b).

Response is Burr (%), Alpha = 0.05
1.998
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Factor Name
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B Speed
C DOC
D Tempr,

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Standardized Effect

(a)
Figure 5.2: (a) Pareto chart and (b) main effects plot for burr percentage
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Any effect or interaction that extends beyond the critical value, marked by the red line 

in the Pareto chart is deemed to be statistically significant. The size of the bar is 

directly related to the extent of the effect or interaction with bars stretching furthest 

right being of greatest significance. For the purposes of this analysis, only the main 

effects and selected highly significant interactions will be discussed further. They are 

shown together with their relevant test statistics in Table 5.3.

Table 5.3: Estimated effects and coefficients for burr ^ (interactions with an effect greater than +/- 0.5%

Factor Effect SE Coefficient T P
A 0.24 0.08 1.48 0.145*
B 0.44 0.08 2.75 <0.05
C 1.24 0.08 7.82 <0.05
D 0.61 0.08 3.85 <0.05
BC -1.07 0.08 -6.70 <0.05
ACD -0.70 0.08 -4.38 <0.05
ABC -0.61 0.08 -3.84 <0.05

Across the 80 tests, burr was seen on 3.8% of the cut perimeter on average, the worst 

samples displayed evidence of burr formation on 5.5% of their profile. From the 

effects table above, it can be seen that the depth of cut was the most significant factor 

in burr generation. When increased from 0.7mm to 1mm the average amount of burr 

observed increased by 1.24%.

The next most influential determinant was the interaction between the cutting speed 

and the depth of cut (BC). At either rotational speed, increasing the depth of cut to 

1 mm resulted in the generation of more burrs along the cut edge. When speed was at 

the lower level of 30,000 rpm, the effect was much more pronounced which lead to a 

significant interaction however. This interaction is highlighted in green in Figure 5.3.

Note: full estimated effects and analysis of variance tables are presented in the appendices.
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Interaction Plot for Burr (%)
Data Means
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Figure 5.3: Interaction plot for Burr formation

Two three way interactions influence burr formation, the first exists between the feed, 

depth of cut, and environmental temperature. The second interaction involves the feed, 

speed, and depth of cut. Both of these three way interactions will be examined in the 

discussion section.

Increasing the coolant temperature to 20°C has a detrimental impact on surface finish 

with regard to burr formation. At higher temperatures, burrs are 0.61% more prevalent 

during micromachining. Cutting speed is also influential on burr formation through its 

main effect. Increasing cutting speed from 30,000 rpm to 50,000 rpm increased burr 

formation by 0.44%. At the two levels chosen, feed rate had no significant influence 

on the generation of edge burrs through its main effect.

5.3.2 Tearing and chipping on machined edge 

Figure 5.4 illustrates the Pareto chart and main effects plot for each factors influence 

on edge tearing during micromachining.
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.4: (a) Pareto chart and (b) main effects plot for edge tearing percentage

Table 5.4 shows the estimated effects table for the main effects and the most

significant interactions which influence edge tearing.

Table 5.4: Estimated effects and coefficients for edge tearing (interactions with an effect greater than 
+/- 0.25% shown). A: Feed, B: Speed, C: DOC, D: Temperature. *Not significant

Factor Effect Coefficient SE Coefficient
A 0.33 0.16 0.04 4.10 <0.05
B 0.43 0.21 0.04 5.37 <0.05
C 0.71 0.35 0.04 8.87 <0.05
D 0.06 0.03 0.04 0.71 0.480*

BC -0.32 -0.16 0.04 -4.08 <0.05
ABC -0.31 -0.15 0.04 -3.84 <0.05
BCD 0.28 0.14 0.04 3.57 <0.05

Throughout testing, 2.4% of the machined groove perimeter displayed tearing or 

chipping on average. Under the most unfavourable cutting conditions, this form of 

damage was observed on 3.3% of the cut perimeter. From the results obtained, the 

most significant factor governing its prevalence was the depth of cut employed. 

Selecting a depth of cut of 1mm resulted in 0.71% more tearing and chipping being 

observed on the machined edge post micromachining.

Increases the levels of feed and speed also increased the amount of tearing and 

chipping damage generated. Changing feed or speed from their low to high levels 

resulted in 0.33% and 0.43% more tearing and chipping respectively.

The interaction between speed and depth of cut is highlighted in green in Figure 5.5. 

Changing speed at low depths of cut has a much more pronounced impact on damage 

levels when compared to the same change at a higher depth of cut.
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Figure 5-5; Interaction plot for edge tearing and chipping 

As with the findings for burr formation, three way interactions appear to play a role in 

the generation of edge tearing and chipping. The relationship between feed, speed, and 

depth of cut as well as speed, depth of cut and temperature were both found to be 

statistically significant.

At the two levels chosen, there is no evidence that the temperature of the waterbath 

influenced the percentage of tearing and chipping generated during micromachining 

through its main effect.

5.3.3 Deposits

Figure 5.6 shows the Pareto chart and main effects plot with the response variable 

being the percentage of deposits observed post micromachining.
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Figure 5.6: (a) Pareto chart and (b) main effects plot for wall deposits percentage
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The main effects and most significant interactions for wali deposit formation are 

shown in Table 5.5 below.

Table 5.5: Estimated effects and coefficients for wall deposit percentage (interactions with an effect

Factor Effect SE Coefficient T P
A 0.44 0.18 1.24 0.219*
B 0.41 0.18 1.16 0.250*
C 1.71 0.18 4.87 <0.05
D 1.65 0.18 4.69 <0.05
BC 1.40 0.18 3.99 <0.05
BD 1.16 0.18 3.29 <0.05
ACD 1.14 0.18 3.25 <0.05

All cut surfaces displayed deposits to some extent the optimum cutting conditions 

resulted in wall deposits on approximately 2.9% of the cut surface, 11.8% of cut 

surface suffered from depositing under the least favourable cutting conditions. 7.5% 

of the cut surface exhibited signs of material depositing on average.

The depth of cut was the most significant factor determining the amount of deposits 

found on the groove walls and base. At the higher level of 1mm, 1.71% more deposits 

were recorded on average when compared to lower depths of cut. The temperature of 

the waterbath was also highly significant with warmer temperatures promoting 1.65% 

more depositing.

The interactions between speed and depth of cut, and speed and temperature were the 

most influential interactions. The relationships are shown in Figure 5.7, the speed - 

depth of cut interaction is highlighted in green with the speed - temperature interaction 

highlighted in red. Examination of Figure 5.7 reveals that when speed is set to its low 

level of 30,000 rpm, changing either the depth of cut or waterbath temperature 

produces only marginally more deposits. In contrast, at speeds of 50,000 rpm, the 

same increase in depth of cut or temperature resulted in a much more substantial 

increas in depositing. This relationship leads to the high interaction.
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Figure 5.7; Interaction plot for edge wall deposits percentage 

A three way interaction is evident between the feed, depth of cut and temperature. At 

the levels chosen, neither feed nor speed was statistically significant to the prevalence 

of material deposition on the cut surface.

5.3.4 Clogging

The percentage of cut groove exhibiting clogging damage was measured in this 

section of analysis. Figure 5.8 below presents the Pareto chart and main effects plot.
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2.00
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Figure 5.8: (a) Pareto chart and (b) main effects plot for the prevalence of groove clogging 

The main effects and most significant interactions for clogging are shown in Table 

5,6.
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Table 5.6: Estimated effects and coefficients for clogging (interactions with an effect greater than +/-

Factor Effect SE Coefficient T P
A 0.37 0.02 10.06 <0.05
B 0.53 0.02 14.44 <0.05
C 0.52 0.02 14.24 <0.05
D 0.27 0.02 7.40 <0.05
AB 0.50 0.02 13.77 <0.05
BC 0.33 0.02 9.17 <0.05

Across the 80 samples, 0.53% of the grooves lengths displayed clogging. Under the 

worst cutting conditions, up to 2.52% of the groove length was found to be filled with 

debris. The most significant factor governing the occurrence of groove clogging was 

the cutting speed employed during micromachining. Setting speed to its high level of 

50,000 rpm resulted in 0.53% more clogging occurring along the cut groove length on 

average. Similarly, increasing feed to 4mm/s resulted in 0.52% more groove clogging 

on average.

The interaction between feed and speed was a significant determinant in the 

prevalence of clogging. The relationship is highlighted in Figure 5.9 in green. As can 

be seen, the influence of changing the rotational speed at the lower feed rate is much 

less significant in comparison to changes in speed at high feeds.
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Figure 5.9: Interaction plots for groove clogging
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The interaction between speed and depth of cut also proved to be of significance to the 

percentage of groove clogging. The relationship is highlighted in red in Figure 5.9. 

From the data recorded, the impact of changing depth of cut appears to be more 

influential to groove clogging at high rotational speeds than the same increase in cut 

depth at lower tool speeds.

The depth of cut and temperature are statistically influential through their main 

effects, both produces a higher percentage of clogging on average when changed from 

their low to high levels. The effects are 0.52% and 0.27% respectively.

5.3.5 Conclusions from cut quality assessment 

Increasing the depth of cut from 0.7mm to 1mm was a significant factor governing cut 

surface quality for three of the four damage metrics. The increase produced 1.7% 

more deposits, 1.2% more burrs, 0.52% more clogging, and 0.7% more tearing and 

chipping on average. The higher volumes of material removal at larger depths of cut 

resulted in increased temperatures as well as greater deformations of the workpiece 

material. Any unwanted deformations in and around the cutting zone increased edge 

damage as the cutting mechanism was interfered with. Numerous authors have 

reported a link between increased depths of cut and diminishing machined surface 

quality due to cracking and excessive material deformation [77, 119, 172]. Surface 

finish was particularly susceptible to damage at higher depths of cut in this instance as 

the tool does not possess any geometrical features that facilitate chip removal. For this 

reason, any change in micromachining conditions that demand higher material 

removal rates are deleterious to cut surfaces as the greater volume of debris are more 

difficult to successfully evacuate without causing subsequent damage.

Higher speeds produced marginal increases in the prevalence of three of the four 

surface damage metrics. Speed has been shown to be insignificant at the levels chosen 

to the percentage of material deposition observed. The direct relationship between 

higher tool speeds and elevated temperatures is well established in the literature. It is 

reasoned that the increase in temperature is responsible for the greater percentage of 

damage observed. A similar phenomenon has been reported by Brunette et fl/.[77]. 

Brunette et al. reasoned that under the same feed rates, the increased speed results in a
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reduction in the maximum uncut chip thickness and thus increases in specific energy 

input to the chip, they found that these conditions promote material softening and chip 

burning therefore cut surface damage.

The feed rate appeared to be a significant factor through its main effect governing the 

percentage of tearing along the machined edges as well as the prevalence of clogging 

along the cut groove. Higher feeds promoted an increase in damage in both instances. 

The increased deformations in the feed direction and reduced time for these 

deformations may be at the root of these issues. Various researches has previously 

identified feed as a key factor governing surface finish and roughness when machining 

polymers [3, 130, 145, 230].

The initial temperature of the waterbath/workpiece proved to be statistically 

significant to the three of the damage types seen during micromachining. From the 

evidence, cooling the workpiece to 4°C improved the micromachining performance 

with regard to burr formation, material deposition, and groove clogging. The benefit 

of reduced temperatures in the machining of polymers was discussed at length in the 

literature review with the elevated modulus seen at colder temperatures often 

beneficial in milling.

The interaction between speed and depth of cut was found to be influential for all of 

the damage metrics studied. Figure 5.10(a-d) presents the interaction plots for each 

damage type.
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Figure 5.10: Influence of speed and depth of cut interaction on each damage mechanism 

The interactions impact on burr formation and tearing/chipping displayed similarities. 

The relationship is shown in Figure 5.10(a&b). Examination of Figure 5.10 reveals 

that the percentage of burrs formed or tearing and chipping was more significantly 

influenced by depth of cut when the cutting speed was at its lower level of 30,000 

rpm. It is reasoned that as the chips become large at low speeds and high depths of cut 

they deform the cut edge of the machined groove thus promoting edge defects such as 

burrs and chipping/tearing. Figure 5.10 shows the influence of the interaction on 

deposits (c), and clogging (d). For tearing and chipping it was always optimal to 

machine at the lower speed, for burr formation, this judgement must be made with 

consideration of the depth of cut. At higher depths of cut, faster cutting speeds were 

advisable. The opposite observation was made with regards to deposits and clogging. 

In these instances, when the tool was micromachining at its higher speed; the deposits 

and clogging were much more influenced by depth of cut. Increasing depth of cut at 

the high speed setting resulted in substantially more of these damage types being 

observed. This was due to excess thermal energy being generated at high speeds and 

depths of cut which promote damage of these types. The twin effects of increased 

temperature and elevated volumes of cutting debris combine to produce poor cut
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surfaces.

The percentage of groove clogging observed was influenced by the interaction 

between feed and speed. Figure 5.11 shows this.
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Figure 5.11; Significance of the interaction between feed and speed with regard to clogging 

Increasing the cutting speed while at higher feed rates resulted in substantially more 

groove clogging during micromachining. Clogging did not appear to be influenced by 

speed at the lower feed rate.

Three way interactions

Two three way interactions were of significance to burr formation. The first was the 

relationship between feed, depth of cut and temperature. The interaction can more 

easily be examined if it is broken down into two two way interactions each at two 

temperature levels. This is shown in Figure 5.12(a&b).
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Figure 5.12: Interaction between feed, depth of cut and temperature
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At 4°C and 2mm/s, burr was not noticeably influenced by depth of cut. At 20°C and 

2mm/s burrs were more prevalent at the higher depth of cut. The warmer temperatures 

allow greater material deformations and therefore promote burr fonnation. At higher 

feed, temperature was not as influential with depth of cut changes, higher depths of 

cut always produce approximately 1.5% more burrs along the cut edge. It is reasoned 

that the cooler cutting temperatures provide a more stable micromachining 

environment thus limiting burr formation at appropriate speeds.

The second three way interaction that was of significance to burr formation was the 

interaction between feed, speed, and depth of cut. Again the interaction is examined 

through the use of two two way interaction plots, this time subdivided by depth of cut. 

Figure 5.13 shows this.

(a) 0.7mm
Figure 5.13; Interaction between feed, speed and depth of cut 

At lower depths of cut, changes in cutting speed produced an approximately similar

response in burr formation regardless of feed rate. At high depth of cut, the influence 

of changing speed was highly dependent on feed rate however. This result appears 

counterintuitive but is due to the increased rate of other damage types seen at high 

feeds, speeds and depths of cut. In these instances material deposition was frequent 

along cut grooves which hindered accurate measurement of burr formation along the 

cut periphery.

The relationship between speed, depth of cut and temperature was of significance to 

the percentage of tearing and chipping damage seen. The interaction is presented in 

Figure 5.14 at the two temperatures.
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Figure 5.14: Interaction plots for speed and depth of cut at; (a) 4°C, (b) 20°C 

At 20°C the influence of changing depth of cut was the same regardless of speed. 

When micromachining at 4°C, increasing the depth of cut at high tool speeds did not 

produce a significant change in the levels of tearing and chipping while under the 

same temperature. At lower rotational speeds, the same change in depth of cut 

increased the percentage of tearing and chipping seen. Again it is reasoned that the 

cutting action was performed in a more stable manner at lower temperatures thus 

facilitating the use of high speeds.

5.3.6 Cumulative damage

The combination of all four defect types into one measurement facilitates the analysis 

of the cutting performance more easily. It provides a more efficient metric as it gives 

one reference value to quantify the success of the milling operation. This combined 

damage metric is termed cumulative damage in this work. Table 5.7 and Figure 5.15 

present the summary statistics for the metric.
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Table 5.7': Design point, level settings and cumulative damage percentage
Design point Feed Speed DOC Temperature Cumulative damage (%) SD

1 2mm/s 30,000rpm O.Tmm 4'’C 9,59 0.96
2 4mni/s 30,000rpm O.Tmm 4°C 9.77 1.19
3 2min/s 50,000rpm O.Tmm 4‘>C 10.89 1.43
4 4mni/s 50,000rpm 0.7mm 4°C 12.38 245
5 2mm/s 30,000rpm 1mm 4°C 14.26 1.22
6 4mni/s 30,000rpm 1mm 4°C 16.37 2 16
7 2mm/s 50,000rpm 1mm 4°C 16,32 2,38
8 4mni/s 50,000rpm 1mm 4“C 14 94 1.41
9 2nim/s 30,000rpni O.Tmm 20°C 13.85 2.08
10 4nini/s 30,000rpm 0.7mm 20°C 12,96 2.11
11 2mni/s 50,000rpm 0.7mm 20°C 11,40 1.35
12 4mni/s 50,000rpm 0.7mm 20°C 17.31 0.92
13 2nim/$ 30,000rpm 1mm 20°C 14.12 0.65
14 4nini/$ 30,000rpm 1mm 20°C 16,74 2,60
15 2mm/s 50,000rpm 1mm 2000 18.98 1.14
16 4min/s 50,000rpni 1 mm 20°C 19.83 1,70

Response is Total (%), Alpha = 0.05
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Figure 5.15: (a) Pareto chart and (b) main effects plot for cumulative damage 

Table 5.8: Estimated effects and coefficients for cumulative damage percentage (interactions with an

Factor Effect SE Coefficient T P
A 1.36 0.19 3.56 <0.05
B 1.80 0.19 4.69 <0.05
C 4.18 0.19 10.91 <0.05
D 2.59 0.19 6.75 <0.05
ABC -1.67 0.19 -4.36 <0.05
BCD 1.17 0.19 3.04 <0.05

As cumulative damage is calculated from a combination of the other damage types, it 

shares similarities. The most highly influential factor on the total damage observed 

along cut grooves was the depth of cut of the tool during micromachining. By 

changing the depth of cut from its low level of 0.7mm to the higher level of I mm, an
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average of 4.17% more damage was produced along the machined geometry.

The next most important factor was the temperature with 2.6% less damage observed 

along the cut groove when the lower temperature was applied throughout 

micromachining. The cutting speed and feed rate are also influential due to their 

impact on the individual damage mechanisms. Again, setting them to their lower 

levels appeared to improve the surface finish during micromachining.

The three way interactions of significance were the feed, speed and depth of cut 

interaction, and the speed, depth of cut, and temperature interaction. The reasons for 

their significance were outlined previously when dealing with the damage types on an 

individual basis. The feed, speed and depth of cut interaction was particularly 

significant to the formation of burrs and edge tearing, with the, speed, depth of cut and 

temperature interaction significant to the prevalence of edge tearing.

5.4 Cutting force analysis

The three force components {f:,fxfy) were treated as the response variables in this 

section of experimentation. As with studies on the surface quality, the objective was to 

examine if a statistical link between the factor levels and the cutting forces recorded 

could be found.

Cutting forces were only examined from grooves 1 and 5 for the reasons outlined in 

Chapter 4. The relevant test statistics were therefore adjusted to reflect the smaller 

dataset with the appropriate critical t value is now 2.12. Table 5.9 displays the factor 

levels at each of the sixteen design points as well as the average force and standard 

deviation in each of the three cutting directions.
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Table 5.9: Design point, factor levels and average force recorded

Design
point

Feed
(mm/s)

Speed
(rpm)

DOC
(mm)

Temp
(°C)

Force (N)

Thrust (fz) Normal (fx) Feed (fy)

Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD

1 2 30,000 0.7 4 1.25 0.07 3.69 1.12 3.27 0.00
2 4 30,000 0.7 4 1.08 0.04 6.48 0.48 4.74 0.18
3 2 50,000 0.7 4 0.75 0.23 2.55 0.46 2.06 0.43
4 4 50,000 0.7 4 1.87 0.15 7.00 0.72 7.64 0.31
5 2 30,000 1 4 1.05 0.02 6.53 0.78 4.67 0.08
6 4 30,000 1 4 1.04 0.05 8.01 0.34 5.27 0.21
7 2 50,000 1 4 1.74 0.02 5.54 0.34 4.66 0.42
8 4 50,000 1 4 1.93 0.23 8.61 0.38 6.94 0.24
9 2 30,000 0.7 20 1.06 0.20 3.19 0.05 3.04 0.02
10 4 30,000 0.7 20 1.17 0.09 6.16 0.00 4.98 0.19
11 2 50,000 0.7 20 1.02 0.07 2.76 0.49 2.48 0.37
12 4 50,000 0.7 20 1.84 0.44 7.78 0.97 7.78 1.13
13 2 30,000 1 20 1.60 0.13 5.12 0.10 3.86 0.06
14 4 30,000 1 20 1.12 0.04 8.46 0.06 5.69 0.13
15 2 50,000 1 20 1.32 0.26 4.94 0.51 3.89 0.68
16 4 50,000 1 20 2.70 0.33 11.15 0.49 10.19 0.58

Throughout testing, cutting forces in the feed and normal directions proved to be 

significantly larger than those seen in the thrust orientation. Due to the rotational 

direction and design of the tool the normal forces were found to be of a similar 

magnitude to the feed forces, this was demonstrated in Chapter 4 in greater detail. The 

average thrust force throughout testing was 1.4IN with maximum and minimum 

values recorded as 2.93N and 0.59N respectively. Feed force values varied between 

2.22N and 11.49N around an average of 6.12N with the normal force having an 

average of 5.07N and a maximum and minimum of 10.60N and 1.75N.

5.4.1 Thrust force (f^)

Figure 5.16(a) displays the relative contributions of the effects graphically via a Pareto 

chart. Figure 5.16(b) shows the influence of the main effects.
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Figure 5.16; (a) Pareto chart for thrust force, (b) Main effects for thrust force (N)

Table 5.10 displays the test statistics for thrust forces. Again, only the selected

significant interactions and the main effects are discussed in the analysis.
Table 5.10: Estimated effects and coefficients for (interactions with an effect greater than +/- 0.5N

Factor Effect SE Coefficient T P
A 0.37 0.033 5.54 <0.05
B 0.47 0.033 7.11 <0.05
C 0.31 0.033 4.62 <0.05
D 0.14 0.033 2.06 0.057*

AB 0.51 0.033 7.06 <0.05

It can be seen that the interaction between feed and speed had the most significant 

influence on the thrust forces recorded during micromachining. The relationship is 

highlighted in red in Figure 5.17. Increasing the feed when speed was high increases 

thrust force more substantially when compared to the same increase in feed at low 

speeds.
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Figure 5.17: Interaction plot for thrust force (N) (the two way interaction between feed and speed is
highlighted in red)
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The analysis suggests that an increase in tool speed from 30,000 rpm to 50,000 rpm 

would result in thrust forces increasing by 0.47N on average. Increases in the feed or 

depth of cut also produce higher thrust force based on the statistical analysis. On 

average the effects were 0.37N and 0.3IN when feed or depths of cut are increased 

respectively. At the levels chosen, it appears that coolant temperature did not 

significantly influence the thrust forces during micromachining.

5.4.2 Normal Force (f^)

The Pareto chart and main effects plot for normal force are shown in Figure 5.18 

below.
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Figure 5.18: (a) Pareto chart for normal force, (b) Main effects for normal force (N)

Table 5.11 below presents the main effects and selected interactions for the normal 

force.

Table 5.11: Estimated effects and coefficients for f, (interactions with an effect greater than +/- 0.5N

Factor Effect SE Coefficient T P
A 3.67 0.0975 18.82 <0.05
B 0.334 0.0975 1.72 0.104*
C 2.35 0.0975 12.01 <0.05
D 0.14 0.0975 0.73 0.476*

AB 1.02 0.0975 5.24 <0.05
AD 0.720 0.0975 3.69 <0.05
BD 0.588 0.0975 3.02 <0.05

The main effects of feed and depth of cut are the most influential on the normal force 

recorded. Increasing the feed or depth of cut increased the average normal force 

during micromachining by 3.67N and 2.35N respectively. The interaction between
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feed and speed was the next most influential determinant. The relationship is 

highlighted in red in Figure 5.19. Changes in feed rate at the higher level of speed had 

a more pronounced impact on the average normal force recorded.
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Figure 5.19: Interaction plot for normal force (N)

The interactions between feed and temperature, and; speed and temperature were also 

significant to cutting forces. These interactions are shown in Figure 5.19 in green and 

blue. The feed-temperature interaction displays similarities with the feed-speed 

interaction, with changes in feed being more influential when the environmental 

temperature is at its higher level. At low speeds, increasing the temperature slightly 

reduced normal forces, in contrast, at high speed, the same increase in temperature 

resulted in marginally larger normal forces. The effect was not large in either case but 

their contrary nature generates the interaction.
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5.4.3 Feed force (fy)

The Pareto chart and main effects plot are shown in Figure 5.20 below.

Response is fy (N), Alpha = 0.05
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Figure 5.20: (a) Pareto chart for feed force, (b) Main effects for feed force (N)

The main effects and selected interactions are shown in Table 5.12 below.
Table 5.12: Estimated effects and coefficients for fy (interactions with an effect greater than +/- 0.65N

Factor Effect SE Coefficient T P
A 3.16 0.075 21.20 <0.05
B 1.26 0.075 8.46 <0.05
C 1.14 0.075 7.70 <0.05
D 0.33 0.075 2.24 <0.05

AB 1.70 0.075 11.42 <0.05
AD 0.68 0.075 4.56 <0.05

As with forces in the normal direction, increasing either feed or depth of cut resulted 

in higher feed forces. The most significant factor was the feed rate with 3.16N more 

force being expected on average at the higher level of 4mm/s. Likewise, increasing the 

depth of cut produced higher forces, by 1.14N on average. Altering the machining 

temperature had only a small influence of the feed force.

The interaction between feed and speed played a significant role in determining feed 

force. The interaction is shown in Figure 5.21 in green. Again, the influence of feed 

changes was much more pronounced at higher speeds.
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Figure 5.21: Interaction plot for feed force (interaction between feed and speed is highlighted in green 
with the feed temperature interaction shown in red)

Speed was also influential through its main effect with feed forces being 1.26N higher 

on average at 50,000 rpm rather than 30,000 rpm.

The interactions between feed and temperature, is shown in Figure 5.21 in red. It 

mirrors the feed-temperature interaction seen for normal forces with the impact of 

changing feed being more significant at higher temperatures.

5.4.4 Conclusions from cutting force analysis 

As expected from the literature review, forces in the normal and feed directions were 

larger than those generated in the thrust direction. Feed rate was the most influential 

parameter influencing the normal and feed forces observed. An average increase in 

feed force of 3.16N was experienced when feed rate is increased to 4mm/s. The same 

change in feed rate resulted in normal forces that were 3.67N higher on average. 

Larger feed rates resulting in the generation of higher cutting forces has been reported 

by numerous authors [59, 86, 171]. A fundamental observation of the milling process 

is that, if all other factors are equal, formation and removal of a larger chip will 

require higher micromachining forces. Increasing feed results in larger chips, therefore 

higher forces. Increasing the depth of cut produced a similar increase in cutting forces. 

With increased depths of cut, chip size increases, thus leading to higher forces during 

micromachining.
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For all three force components, the interaction between feed and speed was of 

significance. All three interaction plots display similarities with the influence of 

changing feed at high speeds much more pronounced on the forces recorded. 

Increasing speed while feed rates are high resulted in significantly higher forces, 

whilst at low feeds, the forces decrease with the same increase in speed. It is reasoned 

that at low feeds and high speeds the polymer material softens due to the friction 

effects generated by tool speed. At low feeds, the machining time is longer, therefore 

the thermal impact is more pronounced as the tool moves through the workpiece, a 

drop in forces is therefore observed.

Although the main effect of temperature did not appear to be highly influential on 

micromachining forces through its main effect, it played a significant role in providing 

more consistent cutting forces through its interaction with other factors. The influence 

of changing feed and speed on cutting forces at cooler temperatures was substantially 

reduced. This is due to the colder cutting fluid providing a more stable environment in 

which to perform milling.

5.5 Geometry of cut analysis
The width of cut was analysed in this section of testing. Table 5.13 below shows the 

factor levels at each of the sixteen design points as well as the average geometries 

recorded.
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Table 5.13: Design point. level settings and average geometries (pm)
Width of cut

Design Feed Speed DOC Temp Coolant Mean SD
Point (mm/s) (rpni) (mm) (°C) (pm) (pm)

1 2mm/s 30,000rpm 0.7mm 4°C Yes 970.6 21.23
2 4mm/s 30,000rpm 0.7mm 4°C Yes 1038.6 7.67
3 2mm/s 50,000rpm 0.7mm 4°C Yes 974.0 14.0
4 4mm/s 50,000rpm 0.7mm 4°C Yes 1025.6 15.3
5 2mm/s 30,000rpm 1mm 4°C Yes 983.2 11.9
6 4mm/s 30,000ipm 1mm 4°C Yes 1070.8 16.7
7 2mm/s 50,000rpm 1mm 4°C Yes 1081.2 17.8
8 4mm/s 50,000rpm 1mm 4°C Yes 1079.8 19.2
9 2mm/s 30,000rpm 0.7mm 20°C Yes 936.8 15.5
10 4mm/s 30,000rpm 0.7mm 20°C Yes 1007.2 22.6
n 2mm/s 50,000rpm 0.7mm 20°C Yes 967.8 15.2
12 4mm/s 50,000rpm 0.7mm 20°C Yes 1024.6 33.7
13 2mm/s 30,000rpm 1mm 20°C Yes 1040.6 27.3
14 4mm/s 30,000rpm 1mm 20°C Yes 1002.2 11.7
15 2mm/s 50,000rpm 1mm 20°C Yes 1013.2 21.6
16 4mm/s 50,000rpm 1 mm 20°C Yes 1039.2 16.6

The average width of groove across the factorial design was 10l6|im, with maximum 

and minimum values of 1106 gm and 915gm under extreme conditions.

5,5.1 Groove width

Geometry of cut was measured using the image processing techniques outlined in the 

materials and methods section. Figure 5.22 presents the Pareto chart and main effects 

plot for groove width measurement. Note all measurements are in pm.
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Figure 5.22: (a) Pareto chart for groove width, (b) Main effects for groove width

The main effects and selected interactions are shown in Table 5.14 below.
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Table 5.14: Estimated effects and coefficients for groove width (gm) (interactions with an effect greater

Faetor Effect SE Coefficient T P
A 40.08 1.868 10.73 <0.05
B 19.42 1.868 5.20 <0.05
C 45.63 1.868 12.21 <0.05
D -24.02 1.868 -6.43 <0.05

AC -21.62 1.868 -5.79 <0.05

From statistical analysis it can be observed that the depth of cut was the most 

significant factor governing the groove width machined. Increasing the depth of cut 

from 0.7mm to I mm increased the groove width by 45.6pm on average. Higher feed 

rates also produce larger cut widths, by an average of 40.1 pm.

The interactions between feed and depth of cut proved to be of significance to the cut 

geometry. The relationship is highlighted in green in Figure 5.23. Increasing depth of 

eut results in a wider eut regardless of feed rate, however, the increase is greater at 

lower feed rates.
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Figure 5.23: Interaction plot for groove width (pm)

From the tests undertaken, it is evident that micromachining at the warmer of 

temperature of 20°C produced grooves that are 24.0pm narrower on average, with 

elevated speed settings resulting in wider grooves, by 19.4pm on average.
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5.5.1 Conclusions from geometrical assessment 

The predicted groove width from the geometry of tool is 914pm, this compares with 

the recorded average groove width of 1016pm. Larger groove widths than predicted 

have been reported by Kakinuma et al. [83], the authors reasoned that the discrepancy 

was due to tool runout, deformations, and differences between shrinkage between tool 

and workpiece.

Examinations of the cutting tool suggest that the groove width dimension should not 

depend on the depth of cut selected. Figure 5.24 shows this.
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Figure 5.24: Tool position in workpiece at: (a) 0.7mm and (b) I mm depths of cut (,T= 457pm)

The depths of cut were selected so that the surface of the workpiece is machined by 

the top flat section of the tool, marked by the blue box in Figure 5.24. In an ideal 

cutting operation width of cut should be 914pm {X*2). As stated, the recorded 

geometries are larger than predicted. The initial step during micromachining is 

essentially a drilling operation as the tool progresses in the z direction to the desired 

depth of cut. As the tool lacks any geometrical features to remove chips, increasing 

the depth of cut increases the amount of debris that builds up in the hole that must be 

ejected from the hole. This in turn leads to larger cut geometries as the chips deform 

and damage the ideal cut surface on removal. The dimensional discrepancy is 

particularly evident at the initial point of contact between the tool and workpiece with 

entrance radiuses significantly larger than the ideal. The problem can be overcome in 

practice by utilising a cleaning cycle where the tool penetrates the workpiece in a set 

location, reaches the desired depth of cut then traverses to the required start point of
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the milled groove thus removing geometrical anomalies arising from initial contact. 

This approach has proved extremely beneficial to machining outcomes when cutting 

difficult to machine materials [177],

Alterations in the feed or speed also influenced the recorded widths of cut. Increases 

in either feed or speed resulted in wider grooves, it is reasoned that more aggressive 

micromachining strategies promoted increased material deformation and tearing 

which will resulted in greater widths of cut. The finding that elevated speeds and feeds 

induce greater cut geometries correlates well with expectations from previous work 

[132].

Lower temperatures produced narrower cuts on average. At warmer temperatures, the 

workpiece possess a greater ability to elastically deform and recover during 

micromachining thus limiting cut widths. At cooler temperatures, the polymers elastic 

modulus is greater, which in turn limits deformations and facilitates a more efficient 

chip formation and removal mechanism.

5.6 Phase 1 summary
This phase of testing identified the significance of each of the five micromachining 

parameters on the three cutting performance metrics. The results indicate that the 

measurement techniques employed were sufficiently sophisticated to detect step 

changes in the level setting of each of the five factors studied.

The cut quality was governed by the presence of cutting fluid with substantially 

improved results obtained when micromachining is performed with cutting fluid. The 

main effects of speed and depth of cut also appear to influence the percentage of edge 

damage seen during micromachining with increased values proving detrimental to the 

cut surface.

The surface finish is the most important metric in cut assessment, it is clear from 

experimental analysis that the addition of cutting fluid greatly improves the cut quality 

and will therefore be utilised throughout testing for all future experimental work. 

Likewise, although the effect is less significant, the cooler temperature level setting 

appears to improve both cut quality and the predictability of cut geometry. The 

average standard deviation when cutting at the cooler temperature falls from 20.5% to
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15.5% which indicates a more stable cutting process. For these reasons, temperature 

will be maintained below Tg at 4°C for the remaining experimental investigations.

At this stage comparisons between response metrics proved of limited use, Figure 5.25 

shows the cumulative damage percentage and cutting force recorded across the 32 

tests.
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Figure 5.25: Relationship between the cut quality and absolute cutting force across the range of tests 

In Figure 5.25, tests are ordered according to the design point number. An evident step 

change is present in the prevalence of damage between the first and second half of the 

tests. Design points 1-16 required micromachining to be performed with eoolant - cut 

quality is clearly superior in terms of finish under these conditions. Although cutting 

forces are 0.8N higher on average when machining without coolant, the change is 

masked by other instabilities in the system. Cutting forces appear to be responsive to 

factor level settings rather that the occurrence of defects.
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Similar plots making the comparison between cumulative damage and cut width, and 

cut width and absolute cutting force are presented in Figure 5.26(a&b).
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Figure 5.26: (a) Relationship between the cut quality and eut geometry, (b) Relationship between the
absolute cutting force and cut geometry

The undulating nature of the responses demonstrate that the factor level settings 

influence on the responses selected, however, it is challenging to discern the effects 

based on the graphical data. It is difficult to establish a relationship between response 

variables when studied at only two levels. This is especially true with the machining 

of polymers where the twin influences of strain rate hardening and material softening 

under elevated temperatures can confound results.
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5.7 Phase 2: Key parameter study
In phase 1 of testing it was demonstrated that feed, speed, and depth of cut have a 

significant influence on the surface finish, cutting forces, and groove geometry during 

micromilling through the use of a factorial design. This section of experimentation 

aims to further investigate each of these factors in more detail. To facilitate this, 

parameters are selected in turn and varied while all other cutting conditions are fixed 

at predetermined levels. The levels of the two factors not under scrutiny are selected 

based on those that produced the best cutting performance with regards to surface 

finish in the factorial design study. As with the factorial study, the machining 

performance is assessed with regard to the surface finish, cutting forces and the 

geometry of cut.

5.8 The influence of speed

5.8.1 Experimental details

Tool rotational speed was previously shown to be an influential factor in three of the 

four damage mechanisms as well as the cutting forces recorded at the levels chosen. In 

this phase of tests, rotational speed was varied between 20,000 rpm and 100,000 rpm 

in steps of 5,000 rpm. Feed rate and depth of cut where held at 2mm/s and 0.7mm 

throughout. Machining was performed in a waterbath chilled to 4°C. At each 

rotational speed tests were replicated five times. Tests were conducted in a 

randomised order for statistical purposes.

5.8.2 Results

Finish

Figure 5.27 shows the damage attributed to each mechanism (a-d) and the cumulative 

damage (e) as speed is increased from 20,000 rpm to 100,000 rpm.
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(a)

Speed (k rpm)
(c)
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(d)
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(e)

Figure 5.27: Damage metric with variations in speed, (a) Burr, (b) tearing/chipping, (c) deposits, (d)
clogging , (e) cumulative damage
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At low levels of speed, the damage observed during machining occurs at the exit 

surface of the groove and can be attributed to the generation of edge burrs. As 

described in Chapter 4, during end milling material is removed from the entrance 

surface of the workpiece via an up milling process and via a down milling process 

milling process at the exit surface. For this reason, at low speeds, cutting can 

successfully be completed at the up milling side but not at the down milling side. At 

the up milling surface, the workpiece is compressed and the polymer materials 

apparent stiffness becomes higher. This higher modulus allows the material to be 

successfully removed providing other machining parameters are favourable, such as 

provision of an adequately cold environment. However, tensile forces operate at the 

exit surface which reduces the apparent stiffness of the workpiece. This prevents 

efficient chip removal and leads to material tearing and burrs. As speed is increased, 

the higher peripheral velocity of the tool becomes sufficiently large to induce strain 

rate hardening and the transition of the polymer from a rubbery to a more ductile state 

thus facilitating better chip removal.

The cumulative damage remains approximately consistent at around 2% between 

speeds of 30,000 rpm and 40,000 rpm, indeed, until 55,000 rpm the cumulative 

damage levels rise only slightly and are still below 5% of the total cut surfaces.

Beyond 55,000 rpm the cumulative damage levels rise in an approximately linear 

fashion. Cumulative damage seen beyond these speeds is largely composed of 

material deposition, burr, and clogging damage. It is reasoned that the diminishing 

quality of cut surfaces is due to the thermal influences at increased speeds. The 

correlation between increased rotational speeds and higher cutting temperatures has 

long been in established in both polymer and metal machining [23, 77, 93, 105, 119]. 

The problem is exacerbated in polymer machining as polymers possess poor thermal 

conductivity thus causing a comparatively larger buildup of heat around the cutting 

tool.

As polymers are heated beyond their glass transition, their molecules become less 

suppressed resulting in higher adhesion characteristics [119]. The buildup of heat can 

cause material to overheat rapidly, soften, and adhere to the cut surface. This 

phenomenon is shown in Figure 5.28.
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Adhesion of material to 
cut surfaces

Figure 5.28: Wall deposits and chip adhesion observed at high speeds 

Damage of this type is classified as depositing in this work. Essentially, cut debris is 

not effectively removed from the cutting environment during machining, instead it is 

reattached to the side walls due to squeezing and plastic deformations. This process is 

aided by elevated temperatures. Under unfavourable conditions, this can result in 

cyclic pile up and gumming [60]. Previous work has noted that this sticky situation 

can occur as a direct result of excessive temperatures at the cutting interface [60, 82, 

84]. The rational is supported by the fact that the phenomenon is more apparent with 

further increases in tool rotational speed.

The increased adhesion of material not only influences the amount damage on the cut 

walls, it also causes cut material to fuse to the cutting tool. This buildup of material, 

especially at the rake face, significantly impacts the cutting mechanism by effectively 

blunting the tool and increasing its nose radius. The increase in tool nose radius causes 

more rubbing and ploughing rather than efficient shearing during chip formation 

which results in further heat increases, and poor cut surfaces. The increased thermal 

energy also reduces the material’s elastic modulus thus facilitating deformations and a 

greater likelihood of burr formation.

Groove clogging occurs when the adhesion of debris becomes excessive enough to 

prevent the escape of cut material from the groove, the phenomenon is observed at 

high speeds. Figure 5.29 displays and extreme example of this effect. An increase in 

the percentage of edge damage is also observed under these conditions due to material
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tearing as the tool is unable to adequately remove chips through shearing and the chip 

is effectively tom from the theoretical workpiece edge.

Figure 5.29; Groove clogging seen at excessive speeds 

Force
Figure 5.30 shows the influence of speed changes between 20,000 rpm and 100,000 
rpm on the cutting forces during milling.

Peripheral velocity (m/s)

Speed (k rpm)

Figure 5.30: Influence of rotational speed on cutting forces ^

Cutting forces appear to exhibit two stages of behaviour during milling, at low speeds

^ Note: The spike seen at 80,000 rpm in the thrust force is due to the tools rotational speed approaching 
the resonant frequency of the sensor in the z-orientation.
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the force gradient is negative but relatively small when compared to the more rapid 

decrease in forces with increasing speeds seen above 55,000 rpm. Diminishing cutting 

forces with increased tool speed fits with conventional cutting theory as the reduction 

in chip size at higher speed should result in lower forces. The relationship is not 

proportional across the range of speeds studied however.

Beyond approximately 60,000 rpm, which equated to a peripheral velocity of 3m/s, 

the polymer can no longer be described by its viscoelastic characteristics. Instead, the 

polymer behaviour is dominated by thermal influences, the cutting force drops as the 

polymer is softened by excessive speeds. The thermal damage observed at tool speeds 

beyond 60,000 rpm is further evidence that cutting temperatures have increased thus 

promoting material softening.

Geometry

The geometry of cut was measured using the optical techniques outlined in Chapter 3 

section 3.5.2 (Metrology - Geometry of cut). In instances where the cut demonstrated 

poor entrance and exit surfaces, the groove width was measured at five rather than 

three locations selected by the user and averaged. Figure 5.31 shows the results 

obtained at varying speeds.

20 .to 40 .50 60 70 80 90 100
.Speed (k rpm)

Figure 5.31: Influence of cutting speed on groove geometry
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Groove widths were eonsistently larger than those predicted from tool diameter. 

Runout was measured prior to machining and was deemed low enough (<2pm) not to 

generate the discrepancies between groove widths and tool diameter. Likewise, 

machine and spindle vibrations were examined and deemed to be negligible in 

comparison to the geometric errors. It is therefore reasoned that the geometry 

variations observed are a result of alterations in material behaviour during machining.

Cut groove width was relatively consistent from speeds ranging between 20,000 rpm 

and 60,000 rpm being approximately 10% larger than the effective tool diameter. 

Beyond 60,000 rpm, the cut groove geometry decreased to a level approximately 5% 

greater than the predicted width. This is despite the increase in damage seen at the 

high speeds. This outcome contradicts intuitive thinking that would suggest that the 

extra cutting debris that builds up in the grooves would produce greater geometries. 

The finding is likely to be due to the increased temperatures that lower the workpieces 

elastic modulus thus enabling it to elastically deform during machining. This in turn 

limits groove width. The observation that higher machining temperatures produce 

narrowed cutting geometries has been made previously by Kakinuma et a/.[103]. The 

buildup of debris on the tools rake surface and increased thermal damage seen at high 

speeds produce a more unstable cutting environment, this is reflected by the increased 

standard deviations seen at high speeds.

5.9 The influence of feed

5.9.1 Experimental details

In this run of experiments, feed rate was varied between 0.5mm/s and 8mm/s in steps 

of 0.5mm/s. Rotational speed and depth of cut were held at 35,000 rpm and 0.7mm 

throughout, machining was performed in a waterbath chilled to 4°C. At each feed rate 

tests were replicated five times. Tests were conducted in a randomised order for 

statistical purposes.

5.9.2 Results 

Finish

The individual damage mechanisms and cumulative damage recorded as feed varied 

are shown in Figure 5.32(a-e).
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Feed (mnVs)
(a)

Feed (mm/s) 
(c)

Feed (mm/s) 
(b)

Feed (mm/s)
(d)

Feed (mm/s)
(e)

Figure 5.32: Damage metric with variations in feed, (a) Burr, (b) tearing/chipping, (c) deposits, (d)
clogging, (e) cumulative damage
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Initial examination of the cumulative damage plot in Figure 5.32(e) reveals that the 

influence of feed had a more significant effect on cut surface quality than alterations 

in speed. This observation was made as almost the entire cut surfaces were rendered 

damaged at high feeds.

At feed rates below 1.5mm/s, the average cumulative damage was seen on 

approximately 15-20% of the cut surface. This damage can be attributed to the 

influence of material adhesion at the cutting interface. The same phenomenon was 

observed when speed became high in the previous set of tests, increased temperatures 

resulted in material deposition on the cut surface and adhesion to the tool. These 

circumstances increase the proliferation of edge burr and groove clogging. The time 

required to machine the workpiece is indirectly proportional to the feed rate. Although 

tool speeds are much lower than those that produced material adhesion previously, the 

buildup of heat is facilitated as the feed rate of the tool is sufficiently low. As the feed 

is increased beyond 1.5mm/s, the prevalence of depositing on the cut edge diminishes. 

This reduction is reflected in the improved surface finish with regard to burrs and 

clogging.

As the feed rate becomes excessive, wall burrs are observed on the exit surface of the 

cut groove. Wall burrs are categorised in this work as those that are localised on the 

groove walls rather than on the top edge periphery. Burrs of this nature appear almost 

identical to roll-over burrs as described by Gillespie [183] who noted that burrs of this 

configuration are essentially chips that are bent rather than cleanly sheared. Wall burrs 

were only present on the exit surface of the cut groove where the tool disengages the 

workpiece and the chip is theoretically removed. Burr formation is always lower if the 

material is restricted to deform in the force direction due to workpiece geometry and 

machining conditions [231]. For this reason, burr formation of the type seen here is 

always more prevalent on exit surfaces where potentially cut material is free to deform 

with the rotation of the tool into the cut groove. Figure 5.33 shows typical burrs 

observed on the exit surface of the groove at elevated feeds.
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Poor entrance surface 
quality

Type B burrs

Figure 5.33: Type B burrs and wavy entrance surface cut 

Damage of this type is only observed at large feed rates. As the transverse movement 

of the tool becomes too large in relation to its rotational motion, the tool is unable to 

fully remove the chip, instead it remains on the exit surface with a curled geometry 

that is angled opposite to the tool feed direction due to the clockwise rotation of the 

tool. The formation of this type of wall disfigurement is accompanied by undulating 

cut surfaces on the entrance and exit side walls. These undulations cannot be 

attributed to the trochoidal nature of the milling process. In conventional milling, the 

tool may generate a wavy cut surface if the tools rotational speed is insufficient to 

cope with its transverse movement in the feed direction. Figure 5.34 shows this.

Surface irregularities

— Tool path
X Trans\’erse movement of tool 

ill one re\^olution

Figure 5.34: The generation of surface irregularities at high feeds and low speeds
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As the feed increases at a constant speed the distance x in Figure 5.34 increases 

resulting in a rougher surface. The period of peaks observed in Figure 5.34 is 

approximately 25pm, the transverse movement of the tool per revolution at a feed of 

5mm/s and 35,000 rpm is 8.6pm. Therefore, although the tool feed and speed may 

play a role in the generation of these undulations, they are not formed at the tool 

passing frequency and therefore cannot be attributed to the tool removing material on 

each rotation. These cutting marks become more distinct as the feed rate increases. 

Kakinuma et o/.[83] noted a similar occurrence when machining soft polymer 

workpieces. They found that the cutting marks are a result of workpiece vibration and 

that they can be avoided by increasing rotational speed or by limiting feed rate.

Another form of burr is observed at higher levels of feed, the burr is not of the same 

geometry as those observed under other cutting conditions. Instead it is larger in 

nature and protrudes markedly over either; the cut groove, or upwards from the cut 

surface. Figure 5.35 shows an example of this;

Ideal cut groove 

periphery
Burr

250 pm

Figure 5.35: Burr seen on cut groove periphery at high feeds 

No clear juncture is evident between the top surface of the workpiece and the burr that 

would suggest deposition of material, it is reasoned that the high feeds promote bulk 

deformations ahead of, and surrounding the tool which in turn interfere with the 

cutting mechanism. The polymer material is deformed away from the shear zone and 

is not effectively removed, it is then free to ‘spring’ back’ over the cut groove once 

the tool has passed.
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1 he generation and abrupt removal of these types of burr also promotes other forms of 

edge damage, Figure 5.36 shows two regions where the burr has been removed and 

has effectively torn the surrounding workpiece rather than cleanly shearing in the form 

of chip as desired.

Torn areas on cut 
periphery

Figure 5.36: tearing of the workpiece edge at high feeds 

Groove clogging is only observed at the two lowest settings of feed; and even then, to 

a limited degree. Similar to material deposition, clogging occurred when tool feed was 

sufficiently low to promote workpiece heating and the adhesion of chips to the 

workpiece surface. The fundamental mechanism that leads to this occurrence were 

explained when the influence of tool speed was studied in the previous section.

Force

Figure 5.37 shows the relationship between cutting forces in the three orientations and 

the feed rate utilised during testing. It can be seen in all three force components that as 

the feed rate increased, the cutting force increased in an approximately linear fashion. 

The normal and feed forces mimic each other reasonably well with the thrust forces 

remaining substantially lower and more stable throughout. The correlation between 

increased feed rate and larger cutting forces fits with conventional cutting theory 

which predicts cutting forces to be proportional to chip thickness. As feed rate 

increases, more material is being removed by each revolution of the tool, this requires 

more energy which in turn causes an increase in cutting force. Therefore, the higher 

forces seen at high feed rates can be attributed to the increase in the amount of 

workpiece material being sheared.
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Figure 5.37: Influence of feed rate on cutting forces
Geometry

Figure 5.38 displays the relationship between feed rate and groove geometry across 

the range of feeds studied.

-g

0 82 4 fi
Feed (mm/s)

Figure 5.38: Influence of feed rate on the geometry of cut
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As with the results found during speed analysis, under stable machining conditions, 

the groove width is approximately 10% greater than would be predicted from tool 

geometry. At elevated feed levels groove geometry increases due to increased material 

deformations during machining.

5.10 The influence of depth of cut

5.10.1 Experimental details

Depth of cut was varied in steps of 0.1mm between 0.2mm and 1.4mm. The upper 

limit was chosen as further penetration of the tool would result in contact between the 

tool collar and the workpiece surface. Although depths of cut below approximately 

0.5mm do not form a groove deep enough to fully pass through the Acrysof material, 

they are included in the experimentation to analyse cutting behaviour when the tool is 

only engaged with Acrysof. Fourteen levels of depth of cut were generated between 

0.2mm and 1.4mm. Speed and feed held at 35,000 rpm and 2mm/s respectively 

throughout testing. Again, tests were conducted in a randomised order.

5.10.2 Results

Finish

Surface finish was categorised and quantified using the methods outlined in Chapter 3 

section 3.5.3 (Optical inspections). Figure 5.39 presents the four damage types seen 

and the cumulative damage metric as the depth of cut was increased.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e)
Figure 5.39: Damage metric with variations in depth of cut. (a) Burr, (b) tearing/chipping, (c) deposits,

(d) clogging , (e) cumulative damage
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Examination of Figure 5.39(a) shows that burr formation was minimal at depths of cut 

below 0.6mm with less than 2.5% of the cut surface displaying signs of burrs on 

average. Once the depth of cut was increased beyond this point, the average 

percentage of damage attributed to burr formation along the machined edge increased 

significantly to between 10% and 15% of total cut length. The final test exhibited 

burrs on approximately 25% of the cut edge. Throughout the depth of cut tests, burrs 

were more frequently seen along the exit surface of the workpiece, this is consistent 

with both the theory explained previously and the results obtained through the 

experimental campaign [231].

Tearing and chipping damage is shown in Figure 5.39(b), the prevalence of damage of 

this type displayed similarities to burr formation. Again almost no damage is seen 

below depths of cut of 0.7mm, average damage increases to a value of approximately 

10% of the cut periphery at depths of cut between 1 and 1.2mm. At the final depth of 

cut of 1.4mm - the average tearing and chipping damage rose significantly to a value 

approaching 25%.

Figure 5.40 demonstrates the significance of changing cutting depth schematically.

Depth ofcut

Centre of rotation

Area of defoimation 

Acrvsof

Depth of cut

s:* Area ofdefonnatic® 

Acr\sof

Base material

Centre of lotation

(a) (b)
Figure 5.40: Schematic of the significance of depth of cut on material deformations at the groove edge:

(a) 0.6mm, (b) 0.7mm

At depths of cut below 0.7mm, the curved leading edge of the tool creates the juncture 

between the workpiece top surface and machined wall of the groove producing good 

cuts. This leading curved edge is shown in blue in Figure 5.40(a). The curved design 

effectively limits deformations in the z direction thus restricting burr formation. At
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depths of cut in excess of 0.7mm, the same juncture between the top surface and 

groove wall is produced by the flat leading edge of the tool, marked in red in Figure 

5.40. In this case, the workpiece material is less restricted and can deform upwards 

from the workpiece surface more freely which in turn can lead to burrs and tearing. 

From results, it would appear that the curved section of the tool is more successful at 

suppressing both burr and tearing/chipping.

The percentage of depositing observed on the groove walls is presented in Figure 

5.39(c). Again, damage is seen to increase beyond depths of cut that result in the flat 

section of the tools leading edge forming the cut periphery. Increased material 

removal and poor cutting performance of the flat edge resulted in ever increasing 

temperatures, adhesion, and deteriorating cut quality. Machining at, and beyond 

1.1 mm promotes increased depositing, which in turn induces more burrs, tearing and 

eventually groove clogging.

The spike in damage seen at a depth of cut of 0.4mm can be attributed to burrs of 

polymer material seen along the interface between the base of the groove and the 

machined walls. Figure 5.41 shows an example of these burrs and a section view of 

the cut groove at a depth of cut of 0.4mm.

Deptli of cut

Tails of cut material Ceiiue of rotation

Acrvsof

Bun along base of exit surface 

Base material

(a) (b)
Figure 5.41: (a) Observed wall burrs, (b) schematic of their formation 

The tails are similar in appearance to wall burrs described in the process 

characterisation chapter however they do not possess the same depth in the z 

orientation. Burrs of this type formed as a result of the tool failing to fully remove the 

Acrysof material from the exit wall of the groove. Under unfavourable cutting
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conditions, the bottom section of the chip had sufficient room and a low enough 

elastic modulus to deform beneath the tool rather than cleanly shear leaving the tails 

seen. Figure 5.41(b) shows the formation of these burrs schematically. These burrs 

can easily be avoided by increasing the depth.

Groove clogging does not occur at depths of cut less than 1mm, Figure 5.39(d) shows 

the percentage of clogging recorded during testing. Clogging was observed in 

approximately 5% to 10% of cut grooves lengths at depths of cut of 1.1 and 1.2mm. 

As stated previously, clogging rose significantly at the largest depth of cut to 

approximately 50%. This clogging is attributed to the increased adhesion between cut 

debris and the groove walls.

The combination of each damage mechanism is given in Figure 5.39(e). The influence 

of the tails of cut material present at a depth of cut of 0.4mm can be seen. Increased 

material deposition is observed beyond depths of cut of 0.7 mm due to the thermal and 

adhesive properties of polymers. Significant damage is seen w'hen depths of cut 

exceeding 0.8 mm are employed, almost the entirety of the machined groove displays 

damage at the greatest depth of cut (1.5mm).

Force

Figure 5.42: Influence of depth of cut on cutting forces whilst milling
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Figure 5.42 presents the cutting forces recorded at varying depths of cut. Again, feed 

and normal forces coincide well with thrust forces remaining lower throughout. As 

would be expected, cutting forces increased when larger depths of cut were employed. 

Similar to the results found with feed alterations, the increased material removal at 

larger depths of cut can account for higher machining forces.

Geometry

Groove width was consistently larger than that predicted from tool geometry. The 

width remains approximately 15% larger than the tool diameter. The predicted width 

of cut increases from depths of cut between 0.2mm and 0.7mm due to the leading 

cutting edge of the tools rake face being curved. Figure 5.43 presents the relationship 

between depth of cut and the recorded groove geometry. Depths of cut below 0.4mm 

were insufficient to fully penetrate through the Acrysof material and into the base 

mould, they were included to examine response metrics but would be unsuitable in 

practice.

Figure 5.43: Variation in groove width with increasing depth of cut
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5.11 Phase 2 summary
The significance of speed, feed, and depth of cut has been studied at an extensive 

range of levels. Surface finish, cutting forces and width of cut were treated as response 

metrics in the analysis.

At cutting speeds below 30,000 rpm, the milled groove exit surfaces were found to 

possess significant burrs and signs of material tearing. Further increases in cutting 

speed improved the machining performance with regard to surface finish, this was due 

to the viscoelastic nature of the polymer material. As the rotational speed increased, 

the polymer became stiffer and could be more successfully machined. Beyond speeds 

of 55,000 rpm significant material deposition occurred in the cut groove and on the 

tools rake face. This phenomenon is attributed to the buildup of frictional heat, 

subsequent material softening and further adhesion. The cutting forces recorded 

supported this conclusion as they fell sharply at speeds above 55,000 rpm. At high 

tool speeds, material adhesion caused significant damage in the form of groove 

clogging and edge damage.

Feed rate played a more significant role than speed with regard to surface damage at 

the levels chosen. At feeds less than 1.5mm/s, cut surface damage was due to thermal 

difficulties similar to those reported for high speeds. The transverse movement of the 

tool was not sufficient to prevent material softening and adhesion to the cut walls and 

tool. At higher feed rates, cut walls suffered from burrs that were classified as wall 

burrs in this work. These burrs occur as a result of the tool failing to remove the chip 

from the groove exit surface. Burrs of this type were accompanied by undulations on 

the cut surface which could be attributed to cutting vibrations induced by higher feeds.

Depths of cut above 0.8mm proved to be detrimental to the cut quality as the 

prevalence of all four damage mechanisms increased. Problems associated with 

increased material removal at higher depths of cut and heat buildup contributed to 

material damage. The straight cutting edge on the tools rake face was also found to 

perform poorly when generating groove edges.

Cutting forces increased as either the feed or depth of cut was increased, this was 

attributed to elevated chip sizes. A similar outcome was found with speed with smaller
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chip size resulting in decreasing forces; however, speed increases beyond 55,000 rpm 

resulted in a noticeable reduction in machining forces. It is reasoned that this is due to 

a drop in the materials elastic modulus due to the increasing temperatures in the 

cutting zone at elevated speeds.

Geometry was most significantly influenced by the depth of cut selected. This was due 

to the curved geometry of the cutting edge of the rake race. Throughout machining, 

cut width was approximately 10%-15% larger than that predicted from tool geometry. 

The only exception to this when machining at high speeds, at speeds above 60,000 

rpm, milled grooves were only 5.1% larger than those predicted. The smaller 

geometry was due to the workpieces tendency to soften at high speed thus 

experiencing more deformations and subsequent recovery during machining.

5.12 Identification of a stable machining envelope 
The study of each factors influence on machining performance has yielded 

information on the behaviour of the material under a wide range of machining 

conditions. To maximise machining performance, the parameters must be maintained 

at those levels which promote good cut surface quality. To facilitate this study, surface 

response plots are employed. Surface response plots are useful in the analysis of 

problems in which the response of interest is influenced by several variables and the 

objective is to optimise this response. Factors of interest were the feed, speed, and 

depth of cut. Again the responses of interest are the cut quality, the cutting forces, and 

the geometry of cut.

Due to the prohibitive nature of a large number of design points, each factor was fixed 

at one of three levels. These levels were selected around ideal values that maximised 

cut quality based on previous experimental work. Feed, speed, and depth of cut were 

each set to one of three levels, these are shown in Table 5.15. This experimental 

configuration generated 27 design points, five replicates at each design point which 

were then averaged. Tests were conducted in a randomised order for statistical 

purposes.
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Fable 5.15: Surface response factor level settings
Factor Level 1 Level 2 Level 3
Speed 30,000 rpm 35,000 rpm 40,000 rpm
Feed 3mm/s 3.5mm/s 4mm/s
Depth of cut 0.5mm 0.6mm 0.7mm

Results are presented by means of 3D surface plots, in each case the feed and speed 

vary in the x and y axis with the z axis representing the response of interest. The 

significance of depth of cut can be observed through examination of the graphs across 

the page with depth of cut increasing from left to right. A full breakdown of results in 

tabularised form is presented in Appendix 7.

Surface finish

Initially the influence of machining parameters on surface finish was examined. 

Figure 5.44 presents the cumulative damage as feed, speed, and depth of cut are 

altered. The cumulative damage plot reveals that the defects were kept below 2.5% 

regardless of the combination of feed, speed, and depth of cut levels selected. These 

results are substantially better than those seen when machining parameters fell outside 

of this envelope in previous tests. An increase in cumulative damage was seen with 

increasing depths of cut. This matches previous experimental results which found 

increasing depths of cut produced a greater degree of damage due to higher material 

removal rates.

At each depth of cut, lower speeds appeared to be beneficial in limiting damage. For 

depths of cut of 0.5mm and 0.6mm, the combination of low speeds and feeds 

produced the optimum outcome. At a depth of cut of 0.7mm, increasing the feed to 

4mm/s while speed is low produced the best response. From the results obtained, the 

optimum settings of the three parameters were measured to be - speed: 30,000 rpm, 

feed: 3mm/s, and depth of cut: 0.5mm
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Forces

Figure 5.45(a&b) present forces in the normal and feed directions respectively as the 

three cutting parameters were altered. Increasing the depth of cut increased the 

average cutting forces obtained in both the feed and normal direction. No clear 

relationship is evident between feed and speed on the cutting forces. At each depth of 

cut. minimum cutting forces were obtained at the low levels of speed and feed. The 

groove geometry and thrust forces did not show significant variation across the factor 

levels selected. Therefore, they are not presented here but can be found in tabularised 

form in Appendix 7.

5.13 Chapter summary

Phase 1: Factorial design/screening

All five of the variables studied exhibited an influence on the cutting metrics to some 

degree. The provision of cutting fluid proved to be crucial in achieving satisfactory 

cutting performance. When machining in the presence of water, the depth of cut was 

the most influential factor governing surface finish, cutting forces and geometry. 

Depositing and groove clogging are promoted under conditions that elevate the 

temperature such a high speeds and depths of cut. Machining in a waterbath at 

reduced temperatures was found to improve both the cut quality and predictability. 

The parameters were therefore fixed for the remainder of the experimental work. 

Feed, speed, and depth of cut were shown be worth of further investigation.

Phase 2: Key parameter study

The feed, speed, and depth of cut were examined at an extensive range of levels in 

subsection 2. Feed was found to be the most important factor influencing surface 

finish. At low levels, the polymer exhibited thermal damage due to the ratio of tool 

rotational speed to feed rate being too low. This scenario resulted in the adhesion of 

debris material to cut walls. At higher feeds, burrs were generated on the side walls 

and exaggerated material deformations were evident. Suboptimal settings of rotational 

speed resulted in tearing of the machined edge at low levels and thermal damage at 

higher values. Larger settings of depth of cut produced deteriorating cut surfaces due 

to excesses of material deformations and thermal buildup.
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Cutting forces were chiefly influenced by the volume of material removed per 

revolution which is a function of feed, speed, and depth of cut. Forces were also found 

to decrease as tool speed became high, it was reasoned that this was due to elevated 

temperatures which induced a reduction in the workpieces elastic modulus. The 

groove width geometry of cut was mainly influenced by the selected depth of cut.

From the experiments undertaken, an operational window has been identified in which 

successful machining can be conducted. This assertion was confirmed by means of 

surface response plots which examined the surface finish and cutting forces within the 

selected operational envelope. Surface damage levels remained low throughout the 

operational envelope and cutting forces did not exhibit any significant unwanted 

variation. Performing machining in this zone will produce optimum cuts provided all 

other parameters such as sharp tooling and adequate cooling are met.
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Chapter 6

Investigation of tool wear in micromilling

6.1 Introduction
This chapter aims to explain and quantify the significance of tool wear on the 

performance of the milling operation. As discussed in the literature review section, 

any wear on the tool’s surface will have an influence on the quality and dimensional 

accuracy of the machined workpiece.

Worn tools were obtained from the industrial partner. Each of the tools had been worn 

during standard machining conditions and rejected for producing cuts that had 

deteriorated beyond acceptable levels. As with previous experimental investigations, 

the performance of the machining operation will be assessed through analysis of the 

surface finish, cutting forces, and geometrical accuracy.

6.2Categorisation of tool wear
Tool wear was categorised according to severity and location on the tools rake face. 

The three corners on the tools rake face were designated as A, B, and C. Figure 6.1 

shows the labelling adopted.

Leading edge

Figure 6.1: Designation of tool wear regions
Corner A is located at the juncture between the vertical and curved cutting edges, 

corner B is formed at the intersection between the curved cutting edge and the leading 

edge. Finally, corner C is established between the leading and clearance edge.
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Initially the array of worn tools were categorised by wear location through optical 

inspection. Tools displaying wear predominantly on only one of their corners were 

classified into categories A, B, or C according to wear location. From each of these 

classifications, three tools were selected that best represented the spread of tool wear. 

These were labelled 1, 2 or 3 according to wear severity with 3 being the most 

prominently worn. Figure 6.2 displays the three tools chosen under the C 

classification.

Cl C2 C3

Figure 6.2: Tool wear classification

As can be seen, the wear progresses in severity from left to right. Some rounding of 

the other corners is visible, unfortunately this is unavoidable due to the nature of wear 

progression during the machining cycle. Attempts were made to artificially wear the 

tools using both grinding and sand paper. Even at low feed rates, grinding proved too 

aggressive to achieve the desired wear patterns with repeated shearing at the shank of 

the tool occurring due to the size of the tool tip. Artificially wearing the corners with 

sand paper resulted in substantial wear along the surrounding edges which did not 

adequately replicate the wear profiles seen during normal service life.

6.3 Experimental methods
Machining was conducted using the protocols described in the materials and methods 

chapter. Feed and speed were set to 3mm/s and 30,000 rpm respectively with a depth 

of cut of 0.7mm used throughout. Each test required the selected tool to machine five 

grooves using the parameters outlined above, tests were performed twice thus giving 

ten replicated for each tool wear category. Tests were conducted in a randomised 

order for statistical purposes. Again, a waterbath was utilised to maintain temperature 

below 4°C, provide lubrication, and aid in chip removal.
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6.4 Analysis of the significance of wear location 

The following section presents the results obtained for each of the wear categories 

followed by a comparison with an unworn tool. Images of each tool are initially 

presented followed by surface finish, force and geometrical analysis. A full discussion 

of the significance of tool wear follows the results section.
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Wear region: A
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Figure 6.3: Wear at corner A. Assessment metrics; (a) Cutting force, (b) width of cut, (c) surface finish
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Inspection of the cut surface finish reveals that the most prevalent damage 

mechanisms seen when corner A is damaged are burr formation, chipping/tearing, and 

material deposition. As the severity of wear increases from tool A1 to A3, the 

percentage of cut edge that displays burrs rises from approximately 8% to 17%. A 

similar phenomenon is observed for chipping and tearing with damage rising from 

approximately 8% to 13% across the tools studied. Significant depositing is also seen 

throughout the tests. The abundance of depositing does not appear to be as closely 

related to the damage level seen at corner A as its value alternates from approximately 

11% at Al, 7% at A2 and back up to 12% at A3. Very little of the cuts observed 

displayed significant signs of clogging across any of the three tools.

It is difficult to establish a relationship between the extent of wear at corner A and the 

machining forces recorded during testing. Although maximum force values were 

recorded when using the most severely worn tool (A3), tool Al produced higher 

forces on average when compared to tool A2. Both feed and normal force was seen to 

increase as tool wear became more severe, normal force was approximately 8% larger 

than feed force throughout..

The average width appears to decrease as tool wear at corner A increases. Grooves 

machined using tool A3 are approximately 4% narrower than those achieved using 

tool Al under the same conditions.
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Wear region: B
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Figure 6.4: Wear at corner B. Assessment metrics; (a) Cutting force, (b) width of cut, (c) surface finish
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The principle damage mechanism observed when corner B of the tool displays wear is 

depositing on the side walls and base of the machined groove. The percentage of 

depositing seen is approximately 35% for tools B1 and B2. The excessive tool wear 

evident on tool B3 at both corner B and the curved cutting edge result in the 

percentage of depositing observed on the cut surface rising to 65% when using this 

tool. Tool B3 also produced increased defects in the other three categories with 

approximately 10-20% of the cut grooves displaying burrs, chipping/tearing and 

clogging. The cumulative damage metric demonstrates that no sections of the groove 

cut using tool B3 were found to be defect free.

An increase in cutting forces is observed as tool wear severity increases from tool B1 

to B3, Feed force increases from 3.9N for tool B1 to 7.6N when machining using tool 

B3. Normal forces remain approximately 10% greater than feed forces throughout 

with thrust forces increasing from I.IN to 2.2N across the tool sample set.

Tool B3 also produces a groove with significantly reduced dimensions, average 

groove widths are lower than those achieved when milling using tools B1 and B2.
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Wear region: C
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Figure 6.5: Wear at corner C. Assessment metrics; (a) Cutting force, (b) width of cut, (c) surface finish
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As with damage at corner B, the main contributor to surface damage appears to be 

material deposition along the side walls of the machined grooves. The percentage of 

chipping/tearing and burr formation observed was consistently below 10% across the 

three tools examined. Clogging was not observed during machining when using tools 

C1-C3. An increase in material deposition was noted as wear increased at corner C. 

The percentage of material deposition rose from 14.0% for tool Cl to 28.0% for tool 

C2 then to 58.0% for tool C3.

Wear at corner C does not appear to have an influence on the cutting forces recorded 

during machining. Normal force was again the largest component varying between 

4.7N and 4.8N, feed force was approximately 8% smaller across the range of tests. 

Thrust forces remained low throughout at circa l.ON. As with cutting forces, no clear 

link is evident between wear at comer C and the geometry of cut with recorded widths 

remaining similar across the three wear levels.
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Figure 6.6: New tools. Assessment metrics; (a) Cutting force, (b) width of cut, (c) surface finish
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Machining with either of the new unworn tool samples substantially reduces both the 

surfaee damage and cutting forces produced during machining. The results obtained 

correlate well with those seen when cutting parameters were optimised in subsection 2 

of results. A smaller standard deviation is also apparent when using new tools 

indicating that cutting is being performed in a more predictable and therefore 

repeatable manner. Cumulative damage remained below 7% for both tools with 

average forces of 1.1 N, 3.3N, and 3.IN seen in the thrust, normal, and feed directions 

respectively. Cut widths were found to be 1022pm on average which is 53pm greater 

than those obtained when machining with worn tools.

6.4.1 Discussion

Wear on any of the three corners of the rake face of the tool significantly influences 

the cutting performance during machining. The average eumulative damage produced 

on the cut surface by the range of worn tools was 42.6%, this compares with 5.3% of 

the cut exhibiting damage when new unworn tools are employed under the same 

machining conditions. Table 6.1 presents a comparison between new and worn tools.

Assessment metric
New tools

Average SD

Worn tools

.Average SD

Burr 1,6% 0.6 8.9% 4.1

Surface Tearing/chipping 1.8% 0.9 7.3%o 3.2
finish Deposits 1.9% 1.0 24.9% 18.1

Clogging 0% -- 1.5% 3.7

Thrust TIN 0.11 1.3N 0.4

Force Normal 3.3N 0.14 4.8N 1.6

Feed 3.IN 0.20 4.6N 1.2

Geometry Width 1022.4pm 7.4 968.8 pm 17.2

Table 6.1 shows that the cutting performance is significantly influenced by tool wear. 

Observation of the assessment metrics shows that all surface finish damage types are 

increased when tool wear is present. Cutting forces were approximately 45% higher 

on average in the normal and feed directions when tool wear is present. The width of 

cut was found to be reduced by an average of 5.2% when worn tools were used.

The best performing worn tool in terms of surface finish was Cl which displayed wear
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predominantly in corner C as well as some rounding at corner B. Despite 

outperforming the other worn tools, tool Cl still generated a cumulative damage 

percentage of 24.6%. Tools B3 machined grooves that exhibited damage along the 

entirety of their length. The forces recorded when milling with this tool was also the 

highest seen throughout testing.

The predominant form of damage seen when using worn tools is depositing, both on 

the side walls and along the base of the machined grooves. The only exception to this 

are tools A2&3 which display more tearing/chipping and burr formation. Some of the 

worn tools produce consistent damage patterns that are not seen when machining with 

new tools. A worn tool sample which exhibited damage on both corners B and C 

produced the machined groove shown in Figure 6.7.

Cut wall 

Groove Base 

Top surface

Figure 6.7: Depositing along base of groove

While the rest of the cut surface remains relatively defect free, damage is observed 

along the base of the groove due to depositing. The tools altered geometry interferes 

with the chip formation mechanism. The damage on the leading cutting edge resulted 

in material deformation, rough surfaces and fissures at the base of the cut groove.

As wear increases at any of the corners of the tool, the recorded damage also 

increases. Corner A appears to influence the quality of the top edge of the cut groove 

as both burr formation and tearing/chipping are more prevalent when wear is greater 

in this region. A similar link can be drawn between damage at comer B and the 

percentage of deposits seen along both the groove wall and base. Damage along the 

curved cutting edge also leads to other problems such as swarf buildup on the tool, 

this effectively insulates the tool which can induce higher temperatures and resultant 

groove clogging and thermal damage.
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6.5 Quantification of the influence of tool wear 

The previous section ordered tools by the severity of wear based on a subjective 

judgement made by the author. A better comparison can be drawn by attempting to 

quantitatively assess wear at each comer of every tool. This can be done using ImageJ 

image processing software. The process steps are as follows: the required image is 

loaded, a wire silhouette frame of an unworn tool is placed over the image and 

converted to 8bit with the desired corner cropped. The resulting brightness image is 

then converted to a binary image by selection of threshold values from the image 

histogram. Pixels brighter than the selected threshold value are converted to pure 

white (255). Pixels darker than the selected value are converted to pure black (0) 

[194]. Regions of wear can then be selected and the pixels summed to give an estimate 

of the area using a histogram. Finally a scaling factor is applied to convert the pixel 

area into microns. Figure 6.8 displays an outline of this process diagrammatically. 

This process was applied to each corner of every sample tool.

Image loaded
T

^

lJ
Thresholding

T

4
Remove background

Pixel count via 
y histogram

Figure 6.8: Image processing technique to calculate wear region area 

For this series of tests, the sample set of worn tools was expanded to 42, tools that 

displayed wear on one, two, or three of their corners were included. The same testing 

procedure was followed as outlined in the experimental methods (section 6.3).A full 

breakdown of results is presented in Appendix 8. Wear was found to be greatest at
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corner B of the tool followed by C then A.

The use of this method facilitates the analysis of the influence of wear at each comer. 

Two limitations of this approach must be mentioned, no account of the type of wear is 

made, it is entirely possible that corner and edge chipping have a much more 

significant influence on surface finish than corner rounding or vice versa. As no 

attempt is made to include the configuration of wear in the metric, two tools 

displaying different wear types may produce similar results with regard to wear area. 

Figure 6.9 illustrates this limitation.

(a) (b)
Figure 6.9: Tools displaying damage at comer B. (a) Chipping, (b) rounding

The tools shown in Figure 6.9(a&b) display two different forms of edge wear, the tool

in Figure 6.9(b) looks to have been worn in a gradual way during machining as

corners are rounded. The tool shown in Figure 6.9(a) appears to have undergone a

more sudden wear mechanism as the geometry displays evidence of a fracture.

Despite this difference in the mechanism of wear, the measurement strategy results in

the two tools producing approximately similar area results when analysed.

A second limitation is that it may be invalid to simply attribute surface damage to the 

wear seen at one corner, a combination of the wear on corners and cutting edges may 

lead to surface damage. Often greater wear at one comer is mirrored in the other two 

corners. In these instances, the increased surface damage or forces may be as a result 

of the combination of the wear at all three comers rather than one. This is especially 

true for corner C as wear in this region is almost invariably accompanied by some 

degree of damage elsewhere on the tool.
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6.5.1 Relationship between tool wear and surface finish 

At the depth of cut selected, the edge of the machined groove is formed as the curved 

cutting edge of the tool creates an intersection between the top surface of the 

workpiece and the newly machined groove wall. Corner A is primarily involved in the 

creation of this juncture, Figure 6.10 shows this.

Dqjth of cut

Area influence by tool wear 
Acrvsof

Base material

Centre of rotation

Figure 6.10: Schematic of the interaction between comer A and the top edge of the workpiece 

Figure 6.11 displays the relationships between damage at corner A and the percentage 

of burr formation.
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Figure 6.11: Relationship between wear area at corner A and the percentage of burr formation. Note: 
points marked with blue squares removed from linear fit

Figure 6.11 illustrates the relationship between damage at corner A and the percentage

of burr formation at low levels of tool wear. Burr formation increases with greater

wear at corner A of the tool. A simple linear trend line is fitted to the data with the two

outliers highlighted in the figure excluded from the computation as they displayed

high levels of wear. Insufficient data is present around these points to make explicit

statements on the prevalence of edge damage at greater wear levels. The linear fit is

intended to demonstrate the relationship between edge damage and the degree of wear

at corner A, it is not intended to model the data. Appraisal of wear was performed by

calculating the area of corner damage on the tools rake face, no account is taken of the

type of wear, its shape, or volume. The percentage of burr formation is likely to be a

function of all of these factors. The data indicated that the percentage of burr

formation increases with higher levels of wear at corner A; however, the relationship

is complex and cannot be modelled using a simple linear regression.

The same analysis can be drawn between wear at corner A and tearing/chipping, and 

wear at corner B and the percentage of material deposition. These relationships are 

shown in Figure 6.12 and Figure 6.13 respectively.
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Figure 6.12: Relationship between damage at corner A and the percentage of tearing and chipping. 
Note: points marked with red squares removed from linear fit

Damage at 11 (pm ) \ 10

Figure 6.13: Relationship between wear area at corner B and the percentage of depositing. Note: points 
marked with red squares removed from linear fit
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Linear trend lines are again fitted to the data with the two outliers removed. The same 

caveats apply to the trend line fitted to the data, it is intended to give an indication of 

behaviour not model the relationship between the two variables. It can be seen that 

increasing wear at corner A results in a greater prevalence of tearing and chipping 

along the cut periphery. Likewise, material deposition is more frequently observed as 

wear increases at corner B. Figure 6.14 demonstrates the significance of wear at 

corner B in the generation of machined groove walls.

Depth of cut
Acre so f

Base material

Centre of rotation

Figure 6.14: Schematic of the interaction between corner B and the machined groove wall 

Any damage along the curved cutting edge will interfere with the chip formation 

mechanism. Disruptions to cutting at the tool-chip interface result in higher 

temperatures and therefore material deposition. Greater degrees of damage were 

observed on the Acrysof groove wall even when the wear at corner B was completely 

submerged into the base material. This indicates that a change in the entirety of the 

cutting zone has occurred rather than just at the areas exhibiting wear. Employing 

elevated depths of cut to account for wear at corner B may not therefore be a viable 

strategy in the management of edge damage.

No clear link has been drawn between the wear observed at corner C and any of the 

damage mechanisms chosen. It should be noted that wear is not seen solely at corner 

C, instead it is always accompanied by damage at the other corners. This makes the 

study of the influence wear at region C difficult at it is confounded by damage in other 

areas. It is likely to influence the cutting performance but its extent of is not sufficient 

to observe under these testing conditions.
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The analysis has demonstrated that at low levels of tool wear the surface damage type 

and prevalence is a function of both tool wear and location. Increasing tool wear 

produced diminishing cut performance with wear at corner A resulting in a greater 

percentage of edge defects and wear at corner B contributing to a higher percentage of 

material deposition. To establish a more formal relationship between tool wear and 

damage, the inclusion of a more detailed analysis of wear is required.

6.5.1 Relationship between tool wear and cutting forces 

The relationship between cutting forces and tool wear has been studied extensively 

[164, 187, 190]. Force has proven to be one of the most important signals in the 

provision of information on cutting conditions and the most effective for tool wear 

monitoring [232]. The significance of tool wear on cutting forces was discussed 

extensively in the literature review section. In short, cutting forces normally rise with 

increases in tool wear. Flank wear and chipping almost invariably increase the cutting 

forces due to increases rubbing forces. Crater wear may, however, under certain 

circumstances, reduce forces by effectively increasing the rake angle of the tool. 

[232].

The estimation of tool wear from force is not a simple task [233]. Applying the same 

metrics of assessment as in the previous section facilitates the examination of the 

relationship between wear and cutting forces. Figure 6.15 presents the influence of 

total wear on the absolute cutting forces recorded.
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Thrust force
Y=6*10*’*x+I.02
R^=0.60

Normal force
Y=2*l0'’*x+4.09
R’=0.79

Feed force
Y=2*IO'’*x+3.77
R^=0.87

Figure 6.15: Relationship between total tool wear and cutting force 

The outliers in the data again skew the linear models. There is insufficient data

available at moderate to high total wear levels to support statements on the 

relationship between variables. When the analysis was repeated with the outliers 

removed it failed to exhibit a clear correlation between total wear levels and the 

cutting forces recorded in any orientation. Further examination of the relationship 

between wear at each comer and cutting forces yielded similar results with no clear 

links established.

Machining forces were shown to be higher on average when worn tools were 

employed during machining. No clear relationship has been established between the 

severity of wear and the cutting forces obtained however. Further work may establish 

a better link between the two variables. The poor surfaces that worn tools produce 

limit the practicalities of pursuing such an avenue for this application.

6.5.2 Relationship between tool wear and geometry of cut 

The observation that tools displaying wear produced narrower cut widths on average 

was made earlier. On further inspection, it was found that the wear at corner A had the 

most notable correlation to the width of cut. Figure 6.16 presents the relationship 

graphically.
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Figure 6.16: Relationship between damage at A and width of cut 
From the results obtained, it is evident that increases in wear at corner A produces

narrower cut grooves. As was observed with edge finish, damage at corner A has a 

detrimental impact on the generation of the top edge of the groove. Increased 

deformations during machining are evident as both burr formation and 

tearing/chipping are increased as the wear increases at corner A. Elastic recovery 

facilitated by greater deformations and cutting temperatures result in narrower cut 

grooves.

6.6 Chapter summary

This chapter examined the significance of tool wear during micromachining. Wear on 

the tools rake face had a clear and detrimental impact on the quality of cut achieved 

during machining. A method of quantifiably measuring tool wear on the rake face was 

presented to facilitate analysis of the previous observations. At low levels of tool 

wear, greater wear at corner A resulted in increasing burr formation and edge tearing, 

with damage at corner B contributing to increased material deposition. No clear 

relationship was found between corner C and the surface finish generated.

Elevated cutting forces were observed when worn tools were employed in comparison 

with new tools. No relationship was identified between the area of the wear and the 

cutting forces recorded however.



Increased wear at corner A resulted in narrower cuts on average, it was reasoned that 

the chip formation mechanism is significantly influenced by wear at corner A leading 

to poor cut quality, elevated temperature, more material deformation and recovery 

therefore narrower cuts.
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Chapter 7 

Conclusions

7.1 Introduction
The ability to micromachine geometries having high dimensional accuracies free from 

surface defects is key in the production of many components utilised in biomedical 

applications. The intrinsic material properties such as often low elastic modulus and 

poor thermal characteristics can make the manufacture of polymer components 

extremely challenging. These properties require the development of machining 

solutions that directly address the challenges relating to polymer machining rather 

than the modification of strategies employed when dealing with metals. The scales 

involved pose a secondary challenge in this instance, with tool diameters less than 

1mm and edge defects of the order of tens of microns, the machining and subsequent 

inspection of cut profiles is extremely challenging.

This study deals with the challenges associated with milling polymers at this scale by 

pursuing a structured and empirical approach and through the development of a 

system of metrics capable of quantitatively assessing the cutting performance. 

Following this approach facilitated the evaluation of polymer machining outcomes 

and a comparison to the current reported state of the art knowledge to be made. The 

analysis of cutting force and machined geometries provided insight into the material 

behaviour during machining. Through careful consideration of the significance of 

each parameter and their interrelationships a stable operational window has been 

identified enabling the micromilling of polymer geometries displaying acceptable 

surface characteristics.

The research objectives outlined in Chapter 1 identified the development of a 

measurement chain, the characterisation of the process, the examination of process 

parameters, and the significance of tool wear as key in the work. Each of these 

objectives will now be discussed.
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7.2 Testing apparatus and quantitative assessment of results
To facilitate this work, a test rig capable of adequately fixing and cooling samples as 

well as recording cutting forces during micromachining was developed. The testing 

apparatus was selected to be of a high enough specification so that any deviations in 

the observed measurement metrics could be attributed to tooling and material 

interactions and not machine instabilities. A force signal measurement chain and 

structured methodology for quantifying damage type and cut geometries were 

presented. This methodology was validated through statistical analysis techniques. 

The investigation also confirmed that the specimen handling methodology was 

sufficiently consistent to limit significant workpiece to workpiece variation.

7.3 Micromilling process characterisation
One of the challenges encountered in this work were the scales involved during 

machining. Small tool diameters and depths of cut as well as an unconventional tool 

design made the visualisation and understanding of the process difficult. The problem 

was addressed through the creation of schematic representations of the tool-workpiece 

engagement during machining. From these representations, the quantification of key 

cutting variables such as the chip thickness and tool velocity took place. Theoretical 

chip thickness was shown to be a function of tool position, rotational speed and feed 

rate during machining. Peripheral tool velocity varied along the cutting edge of the 

tool due to its geometry. At a typical cutting speed of 50,000 rpm, the peripheral 

velocity along the cutting edge increases from l.l3m/s to 2.39m/s. Selection of depth 

of cut is therefore key as it determines the tool speed profile along the cut surface.

Through scrutiny of the cutting forces, engagement and disengagement of the tool 

could clearly be seen with a steady state cutting condition being identified. Force 

signals in all three orientations were found to be sinusoidal with moving average 

values equating well to those predicted from instrumental setup. A good correlation 

was identified between the sinusoidal nature of the signals and the tool speed through 

analysis on the frequency domain. Through a combination of schematic visualisation 

of the micromachining process and examination of recorded force signals, a clearer 

understanding of machining was demonstrated. Forces also served as an indicator of
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inadequate workpiece clamping during micromachining. Process instabilities were 

clearly identifiable through a low frequency component that was observable in both 

the time and frequency domain. Frequencies of this order were attributed to v ibrations 

in the system. Upon their occurrence, corrective steps were taken to secure the 

workpiece correctly.

The various surface defects encountered were classified and explained through close 

examination of the cutting mechanisms and comparisons to current knowledge in both 

metal and polymer micromachining. Damage was categorised into one of four types 

dependent on its fundamental characteristics, namely: burr formation, edge 

tearing/chipping, material deposition, and clogging. The division of damage types in 

this manner facilitated the analysis of cut geometries in a structured and scientific 

manner during the remainder of the work.

FTIR analysis was employed in order to assess the nature of the cut material during 

the machining operation. Analysis for both the deposited material and bulk workpiece 

material produced virtually identical spectra. This indicated not only that they were 

the same material, but that the produced swarf did not undergo any elemental 

alterations during machining. This test demonstrated that the material had not 

undergone sufficient thermal damage to degrade its molecular structure during 

machining.

7.4 The influence of machining conditions 
A full factorial design was initially employed to examine the role of process variables 

during micromachining. Structuring experimentation in this manner maximised the 

extraction of information during testing. Feed, speed, depth of cut, workpiece 

temperature and the influence of cutting fluid were treated as variables in the analysis, 

each was examined at two levels during testing. All five of the factors studied 

exhibited an influence on the cutting metrics to some degree. The provision of cutting 

fluid proved essential in the achievement of satisfactory milling performance. When 

machining with cutting fluid present, the depth of cut was the most influential factor 

governing surface finish, cutting forces and geometry at the levels chosen. Both 

deposition of material on the cut surface and groove clogging were promoted under
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conditions that elevated the cutting temperature such as high speeds and greater depths 

of cut. Micromilling performance was found to be improved and more stable when 

waterbath temperatures were kept below the material’s glass transition temperature. 

For this reason, a chilled waterbath was utilised in the remainder of the experimental 

work. Feed, speed, and depth of cut were deemed to be worthy of further experimental 

investigation.

The results from the factorial design fed into the next phase of experimentation. Feed, 

speed and depth of cut were examined at a more extensive range of levels. Factors 

were studied in turn with all other parameters fixed at predetermined levels based on 

the outcomes from the factorial design. At the levels chosen, feed was found to be the 

most significant factor governing surface finish. At low levels, the polymer exhibited 

thermal damage due to the ratio of tool feed to rotational speed being too low. This 

relationship resulted in the adhesion of debris material to cut walls. At higher feeds, 

burrs were generated on the side walls and exaggerated material defonnations were 

evident. The selected rotational speed was also significant to machining outcomes, at 

speeds less than 30,000 rpm, tearing of the machined edge was evident. Beyond 

speeds of 55,000 rpm significant depositing and material adhesion occurred which 

indicated the presence of unwanted thermal influences. Increased depths of cut proved 

detrimental to cut surfaces due to excessive material deformations and thermal build

up.

Cutting forces were chiefly influenced by the volume of material removed per 

revolution which is a function of feed, speed, and depth of cut. As with conventional 

machining operations, cutting forces rose with increasing material removal rates. At 

elevated tool rotational speeds, the cutting forces were found to decrease markedly. 

This decrease was greater than could reasonably be expected from the smaller chip 

size. It was reasoned that the higher tool speed increased temperature in the cutting 

zone which in turn reduced the materials elastic modulus and therefore the required 

cutting forces. This observation was consistent with a number of reports in academic 

literature [77, 99]. Groove width geometry was most significantly influenced by the 

depth of cut employed during machining. This was due to the curved geometry of the 

leading edge of the rake face. Throughout machining, cut widths remained
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approximately 10% greater than those predicted from tool geometry. The only 

exception to this when machining at high speeds. Beyond 60,000 rpm, milled grooves 

were only 5.1% larger than those predicted from theory. The smaller geometry was 

due to the workpieces tendency to soften at high speed thus experiencing more 

deformations and subsequent recovery during machining.

The correlation between cutting force metrics and micromilled surface characteristics 

proved to be of limited success. A clear step change in machining performance with 

regard to surface finish was observed between cutting with and without cutting fluid. 

The percentage of cut surface exhibiting defects was distinctly reduced when 

machining was performed whilst utilising cutting fluid. This change was not reflected 

by the cutting force signals however. Cutting forces appear to be responsive to factor 

levels rather that the occurrence of defects. The analysis of cutting forces proved 

useful in another regard, as speed was increased beyond a critical value the cutting 

forces dropped off notably. This drop in forces was accompanied by a greater degree 

of damage which could be attributed to elevated temperatures in the cutting zone. 

Both the nature of the surface damage and the drop in cutting forces proved that 

increased temperatures led to a change in material behaviour during cutting. The 

increased temperatures promoted damage due to thermal effects, namely depositing, 

and produced a drop in the material modulus and subsequently lower cutting forces. 

Therefore, although the cutting force may not be directly relatable to surface finish, it 

can serve as an indicator to material state and behaviour.

Through study of the influence of cutting parameters on material behaviour and 

cutting outcomes, an operational envelope was identified in which successful 

machining could be conducted. This envelope has boundaries of 3mm/s to 4mm/s for 

feed, 30,000 rpm to 40,000 rpm for speed, and 0.5mm to 0.7mm for depth of cut. 

Machining performance is maximised when performed in a waterbath chilled to 4°C. 

This assertion was confirmed by means of surface response plots which examined the 

surface characteristics and cutting forces within the selected operational envelope. 

Surface damage levels remained low within the operational envelope and cutting 

forces and geometries displayed stability. Conducting machining inside the identified 

operational envelope will produce the peak cutting performance provided all other
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accompanying requirements are met such as adequate cooling and unworn tooling.

7.5 Examination of the significance of tool wear 

The tool wear phenomenon has a major influence of machining efficiency, cutting 

zone temperatures, surface roughness and geometric features. Compared to 

conventional machining, different challenges are encountered in the identification of 

tool conditions in micromachining. Small changes that occur during micromachining 

as a result of tool wear are not easily observed due to reduced dimensions and greater 

signal to noise ratios.

A method to quantifiably assess wear on the rake face of the tool was presented. It 

was demonstrated that wear on the tools rake face had a clear and detrimental impact 

on the cut surface characteristics. The experimental evidence gathered suggested a 

link between the location of wear and the occurrence of various defect types. Wear at 

corner A on the rake face led to a greater degree of burr formation and 

tearing/chipping along the cut edge. Recorded grooves were narrower when the tool 

displays wear at corner A. Wear at comer B resulted in a greater prevalence of 

material deposition on cut surfaces. Tool wear severity was shown to be influential on 

the prevalence of various defects with greater wear area producing increased damage.

It is clear that tool wear has an adverse effect on micromachined surface 

characteristics. This is an obvious conclusion but the testing campaign highlighted the 

stark influence tool wear has on cutting performance. Tool wear is vitally important in 

this application and should be carefully controlled to maximise cut quality.

Cutting forces were shown to be higher on average when micromachining using worn 

tools. No clear relationship was established between increased wear levels and the 

recorded cutting forces. Further work could potentially identify a formal link. 

However, the scale of the recorded cutting forces may prove prohibitive in this 

pursuit. Nevertheless, the higher cutting forces that result at the onset of tool wear can 

be used as an early indicator of potential surface damage.
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7.6 Concluding remarks

Machining polymers on a microscale is a challenging task, the effort is hampered by 

changeable material properties and the problems associated with scaling. This work 

addressed the challenges through structured empirical research and careful analysis of 

the cutting conditions and process outcomes. An experimental rig and measurement 

chain sophisticated enough to facilitate testing and analysis has been developed and 

statistically verified.

Through the use of a full factorial design, the influence of coolant and environmental 

temperature has been demonstrated. Feed, speed and depth of cut were identified as 

key factors in surface finish, cutting forces, and machined geometries. Each of these 

parameters was examined in turn in greater detail. Machining conditions that promote 

heat buildup such as high speeds and low feeds were shown to be detrimental to 

cutting performance due to the adhesive mature of the material. Excessive feed 

resulted in increased material deformation which created large burrs on machined 

peripheries. Through analysis of the parameter study, a stable operational envelope 

was identified in which surface finish was maximised and cutting forces stabilised. 

This assertion was confirmed by means of a surface response plot.

Wear on the tool’s rake face was shown to have an adverse impact on cut surface 

characteristics. Both the location and severity of wear was found to be significant in 

the form of surface defect and its prevalence. It was demonstrated that machining with 

tools displaying even small degrees of wear was deleterious to the cutting 

performance in terms of surface finish. Analysis of cutting forces proved beneficial in 

this regard as higher forces were observed when machining with worn tools. This 

outcome may prove extremely useful in subsequent work relating to tool wear 

detection and compensation.

The goal of the work is to advance the fundamental knowledge of cutting mechanisms 

in polymer micromachining through analysis of surfaces characteristics and cutting 

performance metrics during micromilling. The results shown in this thesis highlighted 

the challenges involved in machining polymers at a microscale. Through analysis of 

material behaviour and machining performance, the formation mechanisms of each of 

the various defect types encountered has been explained. From this analysis, a stable
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operational envelope has been identified to maximise machining performance. The 

control of tool wear is key in achieving good machining outcomes. Cutting forces 

have been shown to be beneficial in the detection of tool wear and served as an 

excellent indication of material behaviour during micromachining.

7.7 Recommendations for future work

Areas of further work envisaged are:

• Examination of cutting zone temperature

• The implementation of a novel cooling strategy

• Tool geometry and path optimisation

The significance of cutting zone temperature has been demonstrated in this work. 

Under poorly chosen combinations of feed and speed; increased temperatures cause 

significant damage along the micromilled grooves due to material deposition and 

eventual clogging. The combination of poor workpiece thermal conductivity and high 

tool speeds exacerbate the problem of heat build-up. Development of a system to 

monitor or predict cutting zone temperatures would be highly beneficial to the 

understanding of the micromilling process. This task is extremely challenging in this 

instance however due to the scale and nature of machining. The diminished size and 

high speeds of the tool coupled with transverse movement exclude many thermal 

monitoring approaches. Cutting fluid presence also restricts the use of many optical 

techniques. Analytical approaches to temperature modelling are difficult to apply to 

milling due to the interrupted cutting process and the varied chip thickness [234], The 

limited work in regard to polymer modelling may also significantly hinder this 

approach.

Cooling is often a requirement when a polymer material possesses a glass transition 

temperature below room temperature. The application of dry ice or cryogenic cooling 

can enable stable and more efficient cutting performances in this instance [79, 83, 93, 

119, 125, 235]. Although the cooling methodologies employed in this application 

proved sufficient to enable successful machining, the implementation of a novel 

cooling strategy could facilitate the use of more aggressive machining strategies. Feed
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and speed could be increased to reduce cycle times without the unwanted 

accompanying heat build-up.

The optimisation of tool design has received much attention in various machining 

strategies, with Kobayashi conducting early work in this regard when dealing with 

polymers [6, 60]. Tool geometry alterations have been shown to produce a reduction 

in cut surface defects during machining [105, 236]. The tool in this work is rather 

simplistic and possesses no geometrical features to aid in the removal of chips or 

suppress the formation of burr. Redesign of the tool geometry may prove beneficial in 

producing a more consistent and successful cutting regime. Again, the difficulties 

associated with modelling the tool-workpiece relationship during high speed cutting at 

this scale are likely to represent a significant obstacle to progress.

Machined surface characteristics were found to be highly influenced by the machining 

condition that formed them, either; up or down-cut milling. Up-milling was 

demonstrated to produce better cut surfaces on average. Adjusting the tool path profile 

so that the periphery of the component is machined through an up-milling mechanism 

would be expected to improve cut surfaces. This could be achieved through multiple 

passes of a smaller diameter tool or through manipulation of the spindle orientation 

during machining.
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Appendix 1

Terminology in cutting operations
The terminology used to describe the process is dependent on the cutting operation 

utilised. Figure AI.l displays schematic illustrations of; an orthogonal cutting 

operation (a&b), a turning operation (b&c), and an end milling process (c&d).

Tool

Rake angle 
Flank 
Relief or 
clearance 
angle

Shear angle

Chuck

(d)

Figure AI.l: Schematics of various cutting operations adapted from [74, 237]

Figure A 1.1 (a) displays a schematic of a typical orthogonal or 2-d cutting operation.
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Depth of cut in this instance is the penetration depth of the tool towards the bulk of the 

workpiece material, feed is the transverse movement of the tool across the face on the 

newly machined surface. Figure A 1.1(b) displays the forces acting on a cutting tool 

during orthogonal cutting. The cutting force (Fc) is orientated parallel to the feed 

direction with the tangential force (Ft) normal to this.

Figure A 1.1(c) displays a schematic illustration of a turning operation, showing depth 

of cut. d, and feed, f. Cutting speed is the surface speed of the workpiece at the tool 

tip. Note that feed in turning is equivalent to the depth of cut in orthogonal cutting, 

and the depth of cut in turning is equivalent to the width of cut in orthogonal cutting. 

Figure A 1.1(d) shows the Forces acting on a cutting tool in turning. Fc is the cutting 

force. Ft is the thrust or feed force (in the direction of feed), and Fr is the radial force 

that tends to push the tool away from the workpiece being machined.

Figure A 1.1(e) displays a schematic of an end milling operation. As with orthogonal 

cutting, the depth of cut represents the penetration depth of the tool toward the bulk of 

the workpiece material in the thrust direction. Feed rate represents the speed of the 

tool transverse in either the .x or y orientations. Speed in milling refers to the rotational 

speed of the tool. Cutting forces can be calculated from trigonometry of the plan view 

of the tool as shown in Figure A 1.1(f). In this orientation, the cutting forces are 

generally referred to as; tangential and normal. Alternatively, the xyz coordinate 

system can be adopted when defining cutting force directions; the z axis coincides 

with the thrust direction, along the rotating axis of the tool. The y axis corresponds to 

the tool feed direction, with the x axis perpendicular to this measuring the normal 

force or vice versa.
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Appendix 2

Calibration report Kistler force sensor type 9602
2.1 Materials used

1. Kistler force sensor type 9602 (with integrated charge amplifiers)

2. Oscilloscope

3. Calibrated weights

2.2 Calibration method

The force sensor is housed in a rig developed to facilitate the micromilling of polymer 

workpieces. Cutting forces were found not to exceed +/-20N in the feed and normal 

orientations and +/-I0N in the thrust orientation during trial cutting experiments. The 

xyz coordinate system was employed when defining cutting force directions. The z 

axis coincides with the thrust direction, along the rotating axis of the tool. The y axis 

corresponds to the tool feed direction, with the jc axis perpendicular to this measuring 

the normal force. From the expected forces, it was decided to calibrate the sensor 

using calibrated weights, applying force from 0 tol5N in the x and y axes, and from 0 

to ION in the z axis.

Before commencing calibration of each axis in each direction, the sensor was loaded 

with the maximum calibration load for that axis, and then completely unloaded, three 

times, in accordance with the best practice detailed in ISO 7500 [238].

The calibration steps were as follows:

_______________________________ Table A2.1: Calibration steps_______________________________
Orientation Load steps (g)________________________________________________
x,y 0, 25, 50, 100, 150, 200, 500, 750, 1000, 1500, 1000, 1500, 1000, 750,

_____________500, 200, 150, 100,50, 25,0_____________________________________
z 0, 25, 50, 100, 150, 200, 250, 500, 750, 1000, 750, 500, 250, 200, 150,

_____________ 100,50, 25,0_________________________________________________
These loads were applied in the positive and negative directions for the x and y axes,

and in the positive direction for the z axis. Before each loading cycle the sensor was
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reset so that the zero load output was at or close to 0 volts. After the data was 

collected the results were adjusted by subtracting the average of the zero states before 

and after unload, in order to produce graphs through the origin. The voltage output at 

each load was measured a minimum of 30 seconds after the application of the load in 

all cases, as mandated in ISO 7500.

2.3 Calibration results and discussion

X axis

The zeroed jc axis data is given in table A2.2.

Table A2.2: Results for x axis calibration
Mass (g) Force input (N) Load (mV) Unload (mV) Average (mV)

-1500 -14.72 -127.97 -127.97 -127.97
-1000 -9.81 -85,94 -85.94 -85.94
-750 -7.36 -64.23 -63.98 -64.11
-500 -4.91 -43.28 -42.27 -42.77
-200 -1.96 -17.68 -15.68 -16.68
-150 -1.47 -13.51 -11.49 -12.50
-100 -0.98 -9.80 -6.82 -8.31
-50 -0.49 -5.81 -2.00 -3.91
-25 -0.25 -4.32 0.22 -2.05

0 0.00 2.51 -2.51 0.00
25 0.25 4.28 -0,16 2.06
50 0.49 6.15 1.99 4.07
100 0.98 10.47 6.55 8.51
150 1.47 14.30 12.01 13.16
200 1.96 18.95 16.53 17.74
500 4.91 46.44 44.42 45.43
750 7.36 68.91 68.15 68.53
1000 9.81 91.89 91.38 91.63
1500 14.72 140.25 140.25 140.25

FSO'’
Max error^ 
Min error 
Max deviation 
Min deviation

140.25 mV
6.7854mV
-0.3875mV
4.838%FSO
-2.763%FSO

Full scale output - the maximum output minus the zero load output 
^ The maximum deviation of the zeroed load and unload data from the linear trendline shown in figure 
A2.1
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A plot of the output voltage against input force is shown in figure A2.1. A linear trend 

line through the origin gives a sensitivity of 9.0703 mV/N, which is less than the 

nominal 10 mV/N. A comparison of the applied force and the output force given by 

the aforementioned sensitivity is shown in figure A2.2.

Linear regression (a:)

200

y = 9.0703X 
R2 = 0.9983

20

Force (N)

Figure A2.1: x axis linear regression

Predicted versus real force (jc)
20

20

Input force (N)

Figure A2.2: x axis force comparison
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Y axis

The zeroed axis data is presented in table A2.3

Table A2.3: Results for y axis calibration

Mass (g) Force input (N) Load (mV) Unload (mV) Average (mV)
-1500 -14.72 -141.03 -141.03 -141.03
-1000 -9.81 -93.62 -93.92 -93.77
-750 -7.36 -70.60 -71.20 -70.90
-500 -4.91 -46.40 -46.70 -46.55
-200 -1.96 -18.69 -19.47 -19.08
-150 -1.47 -13.88 -14.78 -14.33
-100 -0.98 -9.28 -10.09 -9.68
-50 -0.49 -4.41 -5.57 -4.99
-25 -0.25 -1.78 -3.21 -2.50

0 0.00 -0.51 0.51 0.00
25 0.25 2.36 3.02 2.69
50 0.49 4.75 5.62 5.19
100 0.98 9.95 10.91 10.43
150 1.47 15.06 15.09 15.08
200 1.96 19.63 20.02 19.83
500 4.91 49.13 49.28 49.21
750 7.36 72.74 72.86 72.80
1000 9.81 95.45 95.51 95.48
1500 14.72 143.59 143.59 143.59

FSO
Max error 
Min error 
Max deviation 
Min deviation

143.59 mV 
1.710mV 
-0.2411 mV 
1.191%FSO 
-0.168%FSO

A plot of the output voltage against input force is shown in figure A2.3. A linear trend 

line through the origin gives a sensitivity of 9.6836mV/N, which is less than the 

nominal 10 mV/N. A comparison of the applied force and the output force given by 

the aforementioned sensitivity is shown in figure A2.4.
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Linear regression (y)

200

Force (N)

Figure A2.3; y axis liner regression

Predicted versus real force (y)
20

Input force (N)

Figure A2.4: y axis force comparison

y = 9.6836x 
R2 = 0.989

20

20
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Z axis

The zeroed Z axis data is presented in table A2.4.

Table A2.4: Results for z axis calibration

Mass (g) Force input (N) Load (mV) Unload (mV) Average (mV)
1000 9.81 46.58 46.58 46.58
750 7.36 34.15 36.18 35.16
500 4.91 22.47 24.50 23.49
250 2.45 11.08 12.52 11.80
200 1.96 9.00 10.42 9.71
150 1.47 6.56 8.31 7.44
100 0.98 4.28 5.47 4.87
50 0.49 1.13 3.41 2.27
25 0.25 -0.04 2.65 1.31
0 0.00 -1.23 1.23 0.00

FSO
Max error 
Min error 
Max deviation 
Min deviation

46.58 mV
0.4121mV
-0.2428mV
0.885%FSO
-0.5213%FSO

A plot of the output voltage against input force is shown in figure A2.5. A linear trend 

line through the origin gives a sensitivity of 4.7731 mV/N, which is less than the 

nominal 5 mV/N. A comparison of the applied force and the output force given by the 

aforementioned sensitivity is shown in figure A2.6.

Linear regression (z)
50.00

y = 4.773lx 
R2 = 0.9998

12.00
Force (N)

Figure A2.3: z axis liner regression
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50

Predicted versus real force (z)

Input force (N)
12.00

Figure A2.4: z axis force comparison

Hysteresis

Table A2.5 displays the hysteresis data obtained.

Table A2.5: Flysteresis data
X axis hysteresis y axis hysteresis z axis hysteresis

Input mass 
(g)

(mV) %FSO (mV) %FSO Input mass 
(g)

(mV) %FSO

-1500’ n/a n/a n/a n/a 1000 n/a n/a
-1000 0.00 0.00 0.30 0.21 750 -2.03 -4.36
-750 -0.25 -0.18 0.60 0.42 500 -2.03 -4.36
-500 -1.01 -0.72 0.30 0.21 250 -1.45 -3.11
-200 -1.99 -1.42 0.78 0.54 200 -1.42 -3.05
-150 -2.02 -1.44 0.90 0.62 150 -1.75 -3.76
-100 -2.98 -2.12 0.81 0.56 100 -1.19 -2.56
-50 -3.81 -2.72 1.17 0.81 50 -2.28 -4.90
-25 -4.55 -3.24 1.43 1.00 25 -2.69 -5.78
0 5.03 3.59 -1.02 -0.71 0 -2.46 -5.28

25 4.44 3.17 -0.66 -0.46
50 4.16 2.97 -0.87 -0.60
100 3.91 2.79 -0.96 -0.67
150 2.30 1.64 -0.03 -0.02
200 2.42 1.73 -0.39 -0.27
500 2.02 1.44 -0.15 -0.11
750 0.76 0.54 -0.12 -0.09
1000 0.50 0.36 -0.05 -0.04
1500 n/a n/a n/a n/a

’ The hysteresis at the highest force level will always be zero, due to only one measurement being taken 
at this level
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The largest hysteresis value of; 3.59%FSO was found at the end of the x axis 

calibration, at the zero load point.

2.4 Conclusion

While the responses of the dynamometer to forces was not consistent with the nominal 

sensitivities of 10 and 5 NA^, the data collected allowed actual sensitivities to be 

calculated, with the regression lines for these sensitivities all having values greater 

than 0.989. The maximum error in using these sensitivities was 4.84% FSO.

In addition, the hysteresis levels of the dynamometer were quantified, leading to a 

better understanding of the effect of hysteresis upon the collection of data. The low 

recording times should limit the influence of hysteresis in this application.
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Appendix 3

Example of micromilled groove analysis
Figure A3.1 displays a sample cut groove that has been notarised to identify damage. 

The length measurements for each damage type are presented in Table A3.1.

■en: > ^«v/r

Figure A3.1; Cut groove broken down into damage types. B: burr, T: tearing, D; depositing, M: groove
clogging. Note: Lent = Lexit = 10mm

Table A3.1: Analysis of groove shown in Figure A3
Burr(B) Tearing (T) Depositing (D) Groove Clogging (.\I)

Fxit Entrance Exit Entrance Exit

B| -0.797

-0.176

Bj-0.352

T| -0.889 T2 - 0.923 D, -0.914

D,- 1.393

D3- 1.720

D4 - 0.923

M|- 1.51

1 1.325 mm 0.889 mm 0.923 mm 2.307 mm 2.123 mm 1.51 mm

Equations A3.1 - A3.10 present the summary statistics for each damage type observed 

in Figure A3.1

Burr formation

B +B +BBurr formation on the exit surf ace % = ——-—- x 100 = 13.3% (A3.1)

Total Burr formation % = x 100 = 6.6%
^enf^^exit

Tearing

TTearing on the entrance surface % = —^ x 100 = 8.9%
^ent

Tearing on the exit surface % =

Total Tearing % = T1+T2
^enf^^exlt

X 100 = 9.2%

X 100 = 9.1%

(A3.2)

(A3.3)

(A3.4)

(A3.5)
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Material Deposition

Depositing on the entrance surface % = X 100 = 23.1% (A3.6)

Depositing on the exit surface % = X 100 = 26.4% (A3.7)

Total Depositing % = P1+P2+P3+P4 x 100 = 24.8%
^enf^^exit

(A3.8)

Clogging

Total Clogging % = —- x 100 = 15.1% (A3.9)
t^enf^tgxit

Cumulative damase

Bi + T’i + Di + Ml
Cumultaive damage % = ---------- -------- * 100

l-'ent 4" hgxit

1.33 + 1.81+4.43+3.02 
20

X 100 = 53.0% (A3.10)

Where;

L B, = aggregate burr formation (mm)

Z T| = aggregate tearing (mm)

Z D| = aggregate material deposition (mm) 

Z M, = aggregate clogging (mm)
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Appendix 4

Tool trajectory and peripheral velocity
4.1 Tool Trajectory

Figure A4.1: Actual tool position in workpiece during ten rotations 

The tool edge position is described by a rotational angle, rotational speed and a 

transverse feed. The undeformed chip thickness (//,) at any point on the cutting arc can 

be found analytically by applying these variables to Equation A4.1. Press et al.[239] 

described this method.

^ - O’. -
A4.1)

Where P,(x„ yj and P,(xi.i, y,.ij are the current and previous points on a curve 

described by the cutting edge. In this work, the assumption that chip thickness can be 

adequately described by Equation 4.1 (Chapter 4 section 4.2.3) has been taken. It is a 

reasonable approximation at high speeds and moderate feed levels.
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4.2 Peripheral velocity of tool

Due to the geometry, the peripheral velocity along the tool edge changes with 

position. As radius increases, the velocity increases. Figure A4.2 shows how the 

radius of the tool is calculated at various positions along its periphery.

Figure A4.2: Cutting edge geometry variables

Where;

X = Perpendicular distance along leading edge from the tip of the tool 
R = Radius of leading edge 
r = Minimum radius of tool

From observation and trigonometry, it can be deduced that;

b = ^{R--x-)

a = R — b 

rtotai = r + a

The peripheral velocity can be calculated as;

V = rtotai-s. 2. n

(A4.2)

(A4.3)

(A4.4)

(A4.5)

Where;
V= Peripheral velocity of the tool (m/s)
rioiai - Radius at selected location along periphery (m)
s = Tool rotational speed (rps)

The peripheral velocity increases as the perpendicular distance from the tool tip
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increases. This trend continues until the straight cutting edge of the tool is reached, 

beyond this point; the peripheral velocity remains constant due to tool geometry. 

Figure A4.3 shows the relationship between distance from tool tip and peripheral 

velocity for several rotational speeds;

4 S’

4-

JOK qim 
4()K tpm 
.M)K tpm 
W)K rpm 
8()K tpm 
HM)K tpm

i >0 
I 0.8
i 0.6

.1 0.4 
1 0.2 
I 0

r

"5

1.5

I •

"•■'h

().: 0 4 0.0 0.8 1
Pofivndiciilur disiuncc Iron Op ot tiwil (mm \

1.:

Rotational speed Maximum peripheral 

(rpm) velocity (m/s)

20,000 0.96

40,000 1.92

50.000 2.39

60,000 2.87

80.000 3.83

100,000 4.79

Figure A4.3: Variation of peripheral velocity along tool edge
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Appendix 5

Statistical verification of experimental methodology
5.1 Introduction

During machining, five replicate cutting operations were performed on each 

workpiece to ensure environmental conditions remained stable, machining parameters 

were held constant for these operations. The workpiece was then removed and 

replaced with a new machining parameters selected. Effectively, the machining 

parameters varied from workpiece to workpiece, not groove to groove Table A5.1 

presents sample machining parameters.

Table A5.1: Sample machining parameters between workpieces
Workpiece # Groove # Feed (mm/s) Speed (rpm) Depth of cut (mm)

1 1-5 2 30,000 0.7

2 1-5 4 50,000 0.7

n 1-5 X y z

Approaching testing in this manner made the assumptions that both the location of the 

cut on the workpiece was not significant, and that the handling methodology is 

sufficiently consistent to eliminate significant workpiece to workpiece variation. The 

following section will address these assumptions.

5.2 Statistical method

Five grooves were milled in eight workpieces; the machining parameters were kept
o

consistent throughout testing . One concern is the validity of the assumption that the 

five grooves milled in each sample are comparable. Issues such as tool/workpiece 

heating and tool wear may produce differing results that cannot be regarded as chance 

variation during cut progression. A method of assessing the comparability of 

replicates is the use of the analysis of variance (ANOVA). The ANOVA technique is 

a general method for decomposing statistical variation into its individual sources of 

error [206]. An ANOVA table compares the variability in the mean of an individual 

factor with the inherent experimental error [202].

Feed: 2mm/s, Speed: 35,000 rpm, DOC: 0.8mm, water temperature: 4°C
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Groove to groove variation

Table A5.2 below shows the global mean normal force recorded for grooves 1 and 5 

across the eight workpieces machined;

Groove 1 5

Mean Normal Force (N) 4.013 4.047

Standard Deviation (N) 0.105 0.133

4.25 
4.2 

4.15 
g 4.1 
"v 4.05 

I 4 
o 3.95I 3..

3.85
3.8

3.75
2 3 4

Groove number

t
♦
♦
i

♦

5

Figure A5.1: Individual value plot of fx (means marked in red)

Individual data points are shown in Figure A5.1. What is of interest here is to 

determine if any bias is present between grooves, which can be done by comparing 

means. This could be addressed through a t-test followed by a confidence interval to 

assess the relative bias should the test indicate the presence of one. An ANOVA will 

be performed however as the same process steps can be followed to assess the other 

performance metrics which include all the cut groves in the analysis.

Essentially the ANOVA technique will determine whether the discrepancies between 

the mean value of normal force for each groove is greater than could reasonably be 

expected from the variation that occurs within each groove force measurement.

Measuring variation 

Variation within channels
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An estimate of the internal consistency of the data may be obtained by pooling the 

individual sample variances collected from within each of the data sets corresponding 

to the different channels. In other words; the pooled estimate for sample variance can 

be found by combining the sample variances of the other four grooves. The within 

groove sum of squares and within groove degrees of freedom can be calculated using 

statistical software, they are; 0.201 and 14 respectively. These can be combined to 

give the within groove mean square error;

Within groove mean square — 0.201
14

= 0.0144 (A5.1)

Variation between grooves

The global mean of the entire data set is 4.030. If there were no real difference 

between the groove means then a second estimate of variance could be obtained from 

the variation of the groove means about the overall mean. Again the between 

treatment sum of squares and degrees of freedom can be calculated as; 0.0046 and 1 

respectively. These are combined to give the between groove mean square;

Between channel mean square = 2:2^ 0.0046 (A5.2)

Overall variation in the data

A measure of the overall variation in the data can be obtained by ignoring the 

separation of results by groove number and calculating the variance for the whole 

aggregate of results. This is done by calculating the total sum of squares of the 

deviations about the grand mean and dividing by the degrees of freedom. These results 

are summarised in Table A5.3.

Table A5.3: One way AVOVA: f, versus groove
Source Degrees of Freedom Sum of Squares Mean Squares F P

Groove Number 1 0.0046 0.0046 0.321 0.580
Error 14 0.2014 0.0143

Total 15 2.6152

The last two columns in the table provide tests of the null hypotheses of no difference 

between the long run groove means, i.e. that there is no relative bias between the 

grooves.
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One appropriate test statistic is the F ratio;

MS (between groups)F =
MS (within groups)

(A5.3)

If the null hypothesis cannot be rejected, then both the numerator and denominator of 

the F ratio have the same expectation and the result should be about one. However, the 

ratio is subject to chance variation, which is described by an F-distribution with 1 and 

14 degrees of freedom for the numerator and denominator.

If a significance level of alpha=0.05 is selected then the critical value found using an F 

distribution table will be 4.60. The F value in the ANOVA table is 0.32, since this is 

smaller than the critical value, the null hypothesis cannot be rejected. It is therefore 

statistically valid to say that the groove number has no influence of the normal forces 

recorded. The variation in normal force can thus be treated as chance variation, and 

each groove can be treated as a replicate.

Workpiece to workpiece variation

The same process steps can be followed to look for bias between workpieces. As the 8 

workpieces were all machined using the same parameters and v/ere handled and 

processed in the same manner, it would be expected that the mean values of normal 

force would be similar between them. The ANOVA table below addresses this with 

the data being grouped into workpiece number rather than groove number as seen 

previously.

Table A5.4: One way AVOVA: fx versus workpiece number
Source Degrees of Freedom Sum of Squares Mean Squares F P

Workpiece Number 7 0.087 0.0125 0.843 0.583
Error 8 0.119 0.0148
Total 15 0.206

The F value in the ANVOA table is subject to chance variation which is described by 

an F-distribution with 7 and 8 degrees of freedom for the numerator and denominator. 

With a significance level of alpha=0.05, the critical value from table is 3.50. As the F 

value is less that the critical F value, if the null hypothesis cannot be rejected and there 

is no indication of relative bias in the normal force recorded between workpieces. It is 

therefore, valid to compare results between workpieces machined using the same 

cutting parameters.
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The process steps described above were repeated for the other measurement metrics 

used during experimentation. Table A5.5 below shows the parameter investigated as 

well as the relevant F values.

Table A5.5: F and values across all measurement metrics

F F critical P

Normal force (fx)
Groove bias 0.32 4.60 0.580

Workpiece bias 0.84 3.50 0.583

Feed force (fy)
Groove bias 0.168 4.60 0.688

Workpiece bias 0.201 3.50 0.976

Thrust Force (fz)
Groove bias 1.868 4.60 0.193

Workpiece bias 0.138 3.50 0.991

Groove bias 0.97 2.64 0.436
Groove width

Workpiece bias 0.70 2.31 0.672

Burr generation
Groove bias 1.68 2.64 0.177

Workpiece bias 1.17 2.31 0.347

Tearing/chipping
Groove bias 0.74 2.64 0.571

Workpiece bias 1.17 2.31 0.347

Deposits
Groove bias 2.29 2.64 0.079

Workpiece bias 0.39 2.31 0.901

Clogging
Groove bias 0.35 2.64 0.842

Workpiece bias 0.82 2.31 0.578

5.3 Conclusion

As the F value is less than the F critical value in all instances above the null 

hypothesis cannot be rejected in each case. In other words; variation between the 

recorded data is not influenced by the position of the cut on the workpiece or 

workpiece to workpiece variation. Further details on this method and a model 

validation can be found in [1]. The data was assumed to be normal, this assumption 

was confirmed using Minitab statistical software.
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